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Phenomenon: The Northern Lights
The Northern Lights, formally called the Aurora Borealis, are
usually seen in the Artic region. While green is the most common
color, red, blue, purple, yellow, and pink aurorae have also been
observed. Aurorae also occur in the Antarctic region, where they
are called the Southern Lights or the Aurora Australis.

Fun Fact
A comprehensive scientific understanding of the
aurorae was not reached until the 20th century, but
the phenomenon has been known for at least two
millennia.
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Welcome to

Explore Our Phenomenal World
The Inspire High School Series brings phenomena to the forefront of
learning to engage and inspire students to investigate key science
concepts through their three-dimensional learning experience.

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

Start exploring now!

Inspire Curiosity

•

Inspire Investigation

•

Inspire Innovation
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WELCOME TO INSPIRE PHYSICS
Owning Your Learning
1 Encounter the Phenomenon

UNIT 3

MOMENTUM AND ENERGY

Every day, you are surrounded by
natural phenomena that make
you wonder.

ENCOUNTER THE PHENOMENON

Why is energy
important to humans
and society?
Ask Questions
What questions do you have about
the phenomenon? Write your
questions on sticky notes and add
them to the driving question board
for this unit.

MODULE 9

MOMENTUM AND ITS CONSERVATION

Look for Evidence
As you go through this unit, use the information and your
experiences to help you answer the phenomenon question as
well as your own questions. For each activity, record your
observations in a Summary Table, add an explanation, and
identify how it connects to the unit and module phenomenon
questions.

ENCOUNTER THE PHENOMENON

How do rockets accelerate
once they reach space?

Solve a Problem

GO ONLINE to play a video about
early work on rockets.

STEM UNIT PROJECT

(t)Video Supplied by BBC Worldwide Learning, (bl)National Crash Analysis Center (NCAC)/Image Bank Film/Getty Images,
(br)Koldunov/Shutterstock

NASA/Joel Kowsky
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LESSON 1: Explore & Explain:
Using the Impulse-Momentum
Theorem to Save Lives

LESSON 2: Explore & Explain:
Two Particle Collisions
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Additional Resources

Module 9 • Encounter the Phenomenon
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Explain Your Reasoning You
will revisit your claim and
explain your reasoning at the
end of the module.

GO ONLINE to access your CER chart and explore resources that can help you
collect evidence.

Module 9 • Momentum and Its Conservation

30/04/19

GO ONLINE In addition to reading the information in your
Student Edition, you can find the STEM Unit Project and other
useful resources online.

Claim, Evidence, Reasoning

Make Your Claim Use your
Collect Evidence Use the
CER chart to make a claim
lessons in this module to
210-211_PHYS_CA_S_CH09_UO_674235.indd
about how rockets accelerate
collect evidence to support
in space. Explain your
your claim. Record your
Program: HSS_CA Component: UO
reasoning.
evidence as you move
Vendor: Lumina
Chapter: 09
through the module.
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Crash Safety When designing a new car, the safety of the
passengers is a major consideration for engineers. Investigate
what happens in a collision and possible methods to reduce
harm to passengers. Use the results of these investigations
and the evidence you collected during the unit to design,
evaluate, and refine a device that minimizes harm to an object
during a collision.

Martin Sterba/ZUMA Press/Newscom

Ask Questions
Do you have other questions about the phenomenon? If so, add them to the driving
question board.

CER

What
is
energy?
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(t)Video Supplied by BBC Worldwide Learning, (b)oi/amanaimagesRF/Getty Images

Phenomenon Video

Why is energy important to humans and society?

How do rockets
accelerate once they
reach space?

How do air
bags and
seatbelts help
keep us safe?

How can energy
from power plants
be stored in the
power grid for
later use?

Can energy
ever be lost?

Why do different
parts of the pan
appear to be
different colors in this
thermal image?

Why does
ice melt on
a warm day?

How will the fluid flow
through this device?

What is
plasma?

How much ice is
needed to cool
a boiling cup of
tea enough to
drink it?

2 Ask Questions

At the beginning of each unit
and module, make a list of
the questions you have about
the phenomenon. Share
your questions with your
classmates.

iv
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MODULE 9

MOMENTUM AND ITS CONSERVATION
ENCOUNTER THE PHENOMENON

3 Claim, Evidence, Reasoning

How do rockets accelerate
once they reach space?

As you investigate each phenomenon,
you will write your claim, gather
evidence by performing labs and
completing reading assignments and
Applying Practices, and explain your
reasoning to answer the unit and
module phenomena.

GO ONLINE to play a video about
early work on rockets.

Ask Questions

(t)Video Supplied by BBC Worldwide Learning, (bl)National Crash Analysis Center (NCAC)/Image Bank Film/Getty Images,
(br)Koldunov/Shutterstock

Do you have other questions about the phenomenon? If so, add them to the driving
question board.

SUMMARY TABLE
Activity
Model
Applying
Practices:
Coffee Cup
Calorimetry

Observation
Evidence
Over time,
the metal
cools and the
water heats
up slightly,
until they are
at the same
temperature.

Explanation
Reasoning
The calorimeter
is an isolated
system, so the
thermal energy
lost by the
metal is equal
to the thermal
energy gained
by the water.

Connection
to Phenom
Unit:
Thermal energy
and heat
are part of
everyday life.

CER

Claim, Evidence, Reasoning

Make Your Claim Use your
CER chart to make a claim
about how rockets accelerate
in space. Explain your
reasoning.

Collect Evidence Use the
lessons in this module to
collect evidence to support
your claim. Record your
evidence as you move
through the module.

Explain Your Reasoning You
will revisit your claim and
explain your reasoning at the
end of the module.

GO ONLINE to access your CER chart and explore resources that can help you
collect evidence.

LESSON 1: Explore & Explain:
Using the Impulse-Momentum
Theorem to Save Lives

Questions
Answered
213-213_PHYS_NA_S_CH09_IP_135316.indd

How much ice is
needed to cool
a boiling cup of
tea enough to
drink it?

LESSON 2: Explore & Explain:
Two Particle Collisions

New
Questions

Additional Resources

Module 9 • Encounter the Phenomenon

How can a
Program: HSS_NA Component: IP
calorimeter
Vendor: Aptara
Chapter: 09
be used to
measure the
energy in food?
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When you collect evidence,
you can record your data
in a summary table and
use the data to collaborate
with others to answer the
questions you had.
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Module:
Different
materials heat
at different
rates because
they have
different specific
heats.

Physics STEM Unit 1 Project

Build a Rocket
Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education

Student Project Materials
NGSS Standards: HS-PS2-1

Background:

Since the Space Race began in the 1950’s people have been fascinated by rocket launches. But
before a rocket can be launched, a large team of people must work together to research,
develop, and build rockets. The members of the team have a variety of backgrounds, skills, and
knowledge. Engineers, mathematicians, and physicists are among those who work on these
teams.

5 Apply Your Evidence
and Reasoning

For physicists, a good understanding of motion and force is necessary for rocketry, whether you
are building models as a hobby or working with an organization like NASA to get to the Moon.

At the end of the unit, modules, and
lessons, you can use all of the data
you collected to help complete your
STEM Unit Project.

In this project, you will use your knowledge of motion and forces to design and launch a small
rocket and to analyze its flight. Your rocket will have a plastic soda or water bottle for its body
and will use baking soda and vinegar as its fuel.

Key Question:
How do Newton’s Laws of Motion relate to how a rocket works?
ENGINEERING DESIGN PROCESS

The Engineering Design Process is the idea of an orderly, systematic approach to a desired
end to a problem or need. Keep in mind that design projects may enter the design process at
any step. It is a cyclical process, differing from the scientific method, a linear process.
Engineers may have to repeat some steps or may skip steps at times.

ENGINEERING DESIGN PROCESS: DOCUMENTATION

In engineering design, documentation is the formal method of recording and communicating
the steps of the process. This begins with the creation of initial sketches based on the
information in the design brief, continues through the creation and testing of prototypes, and
finally concludes with the completion of a set of working drawings that describes the design
solution. Complete documentation should be an integral part of each step of the design
process, not just at the end.

v
1

Copyright © McGraw-Hill Education.
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KEY PARTNERS

Smithsonian
Following the mission of its founder James Smithson for “an establishment for the
increase and diffusion of knowledge,” the Smithsonian Institution today is the
world’s largest museum, education, and research complex. To further their vision of
shaping the future, a wealth of Smithsonian online resources are integrated within
this program.

SpongeLab Interactives
SpongeLab Interactives is a learning technology company that inspires learning and
engagement by creating gamified environments that encourage students to interact
with digital learning experiences.
Students participate in inquiry activities and problem-solving to explore a variety of
topics using games, interactives, and video while teachers take advantage of formative, summative, or performance-based assessment information that is gathered
through the learning management system.

PhET Interactive Simulations
The PhET Interactive Simulations project at the University of Colorado Boulder
provides teachers and students with interactive science and math simulations. Based
on extensive education research, PhET sims engage students through an intuitive,
game-like environment where students learn through exploration and discovery.

Key Partners
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MODULE 1

A PHYSICS TOOLKIT
ENCOUNTER THE PHENOMENON

What tools and skills do
physicists use?
GO ONLINE to play a video about
the way Newton studied light.

Ask Questions
Do you have other questions about the phenomenon? If so, add them to the driving
question board.

CER

Claim, Evidence, Reasoning

(t)Video Supplied by BBC Worldwide Learning, (b)Dusit/Shutterstock

Make Your Claim Use your
CER chart to make a claim
about the tools and skills
physicists use. Explain your
reasoning.

Collect Evidence Use the
lessons in this module to
collect evidence to support
your claim. Record your
evidence as you move
through the module.

Explain Your Reasoning You
will revisit your claim and
explain your reasoning at the
end of the module.

GO ONLINE to access your CER chart and explore resources that can
help you collect evidence.

LESSON 1: Explore & Explain:
What is physics?

LESSON 2: Explore & Explain:
Uncertainty in Data: Significant
Figures

Additional Resources
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LESSON 1

METHODS OF SCIENCE
FOCUS QUESTION

What do physicists do?

What is physics?
Science is not just a subject in school. It is a process based on inquiry that helps develop explanations about events in nature. Physics is a branch of science that involves the study of the physical
world: energy, matter, and how they are related.
When you see the word physics you might picture a chalkV
board full of formulas and mathematics: E = mc2, I = __
  R ,
1
x = (__
  2 )at2 + v0 t + x0. Maybe you picture scientists in white
lab coats or well-known figures such as Marie Curie and
Albert Einstein. Alternatively, you might think of the many
modern technologies created with physics, such as weather
satellites, laptop computers, and lasers.

DC

SEP

People who study physics go on to many different careers.
Some become scientists at universities and colleges, at
industries, or in research institutes. Others go into related
fields, such as engineering, computer science, teaching,
medicine, or astronomy, as shown in Figure 1. Still others
use the problem-solving skills of physics to work in finance,
construction, or other very different disciplines. In the last
50 years, research in the field of physics has led to many
new technologies, including satellite-based communications
and high-speed microscanners used to detect disease.

I

CCC

3D THINKING

COLLECT EVIDENCE
Use your Science Journal to
record the evidence you collect as
you complete the readings and
activities in this lesson.

4

Disciplinary Core Ideas

inga spence/Alamy Stock Photo

Physicists investigate the motions of electrons and rockets,
the energy in sound waves and electric circuits, and the
structure of the proton and of the universe. The goal of this
course is to help you better understand the physical world.

Figure 1 Physicists may choose from a variety of careers.

Crosscutting Concepts

Science & Engineering Practices

INVESTIGATE
GO ONLINE to find these activities and more resources.
Quick Investigation: Measuring Change
Analyze data to find patterns that can be used for extrapolation.
Review the News
Obtain information from a current news story about current physics research. Evaluate your
source and communicate your findings to your class.
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Figure 2 The series of procedures shown
here is one way to use scientific methods to
solve a problem.

State the problem.

Gather information.
Modify the
hypothesis.
Form a hypothesis.

Test the hypothesis.

Repeat
several
times.

Analyze data.

Draw conclusions.

Hypothesis is
not supported.

Hypothesis is
supported.

Scientific Methods
Although physicists do not always follow a rigid set of steps, investigations often follow similar
patterns called scientific methods, as shown in Figure 2. Depending on the particular investigation, a scientist might add new steps, repeat some steps, or skip steps altogether.

State the problem

Investigations can begin when one observes an event in nature and
wonders why or how it occurs. The question of “why” or “how” is the problem to be stated.
Sometimes a new question is posed during an investigation, leading to a new statement of a
problem. In the 1940s, researcher Percy Spencer was trying to answer the question of how to
mass-produce the magnetron tubes used in radar systems. When he stood in front of an operating
magnetron, which produces microwaves, a candy bar in his pocket melted. The new question of
how the magnetron was cooking food was then asked.

Research and gather information

Before beginning an investigation, it is useful to
research what is already known about the problem. Making and examining observations and
interpretations from reliable sources helps fine-tune the question and form it into a hypothesis.

WORD ORIGINS
Science
comes from the Latin word scientia, which
means knowledge

STEM CAREER Connection
Survey or Mapping Technician
Do you like being outside? Survey technicians spend most of their time outside in various
weather conditions collecting geographic data such as elevation and contour. Mapping
technicians use the data and sophisticated computer software to make maps of Earth’s
surface.
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A hypothesis is a
possible explanation for a problem using what you know
and have observed. A scientific hypothesis can be tested
through experimentation and observation. Sometimes
scientists must wait for new technologies before a
hypothesis can be tested. For example, the first hypotheses about the existence of atoms were developed more
than 2300 years ago, but the technologies to test these
hypotheses were not available for many centuries.
Some hypotheses can be tested by making observations.
Others can be tested by building a model and relating it
to real-life situations. One common way to test a hypothesis is to perform an experiment. An experiment tests
the effect of one thing on another, using a control.
Sometimes it is not possible to perform experiments; in
these cases, investigations become descriptive in nature.
For example, physicists cannot conduct experiments in
deep space. They can, however, collect and analyze
valuable data to help us learn more about events occurring there.

Analyze the data

An important part of every
investigation includes recording observations and
organizing data into easy-to-read tables and graphs.

Later in this module, you will study ways to display data.
When you are making and recording observations, you
should include all your results, even unexpected ones.
Many important discoveries have been made from
unexpected results. Scientific inferences are based on
scientific observations. All possible scientific explanations must be considered. If the data are not organized in
a logical manner, incorrect conclusions can be drawn.
When a scientist communicates and shares data, other
scientists will examine those data and how the data were
analyzed, and compare the data to the work of others.
Scientists, such as the planetary scientist in Figure 3,
share their data and analyses through reports, journals,
and conferences.

Draw conclusions

Based on the analysis of the
data, the next step is to decide whether the hypothesis is
supported. For the hypothesis to be considered valid and
widely accepted, the results of the experiment must be
the same every time it is repeated. If the experiment
does not support the hypothesis, the hypothesis must be
reconsidered. Perhaps the hypothesis needs to be
revised, or maybe the experimenter’s procedure needs to
be refined.

FREDERIC J BROWN/AFP/Getty Images

Form and test a hypothesis

Figure 3 An important part of scientific methods is to share data and results with other scientists. This scientist is
sharing predicted planetary orbital data with colleagues.
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Peer review

Before it is made public, science-based information is reviewed by scientists’
peers—scientists who are in the same field of study. Peer review is a process by which the procedures and results of an experiment are evaluated by peer scientists of those who conducted the
research. Reviewing other scientists’ work is a responsibility that many scientists have.

Being objective

One also should be careful to reduce bias in scientific investigations. Bias
can occur when the scientist’s expectations affect how the results are analyzed or the conclusions
are made. This might cause a scientist to select a result from one trial over those from other trials.
Bias might also be found if the advantages of a product being tested are used in a promotion and
the drawbacks are not presented. Scientists can lessen bias by running as many trials as possible
and by keeping accurate notes of each observation made.

Models
Sometimes, scientists cannot see everything they are testing. They might be observing an object
that is too large or too small, a process that takes too much time to see completely, or a material
that is hazardous. In these cases, scientists use models. A model is a representation of an idea,
event, structure, or object that helps people better understand it.

Models in history

Models have been used throughout history. In the early 1900s, British
physicist J.J. Thomson created a model of the atom that consisted of electrons embedded in a
ball of positive charge. Several years later, physicist Ernest Rutherford created a model of the
atom based on new research. Later in the twentieth century, scientists discovered that the
nucleus is not a solid ball but is made of protons and neutrons. The present-day model of the
atom is a nucleus made of protons and neutrons surrounded by an electron cloud. All three of
these models are shown in Figure 4. Scientists use models of atoms to represent their current
understanding because of the small size of an atom.

Thomson’s Model (1904)

Rutherford’s Model (1911)

Matter containing evenly
distributed positive charge

Electron Cloud Model
(Present-day)

Electrons

Electrons
-

-

Nucleus

-

-

-

-

Electron
cloud

-

-

Atom
Nucleus

Figure 4 Throughout history, scientists have made models of the atom.
Infer Why have models of the atom changed over the years?

Get It?

Explain how the model shown at the beginning of this module is helpful.
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High-tech models

Both physical models and
computers can be used in various ways to aid in the
engineering design process. Computers are useful for a
variety of purposes, such as running simulations to test
different ways of solving a problem or to see which one
is most efficient or economical; and in making a
persuasive presentation to a client about how a given
design will meet his or her needs. Computer software
is designed to mimic the processes under study.
For instance, computer simulators, such as the one
shown in Figure 5, help airplane pilots practice all
aspects of flight without ever leaving the ground. In
addition, computer simulations can simulate harsh
weather conditions and other potentially dangerous
in-flight challenges.

Figure 5 This is a flight simulator used to help train pilots. The image
mimics what the pilot would see if flying a real plane.
Identify other models around your classroom.

Get It?

Discuss how computer simulations can help develop possible solutions to a problem.

Scientific Theories and Laws
A scientific theory is an explanation of things or events based on knowledge gained from many
observations and investigations.
A theory is not a guess. If scientists repeat an investigation and the results always support the
hypothesis, the hypothesis can be called a theory. Just because a scientific theory has data
supporting it does not mean it will never change. As new information becomes available,
theories can be refined or modified, as shown in Figure 6 on the next page.
A scientific law is a statement about what happens in nature and seems to be true all the time.
Laws tell you what will happen under certain conditions, but they don’t explain why or how
something happens. Gravity is an example of a scientific law. The law of gravity states that any
one mass will attract another mass. To date, no experiments have been performed that disprove
the law of gravity.
A theory can be used to explain a law, but theories do not become laws. For example, many
theories have been proposed to explain how the law of gravity works. Even so, there are few
accepted theories in science and even fewer laws.

8

santofilme/iStock/Getty Images

CROSSCUTTING CONCEPTS
Systems and System Models Models can be used to simulate systems. Choose a
model not mentioned in this lesson. Remember that a model isn’t necessarily a
physical model, something you can build and touch, although it could be. Prepare
a poster that shows how your model can help test a process or a procedure. What
type of model will you use? What evidence supports your explanation?
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Greek philosophers proposed that objects fall because they seek their natural places. The more
massive the object, the faster it falls.

Revision
Galileo showed that the speed at which an object falls depends on the amount of time for which that
object has fallen and not on the object's mass.

Revision
Newton provided an explanation for why objects fall. Newton proposed that objects fall because the
object and Earth are attracted by a force. Newton also stated that there is a force of attraction between
any two objects with mass.

Revision
Einstein suggested that the force of attraction between two objects is due to mass causing the space
around it to curve.

Figure 6 If experiments provide new insight and evidence about a theory, such as the theory describing the
behavior of falling objects, the theory is modified accordingly.

The Limitations of Science
Science can help you explain many things about the world, but science cannot explain or solve everything. Scientists make guesses, but the guesses must be tested and verified. Questions about opinions,
values, and emotions are not scientific because they cannot be tested. For example, some people may find
a particular piece of art beautiful while others do not. Some people might think that certain foods, such
as pizza, taste delicious while others do not. You might take a survey to gather opinions about such
questions, but that would not prove that the opinions are true for everyone.

Check Your Progress
1. Summarize the steps you might use to carry
out an investigation using scientific
methods.
2. Define the term hypothesis. Identify three
ways to test a hypothesis.
3. Describe why it is important for scientists to
avoid bias.
4. Explain why scientists use models. Give an
example of a scientific model not mentioned
in this lesson, and explain how it is useful.

5. Analyze Your friend finds that 90 percent of
students surveyed in the cafeteria like pizza.
She says this scientifically proves that everyone likes pizza. How would you respond?
6. Critical Thinking An accepted value for freefall acceleration is 9.8 m/s2. In an experiment with pendulums, you calculate a value
to be 9.4 m/s2. Should the accepted value
be tossed out because of your finding?
Explain.

Go online to follow your personalized learning path to review, practice,
and reinforce your understanding.
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LESSON 2

MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS
FOCUS QUESTION

How is math helpful to physicists?

Mathematics in Physics
Physicists often use the language of mathematics. In physics, equations are important tools for
modeling observations and for making predictions. Equations are one way of representing
relationships between measurements. Physicists rely on theories and experiments with numerical
results to support their conclusions. For example, you can predict that if you drop a penny, it will
fall, but can you predict how fast it will be going when it strikes the ground? Different models of
falling objects give different answers to how the speed of the object changes as it falls or on what
the speed depends. By measuring how an object falls, you can compare the experimental data
with the results predicted by different models. This tests the models, allowing you to pick the best
one or to develop a new model.

SI Units
To communicate results, it is helpful to use units that everyone understands. The worldwide scientific community uses an adaptation of the
metric system for measurements. Table 1 shows that the Système
International d’Unités, or SI, uses seven base quantities. Other units,
called derived units, are formed by combining the base units in various
ways. Velocity is measured in meters per second (m/s). Often, derived
units are given their own names. For example, electric charge is measured in ampere-seconds (A·s), which are also called coulombs (C).

DC

SEP

SI is regulated by the International Bureau of Weights and Measures in
Sèvres, France. In the past, this bureau and the National Institute of
Science and Technology (NIST) in Gaithersburg, Maryland, kept
physical samples on which the standards were based.

I
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3D THINKING

Disciplinary Core Ideas

COLLECT EVIDENCE
Use your Science Journal to
record the evidence you collect as
you complete the readings and
activities in this lesson.
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Table 1

SI Base Units

Base Quantity

Base Unit

Symbol

meter

m

Mass

kilogram

kg

Time

second

s

Temperature

kelvin

K

Amount of a
substance

mole

mol

Electric current

ampere

A

Luminous
intensity

candela

cd

Length

Crosscutting Concepts

Science & Engineering Practices

INVESTIGATE
GO ONLINE to find these activities and more resources.
Identify Crosscutting Concepts
Create a table of the crosscutting concepts and fill in examples you find as you read.
Revisit the Encounter the Phenomenon Question
What information from this lesson can help you answer the Unit and Module questions?
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However, the standards are being redefined in terms of phenomena.
For example, the meter, as shown in Figure 7, is now defined
1
1
as _________
  299,792,458  , the distance that light travels in _________
 299,792,458  of a second.
The ease of switching between units is another convenient feature of
SI. To convert between units, multiply or divide by the appropriate
power of 10. Prefixes are used to change SI base units by powers of 10,
as shown in Table 2. You often will encounter these prefixes in daily
life, as in, for example, milligrams and centimeters.

Dimensional Analysis
You often will need to manipulate a formula, or use a string of
formulas, to solve a physics problem. One way to check whether you
have set up a problem correctly is to write out the equation or set of
equations you plan to use. Before doing calculations, check that the
answer will be in the expected units. For example, if you are finding a
car’s speed and you see that your answer will have the units s/m or m/s2,
you have made an error in setting up the problem. This method of
treating the units as algebraic quantities that can be canceled is called
dimensional analysis. Knowing that your answer will be in the correct
units is not a guarantee that your answer is right, but if you find that your
answer has or will have the wrong units, you can be sure that you have
made an error. Dimensional analysis also is used in choosing conversion
factors. A conversion factor is a multiplier equal to 1.

Table 2

Richard Hutchings//Digital Light Source/McGraw-Hill Education

1

in __________
  299,792,458  of a second.

Describe Why is it important to have standards for
measurements?

Prefixes Used with SI Units
Symbol

Multiplier

Scientific
Notation

Example

femto–

f

0.000000000000001

10–15

femtosecond (fs)

pico–

p

0.000000000001

10

picometer (pm)

nano–

n

0.000000001

10

micro–

μ

0.000001

10

milli–

m

0.001

centi–

c

deci–

d

kilo–

Prefix

Figure 7 You will use metersticks as your standard
of measurement, but the official definition of a
1
meter is  __________
299,792,458 , the distance that light travels

–12
–9
–6

nanometer (nm)
microgram (μg)

–3

10

milliamps (mA)

0.01

–2

10

centimeter (cm)

0.1

10–1

deciliter (dL)

k

1000

103

kilometer (km)

mega–

M

1,000,000

106

megagram (Mg)

giga–

G

1,000,000,000

109

gigameter (Gm)

tera–

T

1,000,000,000,000

1012

terahertz (THz)

Get It?

Identify the prefix that would be used to express 2,000,000,000 bytes of computer
memory.
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For example, because 1 kg = 1000 g, you can construct
the following conversion factors:
1 kg
1 = _____
  1000 g 

and

1000 g

1 = _____
  1 kg 

Choose a conversion factor that will make the initial
units cancel, leaving the answer in the desired units.
For example, to convert a mass of 1.34 kg to grams, set
up the conversion as shown below.
1.34 kg (
 _____
  1 kg ) = 1340 g
1000 g

You also might need to do a series of conversions. To
convert 43 km/h to m/s, do the following:
_____ _____
(_____
  1 h )(  _____
1 km )(  60 min )(  60 s )  = 12 m/s
43 km

1000 m

1h

1 min

Significant Figures
Suppose you measure a pen and find that the end of
the pen is just past 138 mm, as shown in Figure 8. You
estimate that the pen is one-tenth of a millimeter past
the last tick mark on the ruler and record the pen as
being 138.1 mm long. This measurement has four valid
digits: the first three digits are certain, and the last one
is uncertain. The valid digits in a measurement are
called significant figures. The last digit given for any
measurement is the uncertain digit. All nonzero digits
in a measurement are significant.

Are all zeros significant?

No. For example,
in the measurement 0.0860 m, the first two zeros
serve only to locate the decimal point and are not
significant. The last zero, however, is the estimated
digit and is significant. The measurement 172,000 m

could have 3, 4, 5, or 6 significant figures. This
ambiguity is one reason to use scientific notation. It is
clear that the measurement 1.7200×105 m has five
significant figures.

Arithmetic with significant figures

When
you do any arithmetic operation, remember that the
result never can be more precise than the least-precise
measurement.
To add or subtract measurements, first do the operation,
then round off the result to correspond to the least-precise
value involved. For example, 3.86 m + 2.4 m = 6.3 m, not
6.26 m, because the least-precise measure is to onetenth of a meter.
To multiply or divide measurements, first do the
calculation, and then round to the same number of
significant figures as the least-precise measurement.
409.2 km

35.9 km

For example, _______
  11.4 L  = ______
  L , because the leastprecise measurement has three significant figures.
Some calculators display several additional digits, while
others round at different points. Be sure to record your
answers with the correct number of digits.

Solving Problems
Most practice problems in this course will be complex
and require a strategy to solve. This textbook includes
many example problems, each of which is solved using
a three-step process. Example Problem 1 on the next
page follows the steps to calculate a car’s average speed
using distance and time.

Richard Hutchings/Digital Light Source

Figure 8 You recorded the length of this pen as 138.1 mm.
Infer Why is the last digit uncertain?
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EXAMPLE Problem 1
USING DISTANCE AND TIME TO FIND SPEED When a car travels
434 km in 4.5 h, what is the car’s average speed?
1 ANALYZE AND SKETCH THE PROBLEM
The car’s speed is unknown. The known values include the
distance the car traveled and the time. Use the relationship
among speed, distance, and time to solve for the car’s speed.
Known
distance = 434 km
time = 4.5 h

Unknown
speed = ?

2 SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWN
distance = speed × time

State the relationship as an equation.

distance
speed = ______
  time 		

Solve the equation for speed.

				
434 km
speed = ______
  4.5 h 

Substitute distance = 434 km
and time = 4.5 h.

speed = 96.4 km/h		

Calculate, and specify the units.

3 EVALUATE THE ANSWER
Check your answer by using it to calculate the distance the car
traveled.
distance = speed × time = 96.4 km/h × 4.5 h = 434 km
The calculated distance matches the distance stated in the
problem. This means that the calculated average speed
is correct.

THE PROBLEM
1. Read the problem carefully.
2. Be sure you understand
what is being asked.
ANALYZE AND SKETCH THE PROBLEM
1. Read the problem again.
2. Identify what you are given, and list
the known data. If needed, gather
information from graphs, tables, or
figures.
3. Identify and list the unknowns.
4. Determine whether you need a sketch
to help solve the problem.
5. Plan the steps you will follow
to find the answer.
SOLVE FOR THE UNKOWN
1. If the solution is mathematical, write the
equation and isolate the unknown factor.
2. Substitute the known quantities into the
equation.
3. Solve the equation.
4. Continue the solution process until you
solve the problem.
EVALUATE THE ANSWER
1. Reread the problem. Is the
answer reasonable?
2. Check your math. Are the units and
significant figures correct?

Check Your Progress
7. Modeling Why are concepts in physics
described with formulas?
8. Significant Figures Solve the following
problems, using the correct number of significant figures each time.
a. 10.8 g – 8.264 g
b. 4.75 m – 0.4168 m
c. 139 cm × 2.3 cm
d. 13.78 g / 11.3 mL
e. 1.6 km + 1.62 m + 1200 cm

9. Dimensional Analysis How many seconds
are in a leap year?
10. Solving Problems Rewrite F = Bqv to find v
in terms of F, q, and B.
11. Critical Thinking Using values given in a
problem and the equation for distance,
distance = speed × time, you calculate a
car’s speed to be 290 km/h. Is this answer
reasonable? Explain. Under what circumstances might this be a reasonable answer?

Go online to follow your personalized learning path to review, practice,
and reinforce your understanding.
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LESSON 3

MEASUREMENT
FOCUS QUESTION

Why is it important to make careful measurments?

What is measurement?
A measurement is a comparison between an unknown quantity and a standard. For example, if
you measure the mass of a rolling cart used in an experiment, the unknown quantity is the mass
of the cart and the standard is the gram, as defined by the balance or spring scale you use. If you
do an experiment with a spring for which the length is unknown, the centimeter is the standard
you might use for length. Measurements quantify our observations. For example, a person’s blood
110
pressure isn’t just “pretty good”; it’s ___
 60 , the low end of the good range.

Comparing Results

DC

SEP

For example, archaeologists use radiocarbon dating to determine the age of cave paintings, such as those from the Niaux
cave in France, in Figure 9, and the Chauvet cave, also in
France. Each radiocarbon date is reported with an uncertainty.
Three radiocarbon ages from a panel in the Chauvet cave are
30,940 ± 610 years, 30,790 ± 600 years, and 30,230 ± 530
years. While none of the measurements matches, the
uncertainties in all three overlap, and the measurements
agree with each other.

I

CCC

3D THINKING

Disciplinary Core Ideas

COLLECT EVIDENCE
Use your Science Journal to
record the evidence you collect as
you complete the readings and
activities in this lesson.
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Figure 9 These drawings are from the Niaux cave in France.
Scientists estimate that the drawings were made about
17,000 years ago.

Crosscutting Concepts

CAROLUS/Pixtal/age fotostock

As you learned in Lesson 1, scientists share their results.
Before new data are fully accepted, other scientists examine
the experiment, look for possible sources of error, and try
to reproduce the results. Results often are reported with an
uncertainty. A new measurement that is within the margin
of uncertainty is in agreement with the old measurement.

Science & Engineering Practices

INVESTIGATE
GO ONLINE to find these activities and more resources.
PhysicsLAB: Mass and Volume
Carry out an investigation to determine the relationship between mass, volume, and density.
Revisit the Encounter the Phenomenon Question
What information from this lesson can help you answer the Unit and Module questions?
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Could you conclude that the three measurements are in agreement? Is student 1’s
result reproducible? The ranges of the results of students 1 and 2 overlap between
14.5 cm and 14.8 cm. However, there is no overlap and, therefore, no agreement,
between their results and the result of student 3.

Get It?

Spring Data
15.0

Spring length (cm)

Suppose three students performed an experiment several times starting with
springs of the same length. With two washers on the spring, student 1 made
repeated measurements, which ranged from 14.4 cm to 14.8 cm. The average of
student 1’s measurements was 14.6 cm, as shown in Figure 10. This result was
reported as (14.6 ± 0.2) cm. Student 2 reported finding the spring’s length to be
(14.8 ± 0.3) cm. Student 3 reported a length of (14.0 ± 0.1) cm.

Explain Is student 3’s result reproducible? Why or why not?

14.5

14.0
13.7

0

Precision Versus Accuracy

1

2

Student

3

Figure 10 Three students took
Both precision and accuracy are characteristics of measured values, as shown in
multiple measurements. The red
Figure 11. How precise and accurate are the measurements of the three students
bars show the uncertainty of each
student’s measurement.
above? The degree of exactness of a measurement is called its precision. In the
example above, student 3’s measurements are the most precise, within ± 0.1 cm.
Both the measurements of student 1 and student 2 are less precise because they have a larger
uncertainty (student 1 = ± 0.2 cm, student 2 = ± 0.3 cm).

Precision depends on the instrument and technique used to make the measurement. Generally,
the device that has the finest division on its scale produces the most precise measurement. The
precision of a measurement is one-half the smallest division of the instrument.

Accuracy describes how well the results of a measurement agree
with the “real” value; that is, the accepted value as measured by
competent experimenters. Figure 11 illustrates accuracy and
precision.
If the length of the spring that the three students above
measured had been 14.8 cm, then student 2 would have been
most accurate and student 3 least accurate. What might have
led someone to make inaccurate measurements? How could
you check the accuracy of measurements?

Inaccurate

Precise

The significant figures in an answer show its precision. A measure
of 67.100 g is precise to the nearest thousandth of a gram. Say you
add 1.2 mL of acid to a beaker containing 2.4×102 mL of water—
you cannot say you now have 2.412×102 mL of fluid because the
volume of water was not measured to the nearest tenth of a
milliliter, but to the nearest 10 mL.

Accurate

Imprecise

For example, suppose a graduated cylinder has divisions of 1 mL.
You could measure an object to within 0.5 mL with this device.
However, if the smallest division on a beaker is 50 mL, how
precise would your measurements be compared to those taken
with the graduated cylinder?

Figure 11 The yellow area in the center of each target
represents an accepted value for a particular measurement.
The arrows represent measurements taken by a scientist during
an experiment.
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A common method for checking the accuracy of an instrument is
called the two-point calibration. First, does the instrument read zero
when it should, as shown in Figure 12? Second, does it give the
correct reading when it is measuring an accepted standard? Regular
checks for accuracy are performed on critical measuring instruments,
such as the radiation output of the machines used to treat cancer.

Get It?

Compare and contrast precision and accuracy.

Techniques of Good Measurement

Figure 12 Accuracy is checked by zeroing an
instrument before measuring.
Infer Is this instrument accurate? Why or why not?

(t)McGraw-Hill Education; (b)Hutchings Photography/Digital Light Source

To assure accuracy and precision, instruments also have to be used
correctly. Measurements have to be made carefully if they are to be as
precise as the instrument allows. One common source of error comes
from the angle at which an instrument is read. Scales should be read
with one’s eye directly in front of the measure, as shown on the left
of Figure 13. If the scale is read from an angle, as shown on the right of
Figure 13, a different, less accurate, value will be obtained. The
difference in the readings is caused by parallax, which is the apparent
shift in the position of an object when it is viewed from different angles.
To experiment with parallax, place your pen on a ruler and read the
scale with your eye directly over the tip, then read the scale with your
head shifted far to one side.

Figure 13 By positioning the scale head-on (left), your results will be more accurate than if you read your measurements at an angle (right).
Identify How far did parallax shift the measurement on the right?

16
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GPS
The Global Positioning System, or GPS, offers an illustration
of accuracy and precision in measurement. The GPS consists
of 24 satellites with transmitters in orbit and several receivers
on Earth. The satellites send signals with the time, measured
by highly accurate atomic clocks.
The receiver uses the information from at least four satellites
to determine latitude, longitude, and elevation. ( The clocks in
the receivers are not as accurate as those on the satellites.)
Receivers have different levels of precision. A device in an
automobile might give your position to within a few meters.
Devices used by geophysicists and geologists, as in Figure 14,
can measure movements of millimeters in Earth’s crust.
The GPS was developed by the United States Department of
Defense. It uses atomic clocks, which were developed to test
Einstein’s theories of relativity and gravity. The GPS eventually was made available for civilian use.
GPS signals now are provided worldwide free of charge and
are used in navigation on land, at sea, and in the air, for
mapping and surveying, by telecommunications and satellite
networks, and for scientific research into earthquakes and
plate tectonics.

Figure 14 This geologist in the Mali Desert is using a
highly accurate GPS receiver to record and analyze the
movements of continental plates. His findings will help
in the search for oil deposits.

Greenshoots Communications/Alamy Stock Photo

Check Your Progress
12. Precision and Accuracy You find a micrometer (a tool used to measure objects to the
nearest 0.001 mm) that has been bent. How
does it compare to a new, high-quality
meter-stick in its precision and accuracy?
13. Accuracy Some wooden rulers do not start
with 0 at the edge, but have it set in a few
millimeters. How could this improve the
accuracy of the ruler?
14. Parallax Does parallax affect the precision
of a measurement that you make? Explain.
15. Uncertainty Your friend tells you that his
height is 182 cm. In your own words, explain
the range of heights implied by this statement.

16. Precision A box has a length of 18.1 cm, a
width of 19.2 cm, and is 20.3 cm tall.
a. What is its volume?
b. How precise is the measurement of length?
Of volume?
c. H
 ow tall is a stack of 12 of these boxes?
d. How precise is the measurement of the
height of one box? Of 12 boxes?
17. Critical Thinking Your friend states in a
report that the average time required for a car
to circle a 2.4-km track was 65.414 s. This was
measured by timing 7 laps using a clock with
a precision of 0.1 s. How much confidence do
you have in the results of the report? Explain.

Go online to follow your personalized learning path to review, practice,
and reinforce your understanding.
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LESSON 4

GRAPHING DATA
FOCUS QUESTION

How do graphs help scientists analyze data?

Identifying Variables
When you perform an experiment, it is important to change only one factor at a time. For
example, Table 3 gives the length of a spring with different masses attached. Only the mass
varies; if different masses were hung from different types of springs, you wouldn’t know how
much of the difference between two data pairs was due to the different masses and how much
was due to the different springs.

Independent and dependent variables

A variable is any factor that might affect
the behavior of an experimental setup. The factor that is manipulated during an investigation
is the independent variable. In the experiment that gave the data in Table 3, the mass was
the independent variable. The factor that depends on the independent variable is the
dependent variable. In this investigation, the amount the spring stretched depended on the
mass, so the amount of stretch was the dependent variable.

Line of best fit

A line graph shows how the dependent variable
changes with the independent variable. The data from Table 3 are
graphed in Figure 15 on the next page. The line in blue, drawn as close
to all the data points as possible, is called a line of best fit. The line of
best fit is a better model for predictions than any one point along the
line. Figure 15 gives detailed instructions on how to construct a graph,
plot data, and sketch a line of best fit.

Table 3 L
 ength

of a Spring for
Different Masses

Mass Attached
to Spring (g)

Length of
Spring (cm)

0

13.7

5

14.1

10

14.5

15

14.9

20

15.3

25

15.7

30

16.0

35

16.4

DC

SEP

A well-designed graph allows patterns that are not immediately evident
in a list of numbers to be seen quickly and simply. The graph in
Figure 15 shows that the length of the spring increases as the mass
suspended from the spring increases.

I

CCC

3D THINKING

Disciplinary Core Ideas

COLLECT EVIDENCE
Use your Science Journal to
record the evidence you collect as
you complete the readings and
activities in this lesson.
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Crosscutting Concepts

Science & Engineering Practices

INVESTIGATE
GO ONLINE to find these activities and more resources.
Forensics Lab: It’s in the Blood
Analyze and interpret data to determine cause and effect at a crime scene.
Review the News
Obtain information from a current news story where graphs are used to present data.
Evaluate your source and communicate your findings to your class.
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Figure 15 Use the steps outlined here to plot line graphs from data tables.

Length of a Spring for Different Masses
Graph title

16.5
16.0

Line of best fit

Dependent
variable

Length (cm)

15.5
15.0
14.5
14.0
y-axis (range 13.5−16.5)

13.5

Origin

0

x-axis (domain 0−35)
5

10

15

20

25

Mass (g)

30

35

Independent variable

1. Identify the independent variable and the dependent variable in your data. In this
example, the independent variable is mass (g) and the dependent variable is length (cm).
The independent variable is plotted on the horizontal axis, the x-axis. The dependent
variable is plotted on the vertical axis, the y-axis.
2. Determine the range of the independent variable to be plotted. In this case the range is
0–35.
3. Decide whether the origin (0, 0) is a valid data point.
4. Spread the data out as much as possible. Let each division on the graph paper stand for
a convenient unit. This usually means units that are multiples of 2, 5, or 10.
5. Number and label the horizontal axis. The label should include the name of the variable
and its units, for example, Mass (g).
6. Repeat steps 2–5 for the dependent variable.
7. Plot the data points on the graph.
8. Draw the best-fit straight line or smooth curve that passes through as many data points
as possible. This is sometimes called eyeballing. Do not use a series of straight-line
segments that connect the dots. The line that looks like the best fit to you may not be
exactly the same as someone else’s. There is a formal procedure, which many graphing
calculators use, called the least-squares technique, that produces a unique best-fit line,
but that is beyond the scope of this textbook.
9. Give the graph a title that clearly tells what the graph represents.

Lesson 4 • Graphing Data
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Length of a Spring for
Different Masses
17.0
Q

Length (cm)

16.0
15.0
14.0
0

Figure 16 In a linear relationship, the dependent variable—in this
case, length—varies linearly with the independent variable. The
independent variable in this experiment is mass.
Describe What happens to the length of the spring as mass
decreases?

rise
run

P

b = 13.7 cm
5

10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Mass (g)

Linear Relationships
Scatter plots of data take many different shapes, suggesting different relationships. Three of the
most common relationships are linear relationships, quadratic relationships, and inverse relationships. You probably are familiar with them from math class.
When the line of best fit is a straight line, as in Figure 15, there is a linear relationship between
the variables. In a linear relationship, the dependent variable varies linearly with the independent variable. The relationship can be written as the following equation.

Linear Relationship Between Two Variables

y = mx + b
Here, m is the slope of the line, or the ratio of the vertical change to the horizontal change, and b
is the y-intercept, the point at which the line crosses the vertical axis. To find the slope, select two
points, P and Q, far apart on the line—they may or may not be data points. The vertical change, or
rise (Δy) , is the difference between the vertical values of P and Q, as shown in Figure 16. The
horizontal change, or run (Δx) , is the difference between the horizontal values of P and Q.

Slope
The slope of a line is equal to the rise divided by the run, which also can be expressed as the
vertical change divided by the horizontal change.
Δy

m = ___
  rise = ___
  Δx 
run
(16.0 cm - 14.1 cm)

In Figure 16: m = _______________
   
   = 0.08 cm/g
(30 g - 5 g)
Δy

If y gets smaller as x gets larger, then ___
 Δx is negative, and the line slopes downward from left to
right. The y-intercept, or the y-value when the value of x is zero, in this example is b = 13.7 cm
(Figure 16). So, when no mass is suspended by the spring, it has a length of 13.7 cm. When
b = 0 , or y = mx , y is said to vary directly with x. In physics, the slope of the line and the
y-intercept always contain information about the physical system that is described by the graph.

20
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Nonlinear Relationships

20

Quadratic relationships

The graph in Figure 17
is a quadratic relationship, represented by the equation
below. A quadratic relationship exists when one variable
depends on the square of another.

16

Distance (m)

Figure 17 graphs the distance a brass ball falls versus
time. Note that the graph is not a straight line, meaning
the relationship is not linear. There are many types of
nonlinear relationships in science. Two of the most
common are quadratic and inverse relationships.

Distance Ball Falls v. Time

12

8

4

Quadratic Relationship Between Two Variables
0

y = ax2 + bx + c

0.4

0.8

1.2

Time (s)

1.6

2.0

A computer program or graphing calculator can easily find the Figure 17 The quadratic, or parabolic, relationship shown
here is an example of a nonlinear relationship.
values of the constants a, b, and c in the above equation. In
Figure 17, the equation is d = 5t2. See the Math Skill Handbook
in the back of this book or online for more on making and
using line graphs.

Get It?

Explain how two variables are related to each other in a quadratic relationship.
PHYSICS Challenge
An object is suspended from spring 1, and the spring’s elongation (the distance it stretches)
is x1 . Then the same object is removed from the first spring and suspended from a second
spring. The elongation of spring 2 is x2 . x2 is greater than x1 .
1.
2.
3.
4.

 n the same axes, sketch the graphs of the mass versus elongation for both springs.
O
Should the origin be included in the graph? Why or why not?
Which slope is steeper?
At a given mass, x2 = 1.6 x1 . If x2 = 5.3 cm, what is x1 ?

Spring 1

Spring 2

x1
x2
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Relationship Between Speed
and Travel Time

10
9

Figure 18 This graph shows the inverse relationship
between speed and travel time.
Describe How does travel time change as speed
increases?

Travel time (h)

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85 90 95 100 105

Speed (km/h)

Inverse relationships

The graph in Figure 18 shows how the time it takes to travel 300 km
varies as a car’s speed increases. This is an example of an inverse relationship, represented by
the equation below. An inverse relationship is a hyperbolic relationship in which one variable
depends on the inverse of the other variable.

Inverse Relationship Between Two Variables
a
y =  _x 
The three relationships you have learned about are a sample of the relations you will most likely
investigate in this course. Many other mathematical models are used. Important examples
include sinusoids, used to model cyclical phenomena, and exponential growth and decay, used
to study radioactivity. Combinations of different mathematical models represent even more
complex phenomena.

Get It?

Explain how two variables are related to each other in an inverse relationship.
PRACTICE Problems

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

18. Refer to the data listed in Table 4.
a. Plot mass versus volume, and draw the curve
that best fits all points. Describe the curve.
b. What type of relationship exists between the
mass of the gold nuggets and their volume?
c. What is the value of the slope of this graph?
Include the proper units.
d. Write the equation showing mass as a function
of volume for gold.
e. Write a word interpretation for the slope of
the line.

22

Table 4 Mass

of Pure Gold
Nuggets

Volume (cm3)

Mass (g)

1.0

19.4

2.0

38.6

3.0

58.1

4.0

77.4

5.0

96.5
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Predicting Values

It is important to decide how far you can extrapolate
from the data you have. For example, 90 g is a value far
outside the ones measured and displayed in Table 3, and
the spring might break rather than stretch that far.

When scientists discover relationships like the ones
shown in the graphs in this lesson, they use them to
make predictions. For example, the equation for the
linear graph in Figure 16 is as follows:
y = (0.08 cm/g)x + 13.7 cm
Relationships, either learned as formulas or developed
from graphs, can be used to predict values you haven’t
measured directly. How far would the spring in Table 3
stretch with 49 g of mass?
y = (0.08 cm/g)(49 g) + 13.7 cm
= 18 cm

Physicists use models to accurately predict how systems
will behave: what circumstances might lead to a solar
flare (an immense outburst of material from the Sun’s
surface into space) or how changes to a grandfather
clock’s pendulum will change its ability to keep accurate
time. People in all walks of life use models in many ways.
One example is shown in Figure 19. With the tools you
have learned in this module, you can answer questions
and produce models for the physics questions you will
encounter in the rest of this textbook.

Figure 19 In order to create a realistic model, computer animators use mathematical models of the real
world to help visualize global atmospheric conditions.

Check Your Progress

William Putman/NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

19. Make a Graph Graph the following data.
Time is the independent variable.
Time (s)

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

Speed (m/s)

12

10

8

6

4

2

2

2

20. Interpret a Graph What would be the
meaning of a nonzero y-intercept in a graph
of total mass versus volume?

21. Predict Use the relationship illustrated in
Figure 16 to determine the mass required to
stretch the spring 15 cm.
22. Predict Use the relationship shown in
Figure 18 to predict the travel time when
speed is 110 km/h.
23. Critical Thinking Look again at the graph in
Figure 16. In your own words, explain how
the spring would be different if the line in the
graph were shallower or had a smaller slope.

Go online to follow your personalized learning path to review, practice,
and reinforce your understanding.
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ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY

A Step in the Right Direction
Prosthetics, or artificial body parts, have been in
use since ancient Greek times. Most prostheses
of the past, however, were more decorative than
functional. They were made mainly of metal and
wood, and were attached to the body with straps
or harnesses made of leather. Prosthetics have
come a long way over the last few decades. Today’s
prosthetic limbs can transform people’s lives.

New materials, new look

control the prosthesis.

The prostheses of today look and function more
like biological limbs than ever before. The inner
structure of a prosthesis, called a pylon, is now
commonly made of carbon-fiber composites and
new types of plastics. These materials make the
prosthesis stronger, but also lighter, than metal or
wood prostheses.

Some prosthetics can be attached directly to the patient’s body,
rather than being attached with slings or harnesses.

Electronic components give users better control
over a prosthesis. For example, myoelectric
prostheses use the electric signals generated by
muscles to control a prosthesis. A person with a
myoelectric prosthetic hand can move muscles in
his or her arm to signal the hand to move or grip in
different ways, with varying amounts of force.

Another game-changing advance in prosthetic
technology is a change in the socket, the part of
a prosthesis that connects to a person’s residual
limb. When prostheses are attached with slings or
harnesses, the socket is sometimes uncomfortable. It
can cause sores, blisters, and pain, and it can damage
the tissues under the skin. To combat this problem,
some new prostheses are mounted directly into the
bone marrow of a person’s residual limb. This method
of attachment increases the person’s comfort, as well
as his or her control of the prosthesis.

Targeted muscle reinnervation (TMR) is another new
method of giving people more control over cuttingedge prostheses, specifically arms. The nerves in
a person’s residual limb, which once controlled
the amputated limb, are surgically “reassigned” to

Some prosthetic advances are still making the
transition from prototypes to patient care. But
scientists are determined to speedily move these
new technologies into the everyday lives of
patients.

Food Collection/Alamy Stock Photo
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COMMUNICATE TECHNICAL
INFORMATION
CCC
Use print or online sources to research an advance
in prosthetics that was not discussed in this feature.
Share the results of your research with your class.
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STEM AT WORK

What do physicists study?
Physicist study a wide range of topics from the tiniest
particles to stars, galaxies, and the universe itself.

Mechanics is the branch of physics that studies motion and forces.
Physicists often work with other branches of science. For example, geophysics
is the study of Earth’s physical properties and processes. Another area of
collaboration is biomechanics, which is the study of the motion of living things.
The researcher in the photo at the right is collecting data about the motion of an athlete.
the study of temperature, heat, and the relationship between the characteristics of
a system’s particles and the macroscopic characteristics of the system. Because
systems contain very large numbers of particles, physics often use computer
models to study thermodynamics. The NASA model on the left allows scientists to
predict how heat shields will perform in the atmosphere.

Electromagnetism is the study of electricity, magnetism, and the relationship

between them. By understanding how currents produce magnetic fields, physicists
and engineers can design and build electromagnets, like the one on the right.

Nuclear and Particle Physics Nuclear physicists study the atomic nucleus. Particle
physicists will use this superconducting electromagnet in a particle accelerator to
study even smaller structures—the elementary particles that make up universe.

Optics is the study of the generation, transmission, and detection of visible,
infrared, ultraviolet, and microwave radiation.

Astrophysics and Cosmology are, respectively, the study of the physical

properties of celestial bodies such as the active galactic nucleus on the left
and the development and overall structure of the universe.

I
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	OBTAIN AND COMMUNICATE
INFORMATION
CCC
Choose one of the fields of physics that interests
you. Research your chosen field, and identify a
related career, what a person does in that career,
and the types of education and training required.
Develop a presentation in which you are recruiting
candidates for a job opening in that career.
DC

(t to b, l to r)Science Photo Library/Alamy Stock Photo; Joe Brock, NASA Ames Research Center; Cultura Creative(RF)/Alamy Stock Photo; NASA/CXC/M.Weiss

Thermodynamics is the study of the energy of a system’s particles. It includes
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MODULE 1

STUDY GUIDE
GO ONLINE to study with your Science Notebook.

Lesson 1 METHODS OF SCIENCE
• Scientific methods include making observations and asking
questions about the natural world.
• Scientists use models to represent things that may be too small
or too large, processes that take too much time to see completely,
or a material that is hazardous.
• A scientific theory is an explanation of things or events based
on knowledge gained from observations and investigations. A
scientific law is a statement about what happens in nature,
which seems to be true all the time.
• Science can’t explain or solve everything. Questions about
opinions and values cannot be tested.
Lesson 2 MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS
• Using SI, an adaptation of the metric system, helps scientists
around the world communicate more easily.
• Dimensional analysis is used to check that an answer is in
the correct units.
• Significant figures are the valid digits in a measurement.
Lesson 3 MEASUREMENT
• Measurements are reported with uncertainty because a new
measurement that is within the margin of uncertainty confirms
the old measurement.
• Precision is the degree of exactness with which a quantity is
measured. Accuracy is the extent to which a measurement
matches the true value.
• A common source of error that occurs when making a measurement is the angle at which an instrument is read. If the scale of
an instrument is read at an angle, as opposed to at eye level, the
measurement will be less accurate.
Lesson 4 GRAPHING DATA
• Graphs contain information about the relationships between
variables. Patterns that are not immediately evident in a list of
numbers are seen more easily when the data are graphed.
• Common relationships shown in graphs are linear relationships,
quadratic relationships, and inverse relationships. In a linear
relationship, the dependent variable varies linearly with the
independent variable. A quadratic relationship occurs when one
variable depends on the square of another. In an inverse relationship, one variable depends on the inverse of the other variable.
• Scientists use models and relationships between variables to
make predictions.
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physics
scientific methods
hypothesis
model
scientific theory
scientific law

• dimensional analysis
• significant figures

• measurement
• precision
• accuracy

•
•
•
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independent variable
dependent variable
line of best fit
linear relationship
quadratic relationship
inverse relationship
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Module Wrap-Up

REVISIT THE PHENOMENON

What tools and skills do
physicists use?
CER

Claim, Evidence, Reasoning

Explain Your Reasoning Revisit the claim you made when you encountered the
phenomenon. Summarize the evidence you gathered from your investigations and
research and finalize your Summary Table. Does your evidence support your claim? If not,
revise your claim. Explain why your evidence supports your claim.

GO FURTHER
Data Analysis Lab
How is string length and square of the period of a p
 endulum related?
A group of students planned and carried out an investigation into
the relationship between string length L and the time it took for one
complete swing of a pendulum (its period) T.

FatCamera/E+/Getty Images

Data and Observations Their measurements are given in the table.
String Length L (m)

Period T (s)

0.07

0.53

0.10

0.63

0.20

0.90

0.40

1.27

0.55

1.49

0.70

1.68

0.90

1.90

CER Analyze and Interpret Data
One of the students used the data to investigate the relationship
between the string length L and the square of the period T 2.
1. Calculate and record the values of T 2.
2. Construct a Model Plot the values of L and T 2 and draw the
best-fit curve. Write an equation that describes the curve.
3. Claim What is the relationship between the square of the period
of a pendulum and the length of the string?
4. Evidence and Reasoning Use your graph as evidence and
explain your reasoning to justify your claim.
Module 1 • A Physics Toolkit
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UNIT 1

MECHANICS IN ONE
DIMENSION
ENCOUNTER THE PHENOMENON

How can we model
motion and forces?
Ask Questions
What questions do you have about
the phenomenon? Write your
questions on sticky notes and add
them to the driving question board
for this unit.

What does
the graph
show about
the race?

Look for Evidence
As you go through this unit, use the information and your
experiences to help you answer the phenomenon question as
well as your own questions. For each activity, record your
observations in a Summary Table, add an explanation, and
identify how it connects to the unit and module phenomenon
questions.

Solve a Problem

STEM UNIT PROJECT

Build a Rocket A good understanding of motion and force is
necessary for rocketry, whether you are a building models as
a hobby or working with an organization like NASA to get to
the Moon. Investigate the forces involved in a rocket launch.
Use the results of these investigations and the evidence you
collected during the unit to build and test a model rocket.
GO ONLINE In addition to reading the information in your
Student Edition, you can find the STEM Unit Project and other
useful resources online.
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MODULE 2

REPRESENTING MOTION
ENCOUNTER THE PHENOMENON

How does a GPS unit know
where you are?
GO ONLINE to play a video about
how GPS works.

Ask Questions
Do you have other questions about the phenomenon? If so, add them to the driving
question board.

CER

Claim, Evidence, Reasoning

(t)Video Supplied by BBC Worldwide Learning, (b)Wavebreak Media/Getty Images

Make Your Claim Use your
CER chart to make a claim
about how a GPS unit knows
where you are. Explain your
reasoning.

Collect Evidence Use the
lessons in this module to
collect evidence to support
your claim. Record your
evidence as you move
through the module.

Explain Your Reasoning You
will revisit your claim and
explain your reasoning at the
end of the module.

GO ONLINE to access your CER chart and explore resources that can
help you collect evidence.

LESSON 2: Explore & Explain:
Coordinates and Vectors

LESSON 3: Explore & Explain:
Velocity and Speed

Additional Resources
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LESSON 1

PICTURING MOTION
FOCUS QUESTION

How do you know that something is moving?

All Kinds of Motion
You have learned about scientific processes that will be useful in your study of physics.
You will now begin to use these tools to analyze motion. In subsequent modules, you will
apply these processes to many kinds of motion. You will use words, sketches, diagrams,
graphs, and equations.

Changes in position

What comes to your mind when you hear the word motion?
A spinning ride at an amusement park? A baseball soaring over a fence for a home run?
Motion is all around you—from fast trains and speedy skiers to slow breezes and lazy
clouds. Objects move in many different ways, such as the straight-line path of a bowling
ball in a bowling lane’s gutter, the curved path of a car
rounding a turn, the spiral of a falling kite, and swirls of
water circling a drain. When an object is in motion, such as
the train in Figure 1, its position changes.

Get It?

DC

SEP

Describe how the picure in Figure 1 would be
different if the train were sitting still.

I

CCC

3D THINKING

COLLECT EVIDENCE
Use your Science Journal to
record the evidence you collect as
you complete the readings and
activities in this lesson.
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Disciplinary Core Ideas

Figure 1 The train appears blurry in the photograph because its
position changed during the time the camera shutter was open.

Crosscutting Concepts

Ingram Publishing

Some types of motion are more complicated than others.
When beginning a new area of study, it is generally a good
idea to begin with the least complicated situation, learn as
much as possible about it, and then gradually add more
complexity to that simple model. In the case of motion, you
will begin your study with movement along a straight line.

Science & Engineering Practices

INVESTIGATE
GO ONLINE to find these activities and more resources.
PhysicsLAB: Motion Diagrams
Use a model to identify patterns in motion.
Review the News
Obtain information from a current news story about motion capture technology. Evaluate your
source and communicate your findings to your class.
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Movement along a straight line

In general, an
object can move along many different kinds of paths,
but straight-line motion follows a path directly between
two points without turning left or right. For example,
you might describe an object’s motion as forward and
backward, up and down, or north and south. In each of
these cases, the object moves along a straight line.
Suppose you are reading this textbook at home. As you
start to read, you glance over at your pet hamster and
see that it is sitting in a corner of the cage. Sometime
later you look over again, and you see that it now is
sitting next to the food dish in the opposite corner of the
cage. You can infer that your hamster has moved from
one place to another in the time between your
observations. What factors helped you make this
inference about the hamster’s movement?
The description of motion is a description of place and
time. You must answer the questions of where an object
is located and when it is at that position in order to
describe its motion.

Get It?

Identify two factors you must know to describe
the motion of an object along a straight line.

Motion Diagrams
Consider the following example of straight-line motion: a
runner jogs along a straight path. One way of representing the runner’s motion is to create a series of images
showing the runner’s position at equal time intervals.
You can do this by photographing the runner in motion
to obtain a sequence of pictures. Each photograph will
show the runner at a point that is farther along the
straight path.

Richard Hutchings/Digital Light Source

Consecutive images

Suppose you point a camera
in a direction and a runner crosses the camera’s field of
view. Then you take a series of photographs of the
runner at equal time intervals, without moving the
camera. Figure 2 shows what a series of consecutive
images for a runner might look like. Notice that the
runner is in a different position in each image, but
everything in the background remains in the same
position. This indicates that, relative to the camera and
the ground, only the runner is in motion.

Figure 2 You can tell that the runner is in motion because her
position changes relative to the tree and the ground.

Lesson 1 • Picturing Motion
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Combining images

Suppose that you layered the
four images of the runner from Figure 2 one on top of
the other, as shown in Figure 3. A series of images
showing the positions of a moving object at equal time
intervals is called a motion diagram.

Particle Models
Keeping track of the runner’s motion is easier if you
disregard the movement of her arms and her legs and
instead concentrate on a single point at the center of her
body. In a particle model, you replace the object or
objects with single points.
To use the particle model, the object’s size must be much
less than the distance it moves. In the photographic
motion diagram, you could identify a central point at her
waistline, and draw a dot to represent the position at
different times. The bottom of Figure 3 shows the
particle model for the runner’s motion.

Figure 3 Combining the images from Figure 2 produces this
motion diagram of the runner’s movement. The series of dots at the
bottom of the figure is a particle model that corresponds to the
motion diagram.
Explain how the particle model shows that the runner’s speed is
not changing.

Get It?

Describe how you would model the motion of the
hiker at the beginning of this module.

Check Your Progress

STOP

Figure 4

4. Bird Motion Diagram Draw a particle
model motion diagram corresponding to the
motion diagram in Figure 5. What point on
the bird did you choose to represent the
bird?

Figure 5

5. Critical Thinking Draw particle model
motion diagrams for two runners during a
race in which the first runner crosses the
finish line as the other runner is three-fourths
of the way to the finish line.

Go online to follow your personalized learning path to review, practice,
and reinforce your understanding.
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Richard Hutchings/Digital Light Source

1. Representing Motion How does a motion
diagram represent an object’s motion?
2. Bike Motion Diagram Draw a particle
model motion diagram for a bike rider
moving at a constant pace along a straight
path.
3. Car Motion Diagram Draw a particle
motion diagram corresponding to the
motion in Figure 4 for a car coming to a
stop at a stop sign. What point on the car
did you use to represent the car?
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LESSON 2

WHERE AND WHEN?
FOCUS QUESTION

What are some different ways of describing and
representing motion?

Coordinate Systems
Is it possible to measure distance
and time on a motion diagram?
Before photographing a runner, you
could place a long measuring tape
on the ground to show where the
runner is in each image. A stopwatch within the camera’s view
could show the time. But where
should you place the end of the
measuring tape? When should you
start the stopwatch?
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Position and distance

DC

SEP

It is
useful to identify a system in which
you have chosen where to place the
zero point of the measuring tape
and when to start the stopwatch.
A coordinate system gives the
location of the zero point of the
variable you are studying and the
direction in which the values of the
variable increase, as shown in the
diagram in Figure 6.

I

CCC

3D THINKING

Figure 6 A simplified motion diagram uses dots to represent a moving object and arrows to
indicate positions.

Disciplinary Core Ideas

COLLECT EVIDENCE
Use your Science Journal to
record the evidence you collect as
you complete the readings and
activities in this lesson.

x

Crosscutting Concepts

Science & Engineering Practices

INVESTIGATE
GO ONLINE to find these activities and more resources.
Quick Investigation: Vector Models
Develop and use a model to visualize the result of adding vector quantities in one dimension.
 evisit the Encounter the Phenomenon Question
R
What information from this lesson can help you answer the Unit and Module questions?
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The origin is the point at which all variables in a coordinate system
have the value zero. In the example of the runner shown in Figure 6,
the origin, which is the zero point of the measuring tape, could be 6 m
to the left of the cactus. Because the motion is in a straight line, your
measuring tape should lie along this line. The straight line is an axis of
the coordinate system.
You can indicate how far the runner in Figure 6 is from the origin at a
certain time on the motion diagram by drawing an arrow from the
origin to the point that represents the runner, shown at the bottom of
Figure 6. This arrow represents the runner’s position, the distance and
direction from the origin to the object. In general, distance is the entire
length of an object’s path, even if the object moves in many directions.
Because the motion in Figure 6 is in one direction, the arrow lengths
represent distance.

-5

0
meters

5

x

Figure 7 The green arrow indicates a negative
position of –5 m, if the direction right of the origin is
chosen as positive.
Infer What position would the arrow indicate if you
chose the direction left of the origin as positive?

Negative position

Is there such a thing as a negative position? Suppose you chose the
coordinate system just described but this time placed the origin 4 m left of the cactus with the
x-axis extending in a positive direction to the right. A position 9 m left of the cactus, or 5 m left
of the origin, would be a negative position, as shown in Figure 7.

Get It?

Explain how positive and negative positions are determined.

Vectors and Scalars
As you might imagine, there are many kinds of measurements and numbers used to represent or
describe motion. If you needed to describe how far you ran, you might say that you ran 1.6 km. If
you needed to run to a specific location, you might say that you need to run 1.6 km north. Many
quantities in physics have both size, also called magnitude, and direction. A quantity that has
both magnitude and direction is called a vector. You can represent a vector with an arrow. The
length of the arrow represents the magnitude of the vector, and the direction of the arrow
represents the direction of the vector. A quantity that is just a number without any direction,
such as distance, time, or temperature, is called a scalar. In this textbook, we will use boldface
letters to represent vector quantities and regular letters to represent scalars.

Get It?

Describe the difference between a vector and a scalar.

SCIENCE USAGE V. COMMON USAGE
Magnitude
Science usage: a measure of size
When drawing vectors, the magnitude of a vector is proportional to that
vector’s length.
Common usage: great size or extent
The magnitude of the Grand Canyon is difficult to capture in photographs.

36

CROSSCUTTING CONCEPTS
Systems and System Models Vectors represent a form of
modeling. With a partner, create a vector drawing representing
motion from one location to another. Add explanations to your
drawing that explain how your motion was modeled.
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Figure 8 You can use the clocks in the figure
to calculate the time interval (∆t) for the
runner’s movement from one position to
another.
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Time intervals are scalars.

When analyzing the runner’s motion in Figure 8, you might
want to know how long it took her to travel from the cactus to the lamppost. You can obtain this
value by finding the difference between the stopwatch reading at the cactus and the stopwatch
reading at the lamppost. Figure 8 shows these stopwatch readings. The difference between two
times is called a time interval.
A common symbol for a time interval is Δt, where the Greek letter delta (Δ) is used to represent
a change in a quantity. Let ti represent the initial (starting) time, when the runner was at the
cactus. Let tf represent the final (ending) time of the interval, when the runner was at the
lamppost. We define a time interval mathematically as follows.

Time Interval
The time interval is equal to the change in time from the initial time to the final time.

∆t = tf - ti
The subscripts i and f represent the initial and final times, but they can be the initial and final
times of any time interval you choose. In the example of the runner, the time it takes for her to
go from the cactus to the lamppost is tf − ti = 5.0 s − 1.0 s = 4.0 s. You could instead describe
the time interval for the runner to go from the origin to the lamppost. In this case, the time
interval would be tf − ti = 5.0 s − 0.0 s = 5.0 s. The time interval is a scalar because it has no
direction. Is the runner’s position a scalar?

Positions and displacements are vectors.

You have already seen how a position
can be described as negative or positive in order to indicate whether that position is to the left or
the right of a coordinate system’s origin. This suggests that position is a vector because position
has direction—either right or left in this case.
STEM CAREER Connection
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) Manager
Would you like to work with computers, maps, and logistics? Then, a GIS
manager might be a career for you. GIS managers work with teams that
produce geographical information systems that are used for road traffic
management, health care delivery, defense planning, market research, and
community services such as garbage collection and utilities delivery.
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Figure 9 The vectors xi and xf represent
positions. The vector Δx represents
displacement from xi to xf.
Describe the displacement from the
lamppost to the cactus.

xf
xi

∆x
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meters
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x

Figure 9 shows the position of the runner at both the cactus and the lamppost. Notice that you
can draw an arrow from the origin to the location of the runner in each case. These arrows have
magnitude and direction. In common speech, a position refers to a certain place, but in physics,
the definition of a position is more precise. A position is a vector with the arrow’s tail at the
origin of a coordinate system and the arrow’s tip at the place.
You can use the symbol x to represent position vectors mathematically. In Figure 9, the symbol xi
represents the position at the cactus, and the symbol xf represents the position at the lamppost.
The symbol Δx represents the change in position from the cactus to the lamppost. Because a
change in position is described and analyzed so often in physics, it has a special name. In
physics, a change in position is called a displacement. Because displacement has both magnitude
and direction, it is a vector.
What was the runner’s displacement when she ran from the cactus to the lamppost? By looking
at Figure 9, you can see that this displacement is 20 m to the right. Notice also, that the
displacement from the cactus to the lamppost (Δx) equals the position at the lamppost (xf ) minus
the position at the cactus (xi). This is true in general; displacement equals final position minus
initial position.

Displacement
Displacement is the change in position from initial position to final position.

∆x = xf - xi
Remember that the initial and final positions are the start and the end of any interval you
choose. Although position is a vector, sometimes the magnitude of a position is described
without the boldface. In this case, a plus or minus sign might be used to indicate direction.

Vector addition and subtraction

You will learn about many different types of vectors
in physics, including velocity, acceleration, and momentum. Often, you will need to find the sum
of two vectors or the difference between two vectors. A vector that represents the sum of two
other vectors is called a resultant. Figure 10 on the next page shows how to add and subtract
vectors in one dimension. In a later module, you will learn how to add and subtract vectors in
two dimensions.
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Figure 10 You can use a diagram or an equation to combine vectors.
Analyze What is the sum of a vector 12 m north and a vector 8 m north?

Displacement (x)

COLOR CONVENTION
green

Example of Vector Addition
Origin

A
5 km east

B
2 km east

Resultant R
7 km east

R=A+B
= 5 km + 2 km
= 7 km

R=A+B
= 7 km east

R=A-B
= 4 km - 6 km
= -2 km

R=A-B
= A + (-B)
= 2 km west

R=A-B
= 7 km - 4 km
= 3 km

R=A-B
= A + (-B)
= 3 km east

Examples of Vector Subtraction
Origin

A
4 km east
-B
6 km west

Resultant R 2 km west

Origin

A
7 km east
-B
4 km west

Resultant R 3 km east

Check Your Progress

6. Coordinate System Identify a coordinate
system you could use to describe the
motion of a girl swimming across a rectangular pool.
7. Displacement The motion diagram for a car
traveling on an interstate highway is shown
below. The starting and ending points are
indicated.
Start • • • • • • End
Make a copy of the diagram. Draw a vector
to represent the car’s displacement from the
starting time to the end of the third time
interval.

8. Position Two students added a vector for a
moving object’s position at t = 2 s to a
motion diagram. When they compared their
diagrams, they found that their vectors did
not point in the same direction. Explain.
9. Displacement The motion diagram for a
boy walking to school is shown below.
Home • • • • • • • • • • School
Make a copy of this motion diagram, and
draw vectors to represent the displacement
between each pair of dots.

Go online to follow your personalized learning path to review, practice,
and reinforce your understanding.
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LESSON 3

POSITION-TIME GRAPHS
FOCUS QUESTION

What can you learn from position-time graphs?

Finding Positions
When analyzing complex motion, it often is useful to represent the motion in a variety of ways.
A motion diagram contains information about an object’s position at various times. Tables and
graphs can also show this same information. Review the motion diagrams in Figure 8 and
Figure 9. You can use these diagrams to organize the times and corresponding positions of the
runner, as in Table 1.

Plotting data

The data listed in Table 1 can be presented on a position-time graph, in which
the time data is plotted on a horizontal axis and the position data is plotted on a vertical axis. The
graph of the runner’s motion is shown in Figure 11. To draw this graph, first plot the runner’s
positions. Then, draw a line that best fits the points.

Table 1

Position v. Time

Position v. Time

30.0

Time (s)

Position (m)

0.0

0.0

1.0

5.0

2.0

10.0

3.0

15.0

4.0

20.0

5.0

5.0

25.0

0.0

Position (m)

25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

Time (s)

DC

SEP

Figure 11 You can create a position-time graph by plotting the positions and times from the table. By drawing a
best-fit line, you can estimate other times and positions.
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COLLECT EVIDENCE
Use your Science Journal to
record the evidence you collect as
you complete the readings and
activities in this lesson.
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Crosscutting Concepts

Science & Engineering Practices

INVESTIGATE
GO ONLINE to find these activities and more resources.
Identify Crosscutting Concepts
Create a table of the crosscutting concepts and fill in examples you find as you read.
Revisit the Encounter the Phenomenon Question
What information from this lesson can help you answer the Unit and Module questions?
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Estimating time and position

Notice that the
graph is not a picture of the runner’s path—the graphed
line is sloped, but the runner’s path was horizontal.
Instead, the line represents the most likely positions of the
runner at the times between the recorded data points.
Even though there is no data point exactly when the
runner was 12.0 m beyond her starting point or where she
was at t = 4.5 s, you can use the graph to estimate the time
or her position. The example problem on the next page
shows how.

Table 1

Position v. Time
Time (s)

Position (m)

0.0

0.0

1.0

5.0

2.0

10.0

3.0

15.0

4.0

20.0

5.0

25.0

Instantaneous position

Position v. Time

30.0

Position (m)

How long did the runner
spend at any location? Each position has been linked to a
time, but how long did that time last? You could say “an
instant,” but how long is that? If an instant lasts for any
finite amount of time, then the runner would have stayed
at the same position during that time, and she would not
have been moving. An instant is not a finite period of
time, however. It lasts zero seconds. The symbol x
represents the runner’s instantaneous position—the
position at a particular instant. Instantaneous position is
usually simply called position.

25.0
20.0
15.0
10.0
5.0
0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

Time (s)

Equivalent representations

As shown in
Figure 12, you now have several different ways to describe
motion. You might describe motion using words, pictures
(or pictorial representations), motion diagrams, data
tables, or position-time graphs. All of these representations contain the same information about the runner’s
motion. However, depending on what you want to learn
about an object’s motion, some types of representations
will be more useful than others.

Motion Diagram
Begin

End

Figure 12 You can describe the runner’s motion using the data table,
the graph, and the motion diagram.
Identify one benefit the table has over the graph.

PHYSICS Challenge
POSITION-TIME GRAPHS Natana, Olivia, and Phil all enjoy exercising and often go to a path along the river for this
purpose. Natana bicycles at a very consistent 40.25 km/h, Olivia runs south at a constant speed of 16.0 km/h, and
Phil walks south at a brisk 6.5 km/h. Natana starts biking north at noon from the waterfalls. Olivia and Phil both start
at 11:30 A.M. at the canoe dock, 20.0 km north of the falls.
1. Draw position-time graphs for each person.
2. At what time will the three exercise enthusiasts be located within the smallest distance interval from each
other?
3. What is the length of that distance interval?
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EXAMPLE Problem 1
ANALYZE A POSITION-TIME GRAPH When did
the runner whose motion is described in Figure 11
reach 12.0 m beyond the starting point? Where was
she after 4.5 s?

Question 1: At what time was the magnitude of
the runner’s position (x) equal to 12.0 m?

25.0

Position (m)

1 ANALYZE THE PROBLEM
Restate the questions.

Position v. Time

30.0

20.0
15.0
10.0

Question 2: What was the runner’s position at
time t = 4.5 s?

5.0
0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

2 SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWN
Time (s)
Question 1
Examine the graph to find the intersection of the best-fit line with a horizontal line at the 12.0 m mark.
Next, find where a vertical line from that point crosses the time axis. The value of t there is 2.4 s.

5.0

6.0

Question 2
Find the intersection of the graph with a vertical line at 4.5 s (halfway between 4.0 s and 5.0 s on this
graph). Next, find where a horizontal line from that point crosses the position axis. The value of x is
approximately 22.5 m.

42

PRACTICE Problems		

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

For problems 10–12, refer to Figure 13.
10. The graph in Figure 13 represents the motion of a car
moving along a straight highway. Describe in words
the car’s motion.
11. Draw a particle model motion diagram that
corresponds to the graph.
12. Answer the following questions about the car’s
motion. Assume that the positive x-direction is east of
the origin and the negative x-direction is west of the
origin.
a. At what time was the car’s position 25.0 m east of
the origin?
b. Where was the car at time t = 1.0 s?
c. What was the displacement of the car between
times t = 1.0 s and t = 3.0 s?
13. The graph in Figure 14 represents the motion of
two pedestrians who are walking along a straight
sidewalk in a city. Describe in words the motion of the
pedestrians. Assume that the positive direction is east
of the origin.
14. CHALLENGE Ari walked down the hall at school from
the cafeteria to the band room, a distance of 100.0 m.
A class of physics students recorded and graphed his
position every 2.0 s, noting that he moved 2.6 m every
2.0 s. When was Ari at the following positions?
a. 25.0 m from the cafeteria
b. 25.0 m from the band room
c. Create a graph showing Ari’s motion.

Position v. Time

Position (m)

150.0
100.0
50.0
0.0

1.0

3.0

5.0

7.0

-50.0

Time (s)
Figure 13

Position v. Time

Position (m)

B

A

Time (s)
Figure 14
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Multiple Objects on a Position-Time Graph
A position-time graph for two different runners is shown in Example Problem 2 below. Notice that
runner A is ahead of runner B at time t = 0, but the motion of each runner is different. When and
where does one runner pass the other? First, you should restate this question in physics terms: At
what time are the two runners at the same position? What is their position at this time? You can
evaluate these questions by identifying the point on the position-time graph at which the lines
representing the two runners’ motions intersect.
The intersection of two lines on a position-time graph tells you when objects have the same
position, but does this mean that they will collide? Not necessarily. For example, if the two
objects are runners and if they are in different lanes, they will not collide, even though they
might be the same distance from the starting point.

Get It?

Explain what the intersection of two lines on a position-time graph means.
What else can you learn from a position-time graph? Notice in Example Problem 2 that the lines
on the graph have different slopes. What does the slope of the line on a position-time graph tell
you? In the next lesson, you will use the slope of a line on a position-time graph to determine
the velocity of an object. When you study accelerated motion, you will draw other motion
graphs and learn to interpret the areas under the plotted lines. In later studies, you will
continue to refine your skills with creating and interpreting different types of motion graphs.

EXAMPLE Problem 2
INTERPRETING A GRAPH The graph to the right describes the motion of two runners moving along a
straight path. The lines representing their motion are labeled A and B. When and where does runner B
pass runner A?

Position v. Time

1 ANALYZE THE PROBLEM
Restate the questions.

200

Question 1: At what time are runner A and runner B at the same position?

150

Question 2: What is the position of runner A and runner B at this time?

Examine the graph to find the intersection of the line representing the
motion of runner A with the line representing the motion of runner B. These
lines intersect at time 45 s.

100

Position (m)

2 SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWN
Question 1

50
0

Question 2
Examine the graph to determine the position when the lines representing the
motion of the runners intersect. The position of both runners is about 190 m
from the origin.

A
B
15

25

35

45

55

-50
-100

Runner B passes runner A about 190 m beyond the origin, 45 s after A has
passed the origin.

Time (s)
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PRACTICE Problems

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

For problems 15–18, refer to the figure in
Example Problem 2 on the previous page.
15. Where was runner A located at t = 0 s?
16. Which runner was ahead at t = 48.0 s?
17. When runner A was at 0.0 m, where was runner B?
18. How far apart were runners A and B at t = 20.0 s?
19.	CHALLENGE Juanita goes for a walk to the
north. Later her friend Heather starts to walk
after her. Their motions are represented by the
position-time graph in Figure 15.
a. How long had Juanita been walking when
Heather started her walk?
b. Will Heather catch up to Juanita? How can you tell?
c. What was Juanita’s position at t = 0.2 h?
d. At what time was Heather 5.0 km from the start?

Position v. Time

Position (km)

6.0
5.0

a

nit

4.0

a
Ju

3.0

r

the

Hea

2.0
1.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

Time (h)

1.5

2.0

Figure 15

Check Your Progress
20. Particle Diagram Using the particle model
motion diagram in Figure 16 of a baby
crawling across a kitchen floor, plot a
position-time graph to represent the
motion. The time interval between dots on
the diagram is 1 s.
20

40

Figure 16

Position (m)

60 80 100 120 140 160
Position (cm)

For problems 21–24, refer to Figure 17.
21. Particle Model Create a particle model
motion diagram from the position-time graph
of a hockey puck gliding across the ice.
22. Time Use the hockey puck’s position-time
graph to determine the time when the puck
was 10.0 m beyond the origin.
23. Distance Use the position-time graph to
determine how far the hockey puck moved
between 0.0 s and 5.0 s.
24. Time Interval Use the position-time graph
for the hockey puck to determine the time it
took for the puck to go from 40.0 m beyond
the origin to 80.0 m beyond the origin.

140.0
120.0
100.0
80.0
60.0
40.0
20.0
0.0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

Time (s)

Figure 17

25. C
 ritical Thinking Look at the diagram and
graph shown in Figure 18. Do they describe
the same motion? Explain. The time intervals
in the particle
are 2 s.
0 model diagram
10
Position (m)

0

Position
Position
(m)
(m)

0

Position v. Time

12
8
12
4
8
0
4

10

Position (m)

Position v. Time
Position v. Time
1

Figure0 18

1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

Time (s)

Time (s)
Go online to follow your personalized learning path to review, practice,
and reinforce your understanding.
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LESSON 4

HOW FAST?
FOCUS QUESITON

How do you describe how fast something is moving?

Velocity and Speed
Suppose you recorded the motion of two joggers on one diagram, as shown by the
graph in Figure 19. The position of the jogger wearing red changes more than that
of the jogger wearing blue. For a fixed time interval, the magnitude of the
displacement (Δx) is greater for the jogger in red because she is moving faster. Now,
suppose that each jogger travels 100 m. The time interval (Δt) for the 100 m would
be smaller for the jogger in red than for the one in blue.
Slope
=

xf - xi
tf - ti

=

6.0 m - 2.0 m
3.0 s - 1.0 s

er
B lu

1.0

og
eJ
2.0

DC

SEP

Time (s)

I

CCC

3D THINKING

Slope

gg
Jo

6.0
5.0
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

Re
d

Position (m)

= 2.0 m/s

ge

r

xf - xi
tf - ti

=

3.0 m - 2.0 m
3.0 s - 2.0 s

= 1.0 m/s

Figure 19 A greater slope shows that the red jogger traveled
faster.
Analyze How much farther did the red jogger travel than the
blue jogger in the 3 s interval described by the graph?

3.0

Disciplinary Core Ideas

COLLECT EVIDENCE
Use your Science Journal to
record the evidence you collect as
you complete the readings and
activities in this lesson.

=

Crosscutting Concepts

Science & Engineering Practices

INVESTIGATE
GO ONLINE to find these activities and more resources.
PhysicsLAB: Constant Speed
Plan and carry out an investigation to relate distance, speed, and time interval.
 eview the News
R
Obtain information from a current news story about speed or velocity. Evaluate your source
and communicate your findings to your class.
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Slope on a position-time graph

Compare the lines representing the joggers in the
graph in Figure 19. The slope of the red jogger’s line is steeper, indicating a greater change in
position during each time interval. Recall that you find the slope of a line by first choosing two
points on the line. Next, you subtract the vertical coordinate (x in this case) of the first point
from the vertical coordinate of the second point to obtain the rise of the line. After that, you
subtract the horizontal coordinate (t in this case) of the first point from the horizontal coordinate
of the second point to obtain the run. The rise divided by the run is the slope.

Get It?

Explain In the graph in Figure 19, the graph for each jogger starts at the coordinates
(0, 0). Explain what this means in terms of position.

Average velocity

Notice that the slope of the faster runner’s line in Figure 19 is a greater
number. A greater slope indicates a faster speed. Also notice that the slope’s units are meters per
second. Looking at how the slope is calculated, you can see that slope is the change in the
magnitude of the position divided by the time interval during which that change took
xf - xi

∆x

___
place:   _____
tf - ti  or   ∆t . When Δx gets larger, the slope gets larger; when Δt gets larger, the slope

gets smaller. This agrees with the interpretation given on the previous page of the speeds of the
red and blue joggers. Average velocity is the ratio of an object’s change in position to the time
interval during which the change occurred. If the object is in uniform motion, so that its speed
does not change, then its average velocity is the slope of its position-time graph.

Average velocity
Average velocity is defined as the change in position divided by the time during which the
change occurred.

x -x

f
i
∆x  =   _____
v¯
  ≡   ___
t - t 
∆t
i

The symbol ≡ means that the left-hand side of the equation is defined by
the right-hand side.

Interpreting slope The position-time graph’s slope in Figure 20 is
–5.0 m/s. Notice that the slope of the graph indicates both magnitude
and direction. By calculating the slope from the rise divided by the run
between two points, you find that the object whose motion is
represented by the graph has an average velocity of –5.0 m/s. The object
started out at a positive position and moves toward the origin. After 4 s,
it passes the origin and continues moving in the negative direction at a
rate of 5.0 m/s.

Get It?

Explain the meaning of an upward and a downward slope of a
position-time graph both above and below the x-axis.

Figure 20 The downward slope of this position-time graph shows that the motion is in the
negative direction.
Analyze What would the graph look like if the
motion were at the same speed, but in the positive
direction?

Position v. Time
20
15

Position (m)

f

10
5
0
-5

2

3

4

5

-10
-15

46

1

Time (s)
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Average speed The slope’s absolute value is the object’s average speed,
5.0 m/s, which is the distance traveled divided by the time taken to travel that
distance. For uniform motion, average speed is the absolute value of the slope
of the object’s position-time graph. The combination of an object’s average
speed (  ¯
v ) and the direction in which it is moving is the average velocity (  ¯
v ).
Remember that if an object moves in the negative direction, its change in
position is negative. This means that an object’s displacement and velocity are
both always in the same direction.

Instantaneous velocity

Real-World Physics

∆x

Why do we call the quantity  ___
∆t  average

velocity? Why don’t we just call it velocity? A motion diagram shows the
position of a moving object at the beginning and end of a time interval. It does
not, however, indicate what happened within that time interval. During the
time interval, the object’s speed could have remained the same, increased, or
decreased. The object may have stopped or even changed direction. You can
find the average velocity for each time interval in the motion diagram, but you
cannot find the speed and the direction of the object at any specific instant.
The speed and the direction of an object at a particular instant is called the
instantaneous velocity. In this textbook, the term velocity will refer to
instantaneous velocity, represented by the symbol v.

Get It?

Explain how average velocity is different from velocity.

SPEED RECORDS The world record
for the men’s 100-m dash is 9.58 s,
established in 2009 by Usain Bolt. The
world record for the women’s 100-m dash
is 10.49 s, established in 1988 by Florence
Griffith-Joyner.

Average velocity on motion diagrams

When an object moves
between two points, its average velocity is in the same direction as its
displacement. The two quantities are also proportional—when displacement is
greater during a given time interval, so is average velocity. A motion diagram
indicates the average velocity’s direction and magnitude.

Tony Duffy/Allsport/Getty Images

Imagine two cars driving down the road at different speeds. A video camera
records the motion of the cars at the rate of one frame every second. Imagine that
each car has a paintbrush attached to it that automatically descends and paints a
red line on the ground for half a second every second. The faster car would paint
a longer line on the ground. The vectors you draw on a motion diagram to
represent the velocity are like the lines that the paintbrushes make on the
ground below the cars. In this book, we use red to indicate velocity vectors on
motion diagrams. Figure 21 shows motion diagrams with velocity vectors for two
cars. One is moving to the right, and the other is moving to the left.

Figure 21 The length of each velocity
vector is proportional to the magnitude
of the velocity that it represents.

Get It?

Identify what the lengths of velocity vectors mean.
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EXAMPLE Problem 3
AVERAGE VELOCITY The graph at the right describes the straight-line motion of a student riding
her skateboard along a smooth, pedestrian-free sidewalk. What is her average velocity? What is her
average speed?

Position v. Time

1 ANALYZE AND SKETCH THE PROBLEM
Identify the graph’s coordinate systems.

12.0

v = ?		

v=?

2 SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWN
Find the average velocity using two points on the line.
∆x

v =  ___

∆t

Position (m)

UNKNOWN

xf - xi
=   t____
- ti 
f

12.0 m - 0.0 m

= ___________
   
7.0 s - 0.0 s 	

Substitute xf = 12.0 m, xi = 0.0 m, tf = 7.0 s, ti = 0.0 s.

9.0
6.0
3.0
0.0

1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0

Time (s)

v = 1.7 m/s in the positive direction
The average speed (v) is the absolute value of the average velocity, or 1.7 m/s.
3 EVALUATE THE ANSWER
• Are the units correct? The units for both velocity and speed are meters per second.

• D
 o the signs make sense? The positive sign for the velocity agrees with the coordinate system.
No direction is associated with speed.

PRACTICE Problems		

48

Position v. Time
South

Position (m)

Time (s)
1

0

2

3

4

-1
-2

Figure 22

20

Position (km)

26.	The graph in Figure 22 describes the motion of
a cruise ship drifting slowly through calm waters.
The positive x-direction (along the vertical axis) is
defined to be south.
a. What is the ship’s average speed?
b. What is its average velocity?
27. Describe, in words, the cruise ship’s motion in the
previous problem.
28. W
 hat is the average velocity of an object that moves
from 6.5 cm to 3.7 cm relative to the origin in 2.3 s?
29. T
 he graph in Figure 23 represents the motion of
a bicycle.
a. What is the bicycle’s average speed?
b. What is its average velocity?
30. Describe, in words, the bicycle’s motion in the
previous problem.
31. C
 HALLENGE When Marshall takes his pet dog
for a walk, the dog walks at a very consistent
pace of 0.55 m/s. Draw a motion diagram and a
position-time graph to represent Marshall’s dog
walking the 19.8-m distance from in front of his
house to the nearest stop sign.

Position v. Time

15
10
5
0

5 10 15 20 25 30

Figure 23

Time (min)
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Equation of Motion
Often it is more efficient to use an equation, rather than a graph, to solve problems. Any time you
graph a straight line, you can find an equation to describe it. Take another look at the graph in
Figure 20 for the object moving with a constant velocity of -5.0 m/s. Recall that you can represent any straight line with the equation y = mx + b, where y is the quantity plotted on the vertical
axis, m is the line’s slope, x is the quantity plotted on the horizontal axis, and b is the line’s
y-intercept.
For the graph in Figure 20, the quantity plotted on the vertical axis is position, represented by the
variable x. The line’s slope is -5.0 m/s, which is the object’s average velocity (v-). The quantity
plotted on the horizontal axis is time (t). The y-intercept is 20.0 m. What does this 20.0 m represent? This shows that the object was at a position of 20.0 m when t = 0.0 s. This is called the
initial position of the object and it is designated xi.
A summary is given below of how the general variables in the straight-line formula are changed
to the specific variables you have been using to describe motion. The table also shows the
numerical values for the average velocity and initial position. Consider the graph shown in
Figure 20. The mathematical equation for the line graphed is as follows:
y = (-5.0 m/s)x + 20.0 m
You can rewrite this equation, using x for position and t for time.
x = (-5.0 m/s)t + 20.0 m
It might be confusing to use y and x in math but use x and t in physics. You do this because there
are many types of graphs in physics, including position v. time graphs, velocity v. time graphs,
and force v. position graphs. For a position v. time graph, the math equation y = mx + b can be
rewritten as follows:

Position
An object’s position is equal to the average velocity multiplied by time plus the initial position.

¯t + xi
x =   v 
This equation gives you another way to represent motion. Note that a graph of x v. t would be a
straight line.

CONNECTING MATH to Physics
Lines and Graphs Symbols used in the point-slope equation of a line relate to symbols
used for motion variables on a position-time graph.

General Variable

Specific Motion
Variable

y

x

m

v
  ¯

x

t

b

xi

Value in Figure 20
-5.0 m/s
20.0 m
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EXAMPLE Problem 4
POSITION The figure shows a motorcyclist traveling east along a straight road. After passing point B, the
cyclist continues to travel at an average velocity of 12 m/s east and arrives at point C 3.0 s later. What
is the position of point C?
1 ANALYZE THE PROBLEM
Choose a coordinate system with the origin at A.
KNOWN

UNKNOWN

v = 12 m/s east		

x=?

A

xi = 46 m east

B
C
xi = 46 m east
x=?

t = 3.0 s
2 SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWN
x = vt + x i
Use magnitudes for the calculations.
= (12 m/s)(3.0 s) + 46 m

Substitute v = 12 m/s, t = 3.0 s, and xi = 46 m.

= 82 m
x = 82 m east
3 EVALUATE THE ANSWER
• Are the units correct? Position is measured in meters.
• Does the direction make sense? The motorcyclist is traveling east the entire time.

PRACTICE Problems
For problems 32–35, refer to Figure 24.
32. The diagram at the right shows the path of a ship
that sails at a constant velocity of 42 km/h east.
What is the ship’s position when it reaches point C,
relative to the starting point, A, if it sails from
point B to point C in exactly 1.5 h?
33. Another ship starts at the same time from point B,
but its average velocity is 58 km/h east. What is
its position, relative to A, after 1.5 h?
34. What would a ship’s position be if that ship
started at point B and traveled at an average
velocity of 35 km/h west to point D in a time
period of 1.2 h?
35. CHALLENGE Suppose two ships start from
point B and travel west. One ship travels at an
average velocity of 35 km/h for 2.2 h. Another
ship travels at an average velocity of 26 km/h for
2.5 h. What is the final position of each ship?

50

xi = 25 km
D

A

B

Origin

C

East

Figure 24
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After your study of this lesson, you probably realize how closely linked physics is to mathematics.
Algebraic thinking is used to examine scientific data and predict the effect of a change in one
variable on another. For example, you can predict the change in average velocity of an object by
examining the change in position over time. Using mathematics to model motion is a useful tool
for physicists and physics students.

Check Your Progress
36. Velocity and Position How is an object’s
velocity related to its position?
For problems 37–39, refer to Figure 25.
37. Ranking Task Rank the position-time graphs
according to the average speed, from greatest average speed to least average speed.
Specifically indicate any ties.
38. Contrast Average Velocities Describe
differences in the average velocities shown
on the graph for objects A and B. Describe
differences in the average velocities shown
on the graph for objects C and D.
39. Ranking Task Rank the graphs in Figure 25
according to each object’s initial position,
from most positive position to most negative
position. Specifically indicate any ties. Would
your ranking be different if you ranked
according to initial distance from the origin?

Position (m)

B

40. Average Speed and Average Velocity Explain
how average speed and average velocity are
related to each other for an object in uniform
motion.
41. Position Two cars are traveling along a
straight road, as shown in Figure 26. They
pass each other at point B and then continue in
opposite directions. The orange car travels for
0.25 h from point B to point C at a constant
velocity of 32 km/h east. The blue car travels
for 0.25 h from point B to point D at a constant
velocity of 48 km/h west. How far has each car
traveled from point B? What is the position of
each car relative to the origin, point A?

D

A(Origin)

B

C

x i = 6.0 km east

D

Figure 26

A

42. Position A car travels north along a straight
highway at an average speed of 85 km/h. After
driving 2.0 km, the car passes a gas station
and continues along the highway. What is the
car’s position relative to the start of its trip
0.25 h after it passes the gas station?

C

Time (s)

43. Critical Thinking In solving a physics problem, why is it important to create pictorial and
physical models before trying to solve an
equation?

Figure 25

Go online to follow your personalized learning path to review, practice,
and reinforce your understanding.
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SCIENTIFIC BREAKTHROUGHS

In the Nick of Time
Global Positioning System (GPS) and other
navigation systems rely on satellites with extremely
accurate atomic clocks to keep track of time.
However, some navigation systems must operate
in environments—such as inside buildings, in the
depths of canyons, or deep under water—where
radio signals from satellites cannot reach them.
Navigation systems that rely on satellites are
also susceptible to intentional interference due
to hacking or jamming. To address this problem,
scientists have developed tiny atomic clocks for
navigation systems small enough to be carried by a
person.
Chip-scale atomic clocks (CSACs) allow for astoundingly accurate
and precise time-keeping in a very small package.

Chip-scale atomic clocks
Old-fashioned clocks count the seconds by the
swings of a pendulum. Mechanical clocks—and even
digital clocks, which use the electrical oscillations in
power lines or the oscillations of quartz crystals to
keep time—are not completely accurate and precise.
So, in 1949, scientists at the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) took a step toward
solving this problem by developing the first atomic
clock.
Atomic clocks count the seconds by oscillations
between atomic energy states of various elements,
including cesium, rubidium, and strontium. Over
the years, advances in technology have led to the
creation of atomic clocks that are more and more
accurate and precise. The most current models can
keep perfect time for the next 15 billion years.

In the early 2000s, NIST began working with the
U.S. Department of Defense’s Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to create atomic
clocks small enough to work in portable navigation
systems. In 2004, they introduced the first chip-scale
atomic clock (CSAC) which, as the name implies, is
the size of a computer chip. Today, the CSAC is used
in portable navigation systems, telecommunications
systems, and other applications, both civilian and
military.
Even CSACs have vulnerabilities, such as
temperature fluctuations that cause variations in
atomic frequencies. In 2016, DARPA kicked off
the Atomic Clocks with Enhanced Stability (ACES)
project with the goal of creating an atomic clock that
performs 1,000 times better than the original CSAC.
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	USE A MODEL TO ILLUSTRATE
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NIST

Use print or online sources to find a diagram of an
atomic clock or a CSAC. Study the diagram and then
use it to write a short text explaining how the device
works.
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MODULE 2

STUDY GUIDE
GO ONLINE to study with your Science Notebook.
Lesson 1 PICTURING MOTION
• A motion diagram shows the position of an object at successive equal
time intervals.
• In a particle model motion diagram, an object’s position at successive times
is represented by a series of dots. The spacing between dots indicates
whether the object is moving faster or slower.
Lesson 2 WHERE AND WHEN?
• A coordinate system gives the location of the zero point of the variable
you are studying and the direction in which the values of the variable
increase.
• A vector drawn from the origin of a coordinate system to an object
indicates the object’s position in that coordinate system. The directions
chosen as positive and negative on the coordinate system determine
whether the objects’ positions are positive or negative in the coordinate
system.
• A time interval is the difference between two times.
Δt = tf - ti
• Change in position is displacement, which has both magnitude and
direction.
Δx = xf - xi
• On a motion diagram, the displacement vector’s length represents how
far the object was displaced. The vector points in the direction of the
displacement, from xi to xf
Lesson 3 POSITION-TIME GRAPHS
• Position-time graphs provide information about the motion of objects. They
also might indicate where and when two objects meet.
• The line on a position-time graph describes an object’s position at each
time.
• Motion can be described using words, motion diagrams, data tables, or
graphs.
Lesson 4 HOW FAST?
• An object’s velocity tells how fast it is moving and in what direction it is
moving.
• Speed is the magnitude of velocity.
• Slope on a position-time graph describes the average velocity of the
object.
∆x

• motion diagram
• particle model

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

coordinate system
origin
position
distance
magnitude
vector
scalar
time interval
displacement
resultant

• position-time graph
• instantaneous position

• average velocity
• average speed
• instantaneous velocity

xf - xi

_____
 v¯ ≡   ___
∆t  =   t - t 
f

i

• A simple equation relates an object’s initial position (xi), its constant
average velocity (v
  ¯), its position (x), and the time (t) since the object was
at its initial position.
x=v
 ¯t + xi
Module 2 • Study Guide
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Module Wrap-Up

REVISIT THE PHENOMENON

How does a GPS unit know
where you are?
CER

Claim, Evidence, Reasoning

Explain Your Reasoning Revisit the claim you made when you encountered the phenomenon. Summarize the evidence you gathered from your investigations and research and
finalize your Summary Table. Does your evidence support your claim? If not, revise your
claim. Explain why your evidence supports your claim.

STEM UNIT PROJECT

Now that you’ve completed the module, revisit your STEM unit project. You will
summarize your evidence and apply it to the project.

GO FURTHER
Data Analysis Lab
How can you rank velocity from a graph?
Four cows were walking back to the barn at the end of the day. The position-time
graph shows the motion of the four cows.

sie

s
Be

Els
ie

Position (m)

Position v. Time

a

lind

Moo

lly

Do

Aurora Photos/Alamy Stock Photo

Time (s)

CER Analyze and Interpret Data
1. Compare and contrast the average velocities of the cows.
2. Claim Rank the cows according to their average velocities.
3. Evidence and Reasoning Explain the evidence you
obtained from the position-time graph and your reasoning
to justify your ranking.
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MODULE 3

ACCELERATED MOTION
ENCOUNTER THE PHENOMENON

Why do sudden changes in the
direction or speed of jet planes
affect pilots?
GO ONLINE to play a video about
the effects of acceleration on pilots.

Ask Questions
Do you have other questions about the phenomenon? If so, add them to the driving
question board.

Claim, Evidence, Reasoning

Make Your Claim Use your
CER chart to make a claim
about why sudden changes in
the direction or speed of jet
planes affect pilots. Explain
your reasoning.

Collect Evidence Use the
lessons in this module to
collect evidence to support
your claim. Record your
evidence as you move
through the module.

Explain Your Reasoning You
will revisit your claim and
explain your reasoning at the
end of the module.

(t)Video Supplied by BBC Worldwide Learning, (b)ImagineGolf/iStock/Getty Images

CER

GO ONLINE to access your CER chart and explore resources that can
help you collect evidence.

LESSON 1: Explore & Explain:
Calculating Acceleration
56

LESSON 3: Explore & Explain:
Galileo’s Discovery

Additional Resources
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LESSON 1

ACCELERATION
FOCUS QUESTION

What are two ways velocity can change?

Nonuniform Motion Diagrams
An object in uniform motion moves along a straight line with an unchanging velocity, but few
objects move this way all the time. More common is nonuniform motion, in which velocity is
changing. In this module, you will study nonuniform motion along a straight line. Examples
include balls rolling down hills, cars braking to a stop, and falling objects. In later modules you
will analyze nonuniform motion that is not confined to a straight line, such as motion along a
circular path and the motion of thrown objects, such as baseballs.

Describing nonuniform motion

Uniform motion feels smooth. If you close your eyes, it
feels as if you are not moving at all. In contrast, when you move around a curve or up and down
a roller coaster hill, you feel pushed or pulled.

DC

SEP

In the first diagram in Figure 1, the single
image indicates that the person is
motionless, like a runner waiting for the
signal at the start of a race. In the other
diagrams, the distances between
successive positions change in different
ways. In the second diagram, the
distances are the same, which indicates
that the jogger is in uniform motion at a
constant velocity. In the third diagram,
the distance increases because the jogger
speeds up. In the fourth diagram, the
distance decreases because the jogger
slows down.

I

CCC

3D THINKING

Motion Diagram

Figure 1 The distance the jogger moves in each time interval indicates the type of motion.

Disciplinary Core Ideas

COLLECT EVIDENCE
Use your Science Journal to
record the evidence you collect as
you complete the readings and
activities in this lesson.

Crosscutting Concepts

Science & Engineering Practices

INVESTIGATE
GO ONLINE to find these activities and more resources.
Virtual Investigation: Accelerated Motion
Use a computer model to relate acceleration, change in velocity, and time.
Probeware Lab: Tossed Ball Motion
Carry out an investigation to determine how the position, velocity, and acceleration of a
tossed ball change over time.

Lesson 1 • Acceleration
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Particle model diagram

What does a particle model motion
diagram look like for an object with changing velocity? Figure 2 shows
particle model motion diagrams below the motion diagrams of the jogger
when she is speeding up and slowing down. There are two major
indicators of the change in velocity in this form of the motion diagram.
The change in the spacing of the dots and the differences in the lengths of
the velocity vectors indicate the changes in velocity. If an object speeds
up, each subsequent velocity vector is longer, and the spacing between
dots increases. If the object slows down, each vector is shorter than the
previous one, and the spacing between dots decreases. Both types of
motion diagrams indicate how an object’s velocity is changing.

Get It?

Analyze What do increasing and decreasing lengths of velocity
vectors indicate on a motion diagram?

Displaying acceleration on a motion diagram

For a motion
diagram to give a full picture of an object’s movement, it should contain
information about the rate at which the object’s velocity is changing. The
rate at which an object’s velocity changes is called the acceleration of the
object. By including acceleration vectors on a motion diagram, you can
indicate the rate of change for the velocity.

Figure 2 The change in length of the velocity
vectors on these motion diagrams indicates
whether the jogger is speeding up or slowing
down.

Figure 3 shows a particle motion diagram for an object with increasing velocity. Notice that the
lengths of the red velocity vectors get longer from left to right along the diagram. The figure also
describes how to use the diagram to draw an acceleration vector for the motion. The acceleration
vector that describes the increasing velocity is shown in violet on the diagram.
Notice in the figure that if the object’s acceleration is constant, you can determine the length and
direction of an acceleration vector by subtracting two consecutive velocity vectors and dividing by
the time interval. That is, first find the change in velocity, Δv = vf - vi = vf + (-vi), where vi and
vf refer to the velocities at the beginning and the end of the chosen time interval. Then divide by
the time interval (Δt). The time interval between each dot in Figure 3 is 1 s. You can draw the
acceleration vector from the tail of the final velocity vector to the tip of the initial velocity vector.

1

2

Finding Acceleration Vectors
vi

Acceleration (a)

vf

Velocity (v)

3
∆v

-vi

-vi

a

First, draw vf. Below that,
draw vi with its tail aligned
with the tip of vf.

red

Figure 3 For constant acceleration, an
acceleration vector on a particle model
diagram is the difference in the two
velocity vectors divided by the time
∆v
interval: a = ___
  ∆t .

vf

vf

COLOR CONVENTION
violet

Next, draw the vector ∆v from
the tail of vf to the tip of vi. The
acceleration vector a is the same
as ∆v divided by the time interval.

Analyze Can you draw an acceleration
vector for two successive velocity vectors
that are the same length and direction?
Explain.
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Direction of Acceleration
Consider the four situations shown in Figure 4 in which an object can accelerate by changing
speed. The first motion diagram shows the car moving in the positive direction and speeding up.
The second motion diagram shows the car moving in the positive direction and slowing down.
The third shows the car speeding up in the negative direction, and the fourth shows the car
slowing down as it moves in the negative direction. The figure also shows the velocity vectors for
the second time interval of each diagram, along with the corresponding acceleration vectors.
Note that Δt is equal to 1 s.
In the first and third situations, when the car is speeding up, the velocity and acceleration vectors
point in the same direction. In the other two situations, in which the acceleration vector is in the
opposite direction from the velocity vectors, the car is slowing down. In other words, when the
car’s acceleration is in the same direction as its velocity, the car’s speed increases. When they are
in opposite directions, the speed of the car decreases.
Both the direction of an object’s velocity and its direction of acceleration are needed to determine
whether it is speeding up or slowing down. An object has a positive acceleration when the
acceleration vector points in the positive direction and a negative acceleration when the acceleration vector points in the negative direction. It is important to notice that the sign of acceleration
alone does not indicate whether the object is speeding up or slowing down.

Get It?

Describe the motion of an object if its velocity and acceleration vectors have opposite
signs.
+a
+v

Begin

vf

End

-vi

∆v
a
-a
+v

Begin

End

vf

∆v

-vi

a
-a
-v

End

Begin

vf
∆v -vi
a

+a
-v

vf
End

Begin

-vi

∆v
a

Figure 4 You need to know the direction of both the velocity and acceleration vectors in order to determine whether an object is
speeding up or slowing down.
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Velocity-Time Graphs

Slope

The velocity-time graph for a car that started
at rest and sped up along a straight stretch of road is
shown in Figure 5. The positive direction has been
chosen to be the same as that of the car’s motion.
Notice that the graph is a straight line. This means
the car sped up at a constant rate. The rate at which
the car’s velocity changed can be found by
calculating the slope of the velocity-time graph

25.0
20.0

Velocity (m/s)

Just as it was useful to plot position versus time, it
also is useful to plot velocity versus time to analyze an
object’s motion. On a velocity-time graph, or v-t
graph, velocity is plotted on the vertical axis and time
is plotted on the horizontal axis.

Velocity v. Time

Get It?

15.0
10.0

m=

5.00

= 5.00 m/s2

0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00 5.00

Time (s)
Figure 5 You can determine acceleration from a velocity-time graph by
calculating the slope of the data. The slope is the rise divided by the run
using any two points on the line.

Identify What can you conclude about the
acceleration of an object if the graph of its
motion is a straight line on a velocity-time
graph?

East

Runners’ Motion Graph
A

Velocity (m/s)

The graph shows that the slope is 5.00 (m/s)/s, which is
often written as 5.00 m/s2. Consider the time interval
between 4.00 s and 5.00 s. At 4.00 s, the car’s velocity
was 20.0 m/s in the positive direction. At 5.00 s, the car
was traveling at 25.0 m/s in the same direction. Thus, in
1.00 s, the car’s velocity increased by 5.0 m/s in the
positive direction. When the velocity of an object
changes at a constant rate, it has a constant acceleration.

B

C

D

0

Time (s)
E

Reading velocity-time graphs

The motions of
five runners are shown in Figure 6. Assume that the
positive direction is east. The slopes of Graphs A and E
are zero. Thus, the accelerations are zero. Both graphs
show motion at a constant velocity—Graph A to the east
and Graph E to the west. Graph B shows motion with a
positive velocity eastward. Its slope indicates a constant,
positive acceleration. You can infer that the speed
increases because velocity and acceleration are positive.
Graph C has a negative slope. It shows motion that
begins with a positive velocity, slows down, and then
stops. This means the acceleration and the velocity are
in opposite directions. The point at which Graphs C
and B cross shows that the runners’ velocities are equal
at that time. It does not, however, identify their
positions.

60

10.0 m/s
rise
=
run
2.00 s

West
Figure 6 Because east is chosen as the positive direction on the
graph, velocity is positive if the line is above the horizontal axis and
negative if the line is below it. Acceleration is positive if the line is
slanted upward on the graph. Acceleration is negative if the line is
slanted downward on the graph. A horizontal line indicates constant
velocity and zero acceleration.
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Graph D indicates motion that starts out toward the west, slows down, for an instant has zero
velocity, and then moves east with increasing speed. The slope of Graph D is positive. Because
velocity and acceleration are initially in opposite directions, the speed decreases to zero at the
time the graph crosses the x-axis. After that time, velocity and acceleration are in the same
direction, and the speed increases.

Get It?

Describe the meaning of a line crossing the x-axis in a velocity-time graph.

Average and Instantaneous Acceleration
How does it feel differently if the car you ride in accelerates a little or a lot? As with velocity, the
acceleration of most moving objects continually changes. If you want to describe an object’s
acceleration, it is often more convenient to describe the overall change in velocity during a
certain time interval rather than describing the continual change.
The average acceleration of an object is its change in velocity during some measurable time
interval divided by that time interval. Average acceleration is measured in meters per second per
second (m/s/s), or simply meters per second squared (m/s2). A car might accelerate quickly at
times and more slowly at times. Just as average velocity depends only on the starting and ending
displacement, average acceleration depends only on the starting and ending velocity during a
time interval.
Figure 7 shows a graph of motion in which the acceleration is changing. The average acceleration
during a certain time interval is determined just as it is in Figure 5 for constant acceleration.
Notice, however, that because the line is curved, the average acceleration in this graph varies
depending on the time interval that you choose.

20.0

Velocity v. Time

Velocity (m/s)

16.0
12.0
8.0
4.0
0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

Time (s)

4.00

5.00

Figure 7 A curved line on a velocity-time graph
shows that the acceleration is changing. The slope
indicates the average acceleration during a time
interval that you choose.
Calculate How large is the average acceleration
between 0.00 s and 2.00 s?
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The change in an object’s velocity at an instant of time is called instantaneous acceleration. You
can determine the instantaneous acceleration of an object by drawing a tangent line on the
velocity-time graph at the point of time in which you are interested. A tangent line is a line that
intersects the graph at one and only one point. The slope of this line is equal to the instantaneous
acceleration. Most of the situations considered in this textbook assume an ideal case of constant
acceleration. When the acceleration is the same at all points during a time interval, the average
acceleration and the instantaneous accelerations are equal.

Get It?

Contrast How is instantaneous acceleration different from average acceleration?

Calculating Acceleration
How can you describe the acceleration of an object mathematically? Recall that the acceleration
of an object is the slope of that object’s velocity v. time graph. On a velocity v. time graph, slope
∆v

equals ___
  ∆t .

Average Acceleration
Average acceleration is defined as the change in velocity divided by the time it takes to
make that change.

v -v

Δv
f
i
 a 
 =  _____

¯ ≡  ___
Δt
t -t
f

i

Suppose you run wind sprints back and forth across the gym. You run toward one wall, turn,
then run toward the opposite wall. You first run at a speed of 4.0 m/s toward the wall. Then,
10.0 s later, your speed is 4.0 m/s as you run away from the wall. What is your average acceleration if the positive direction is toward the wall?
Δv

vf - v i

 a 
  Δt  =  _____
¯ ≡ ___
t - t 
f

i

-4.0 m /s - 4.0 m /s

_______________
=   
 
 = -0.80 m/s2
10.0 s

Get It?

Explain why the final velocity used in the equation is -4.0 m/s.

STEM CAREER Connection
Delivery Truck Driver
With more and more online sales, companies must have a way to get the products
to your door. Delivery truck drivers pick up products at a distribution center and
drive them to businesses and homes for delivery. Acceleration, velocity, and time
are important for delivery truck drivers as they try to make their deliveries on a
tight schedule.
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EXAMPLE Problem 1

1 ANALYZE AND SKETCH THE PROBLEM
From the graph, note that the magnitude of the sprinter’s velocity starts at
zero, increases rapidly for the first few seconds, and then, after reaching
about 10.0 m/s, remains almost constant.
KNOWN
v = varies

UNKNOWN
a=?

Velocity (m/s)

VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION How would you describe the sprinter’s
velocity and acceleration as shown on the graph?

12.0

6.00
0.00

5.00

10.0

Time (s)

2 SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWN
Draw tangents to the curve at two points. Choose t = 1.00 s and t = 5.00 s. Solve for the magnitude
of the instantaneous acceleration at 1.00 s:
rise
The slope of the line at 1.00 s is equal to the acceleration at that time.
run
10.0 m/s – 6.00 m/s
=
2.4 s – 1.00 s

a=

= 2.9 m/s/s = 2.9 m/s2
Solve for the magnitude of the instantaneous acceleration at 5.00 s:
rise
The slope of the line at 5.00 s is equal to the acceleration at that time.
a=
run
10.3 m/s – 10.0 m/s
=
10.0 s – 0.00 s
= 0.030 m/s/s = 0.030 m/s2
The acceleration is not constant because its magnitude changes from 2.9 m/s2 at 1.00 s to 0.030 m/s2 at 5.00 s.
The acceleration is in the direction chosen to be positive because both values are positive.
3 EVALUATE THE ANSWER
• Are the units correct? Acceleration is measured in m/s2.

PRACTICE Problems		

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Figure 8
Velocity (m/s)

1. The velocity-time graph in Figure 8 describes Steven’s motion as he
walks along the midway at the state fair. Sketch the corresponding motion
diagram. Include velocity vectors in your diagram.
2. Use the v-t graph of the toy train in Figure 9 to answer these questions.
a. When is the train’s speed constant?
b. During which time interval is the train’s acceleration positive?
c. When is the train’s acceleration most negative?
3. Refer to Figure 9 to find the average acceleration of the train during the
following time intervals.
a. 0.0 s to 5.0 s b. 15.0 s to 20.0 s c. 0.0 s to 40.0 s
4. C
 HALLENGE Plot a v-t graph representing the following motion: An
elevator starts at rest from the ground floor of a three-story shopping
mall. It accelerates upward for 2.0 s at a rate of 0.5 m/s2, continues up
at a constant velocity of 1.0 m/s for 12.0 s, and then slows down with a
constant downward acceleration of 0.25 m/s2 for 4.0 s as it reaches the
third floor.

Velocity (m/s)

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

12.0
10.0
8.0
6.0
4.0
2.0
0.0

Figure 9

Time (s)

10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0

Time (s)
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EXAMPLE Problem 2		
ACCELERATION Describe a ball’s motion as it rolls up a slanted driveway.
It starts at 2.50 m/s, slows down for 5.00 s, stops for an instant, and then rolls
back down. The positive direction is chosen to be up the driveway. The origin
is where the motion begins. What are the sign and the magnitude of the ball’s
acceleration as it rolls up the driveway?
1 ANALYZE AND SKETCH THE PROBLEM
• Sketch the situation.

Begin

• Draw the coordinate system based on the motion diagram.
UNKNOWN

vi = +2.50 m/s			

a=?

End

Velocity (m/s)

KNOWN			
vf = 0.00 m/s at t = 5.00 s

2 SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWN
Find the acceleration from the slope of the graph.

a

3.00
0.00

–3.00
0.00

Solve for the change in velocity and the time taken to make that change.
∆v = vf – vi
= 0.00 m/s – 2.50 m/s = -2.50 m/s

+x

5.00
Time (s)

10.00

Substitute vf = 0.00 m/s at tf = 5.00 s, vi = 2.50 m/s at ti = 0.00 s.

∆t = tf – ti
= 5.00 s – 0.00 s = 5.00 s

Substitute tf = 5.00 s, ti = 0.00 s.

Solve for the acceleration.
__  = (-2.50 m/s) / 5.00 s
a ≡   ∆t
∆v

Substitute ∆v = –2.50 m/s, ∆t = 5.00 s.

= -0.500 m/s or 0.500 m/s down the driveway
2

2

3 EVALUATE THE ANSWER
• Are the units correct? Acceleration is measured in m/s2.
• Do the directions make sense? As the ball slows down, the direction of acceleration is opposite that
of velocity.

PRACTICE Problems		

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

5. A
 race car’s forward velocity increases from
4.0 m/s to 36 m/s over a 4.0-s time interval. What
is its average acceleration?
6.	The race car in the previous problem slows from
36 m/s to 15 m/s over 3.0 s. What is its average
acceleration?
7.	
A bus is moving west at 25 m/s when the driver
steps on the brakes and brings the bus to a stop
in 3.0 s.
a.	What is the average acceleration of the bus
while braking?
b.	If the bus took twice as long to stop, how
would the acceleration compare with what
you found in part a?

8.	A car is coasting backward downhill at a speed of
3.0 m/s when the driver gets the engine started.
After 2.5 s, the car is moving uphill at 4.5 m/s. If
uphill is chosen as the positive direction, what is
the car’s average acceleration?
9.	Rohith has been jogging east toward the bus
stop at 3.5 m/s when he looks at his watch and
sees that he has plenty of time before the bus
arrives. Over the next 10.0 s, he slows his pace
to a leisurely 0.75 m/s. What was his average
acceleration during this 10.0 s?
10.	CHALLENGE If the rate of continental drift were
to abruptly slow from 1.0 cm/y to 0.5 cm/y over
the time interval of a year, what would be the
average acceleration?
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Acceleration with Constant Speed
Think again about running wind sprints across the gym. You first run at a speed of 4.0 m/s
toward the wall. Then, 10.0 s later, you are running away from the wall and your speed is 4.0 m/s.
Notice that your speed is the same as you move toward the wall of the gym and as you move
away from it. In both cases, you are running at a speed of 4.0 m/s. How is it possible for you to
be accelerating?
Acceleration can occur even when speed is constant. The average acceleration for the entire trip
you make toward the wall of the gym and back again is –0.80 m/s2. The negative sign indicates
that the direction of your acceleration is away from the wall because the positive direction was
chosen as toward the wall. The velocity changes from positive to negative when the direction of
motion changes. A change in velocity results in acceleration. Thus, acceleration can also be
associated with a change in the direction of motion.

Get It?

Describe the evidence that the planes at the beginning of this module are accelerating
even if they are traveling at a constant speed.

Check Your Progress
11. Describing Motion What are three ways an
object can accelerate?
12. Position-Time and Velocity-Time Graphs
Two joggers run at a constant velocity of
7.5 m/s east. Figure 10 shows the positions of
both joggers at time t = 0.
a. W
 hat would be the difference(s) in the
position-time graphs of their motion?

13. Velocity-Time Graph Sketch a velocity-time
graph for a car that goes east at 25 m/s for
100 s, then west at 25 m/s for another 100 s.
14. Average Velocity and Average Acceleration
A canoeist paddles upstream at a velocity of
2.0 m/s for 4.0 s and then floats downstream at
4.0 m/s for 4.0 s.
a. W
 hat is the average velocity of the canoe
during the 8.0-s time interval?

b. W
 hat would be the difference(s) in their
velocity-time graphs?
East

15 m west

Origin

15 m east

Figure 10

b. What is the average acceleration of the
canoe during the 8.0-s time interval?
15. Critical Thinking A police officer clocked a
driver going 32 km/h over the speed limit just
as the driver passed a slower car. When the
officer stopped the car, the driver argued that
the other driver should get a ticket as well. The
driver said that the cars must have been going
the same speed because they were observed
next to each other. Is the driver correct? Explain
with a sketch and a motion diagram.

Go online to follow your personalized learning path to review, practice,
and reinforce your understanding.
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LESSON 2

MOTION WITH CONSTANT ACCELERATION
FOCUS QUESTION

How are position, velocity, acceleration, and time related?

Position with Constant Acceleration
If an object experiences constant acceleration, its velocity changes at a constant rate. How does
its position change? The positions at different times of a car with constant acceleration are
graphed in Figure 11. The graph shows that the car’s motion is not uniform. The displacements
for equal time intervals on the graph get larger and larger. As a result, the slope of the line in
Figure 11 gets steeper as time goes on. For an object with constant acceleration, the
position-time graph is a parabola.

70.0

Position v. Time

Position (m)

60.0
m=

50.0

60.0 m - 20.0 m
5.00 s - 3.00 s

= 20.0 m/s

40.0
30.0
m=

20.0

= 10.0 m/s

10.0
0.00

20.0 m - 0.00 m
3.00 s - 1.00 s

1.00

2.00

3.00

Time (s)

4.00

5.00

DC

SEP

Figure 11 The slope of a position-time graph changes with time for an
object with constant acceleration.

I

CCC

3D THINKING

COLLECT EVIDENCE
Use your Science Journal to
record the evidence you collect as
you complete the readings and
activities in this lesson.

Disciplinary Core Ideas

Crosscutting Concepts

Science & Engineering Practices

INVESTIGATE
GO ONLINE to find these activities and more resources.
Probeware Lab: Measuring Acceleration
Analyze data to determine how the displacement, velocity, and acceleration of an object
change over time.
Identify Crosscutting Concepts
Create a table of the crosscutting concepts and fill in examples you find as you read.
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25.0

20.0

Velocity (m/s)

Velocity (m/s)

25.0

Area Under the Graph Used
to Calculate Displacement

Slope Used to
Calculate Acceleration

15.0
10.0

20.0 m/s - 15.0 m/s
m = 4.00 s - 3.00 s

= 5.00 m/s2

5.00
0.00

20.0
15.0

5.00
0.00

1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00

vf

10.0

∆t
1.00 2.00 3.00 4.00 5.00

Time (s)

Time (s)

Figure 12 The slopes of the position-time graph in Figure 11 are shown in these velocity-time graphs. The rise divided by the run
gives the acceleration on the left. The area under the curve gives the displacement on the right.
Calculate What is the slope of the velocity-time graph on the left between t = 2.00 s and t = 5.00 s?

The slopes from the position-time graph in Figure 11 have been used to create the velocity-time
graph on the left in Figure 12. For an object with constant acceleration, the velocity-time graph is
a straight line.

Get It?

Identify What is the shape of a position-time graph of an object traveling with constant
acceleration?
A unique position-time graph cannot be created using a velocity-time graph because it does not
contain information about position. It does, however, contain information about displacement.
Recall that for an object moving at a constant velocity, the velocity is the displacement divided
by the time interval. The displacement is then the product of the velocity and the time interval.
On the right graph in Figure 12, v is the height of the plotted line above the horizontal axis, and
1
Δt is the width of the shaded triangle. The area is (
 __
  2 )
 vΔt, or Δx. Thus, the area under the v-t
graph equals the displacement.

Get It?

Identify What is the shape of a velocity-time graph of an object traveling with constant
acceleration?

Velocity with Average Acceleration
You have read that the equation for average velocity can be algebraically rearranged to show the
new position after a period of time, given the initial position and the average velocity. The
definition of average acceleration can be manipulated similarly to show the new velocity after a
period of time, given the initial velocity and the average acceleration.
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If you know an object’s average acceleration during a time interval, you can
use it to determine how much the velocity changed during that time.

Real-World Physics

You can rewrite the definition of average acceleration ( a¯≡  ___
∆t ) as follows:
∆v

∆v = a
  ¯∆t
vf - v i = a
 ¯∆t
The equation for final velocity with average acceleration can be written:
DRAG RACING A dragster driver tries
to obtain maximum acceleration over a
course. The fastest U.S. National Hot Rod
Association time on record for the 402-m
course is 3.771 s. The highest final speed
on record is 145.3 m/s (324.98 mph).

Final Velocity with Average Acceleration
The final velocity is equal to the initial velocity plus the product
of the average acceleration and the time interval.

vf = v i + a
  ¯∆t
In cases when the acceleration is constant, the average acceleration ( a¯) is the
same as the instantaneous acceleration (a) at any point within the time
interval. This equation can be rearranged to find the time at which an object
with constant acceleration has a given velocity. You can also use it to calculate the initial velocity of an object when both a velocity and the time at
which it occurred are given.

PRACTICE Problems		

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

16. A golf ball rolls up a hill toward a miniature-golf
hole. Assume the direction toward the hole is
positive.
a. If the golf ball starts with a speed of 2.0 m/s
and slows at a constant rate of 0.50 m/s2, what
is its velocity after 2.0 s?
b. What is the golf ball’s velocity if the constant
acceleration continues for 6.0 s?
c. Describe the motion of the golf ball in words
and with a motion diagram.

17. A bus traveling 30.0 km/h east has a constant
increase in speed of 1.5 m/s2. What is its velocity
6.8 s later?
18. If a car accelerates from rest at a constant rate of
5.5 m/s2 north, how long will it take for the car to
reach a velocity of 28 m/s north?
19. CHALLENGE A car slows from 22 m/s to 3.0 m/s
at a constant rate of 2.1 m/s2. How many seconds
are required before the car is traveling at a
forward velocity of 3.0 m/s?

Lucie Lang/Alamy Stock Photo

CROSSCUTTING CONCEPTS
Scale, Proportion, and Quantity Using algebraic thinking, draw a conclusion
about how changes in the initial velocity of an object affects the final position of
the object. Make a table that provides evidence to support your conclusions.
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EXAMPLE Problem 3		
FINDING DISPLACEMENT FROM A VELOCITY-TIME GRAPH The velocity-time
graph at the right shows the motion of an airplane. Find the displacement of the
airplane for ∆t = 1.0 s and for ∆t = 2.0 s. Let the positive direction be forward.
1 ANALYZE AND SKETCH THE PROBLEM
• The displacement is the area under the v-t graph.
• The time intervals begin at t = 0.0 s.

80

Velocity (m/s)

KNOWN
v = +75 m/s
∆t = 1.0 s
∆t = 2.0 s

82

UNKNOWN
∆x = ?

78
76
∆t

74

∆t

72
0.0

1.0

2 SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWN
Use the relationship among displacement, velocity, and time interval
to find ∆x during ∆t = 1.0 s.
∆x = v∆t
= (+75 m/s)(1.0 s)
Substitute v = +75 m/s, ∆t = 1.0 s.
= +75 m
Use the same relationship to find ∆x during ∆t = 2.0 s.
∆x = v∆t
= (+75 m/s)(2.0 s)
Substitute v = +75 m/s, ∆t = 2.0 s.
= +150 m

2.0

3.0

Time (s)

3 EVALUATE THE ANSWER
• Are the units correct? Displacement is measured in meters.
• Do the signs make sense? The positive sign agrees with the graph.
• Is the magnitude realistic? Moving a distance of about one football field per second is reasonable
for an airplane.

PRACTICE Problems

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE
6.0

Hint: Use the area of a triangle: area = (__
  2 )(base)(height).
21. The motion of two people, Carlos and Diana, moving south along a
straight path is described by the graph in Figure 14. What is the total
displacement of each person during the first 4.0-s interval shown on the
graph?
22. C
 HALLENGE A car, just pulling onto a straight stretch of highway, has
a constant acceleration from 0 m/s to 25 m/s west in 12 s.
a. Draw a v-t graph of the car’s motion.
b. Use the graph to determine the car’s displacement during the 12.0-s
time interval.
c. Another car is traveling along the same stretch of highway. It travels
the same distance in the same time as the first car, but its velocity is
constant. Draw a v-t graph for this car’s motion.
d. Explain how you knew this car’s velocity.

Velocity (m/s)

20. The graph in Figure 13 describes the motion of two bicyclists, Akiko and
Brian, who start from rest and travel north, increasing their speed with a
constant acceleration. What was the total displacement of each bicyclist
during the time shown for each?
1

4.0

A

2.0

B

0.0

1.0

Velocity (m/s)

Figure 13

2.0

Time (s)

3.0

4.0

4.0

5.0

3.0
C

2.0

D

1.0
0.0

Figure 14

1.0

2.0

3.0

Time (s)
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Motion with an initial nonzero velocity

		

Δx = Δxrectangle + Δxtriangle = vi(Δt) + (__
  2 )ΔvΔt
1

Substituting aΔt for the change in velocity in the equation
yields:
		

Velocity v. Time
vf

Velocity (m/s)

The
graph in Figure 15 describes constant acceleration that started
with an initial velocity of vi. To determine the displacement,
you can divide the area under the graph into a rectangle and
a triangle. The total area is then:

vi

Δx = Δxrectangle + Δxtriangle = vi(Δt) + (__
  2 )a
 (Δt)2
1

0

When the initial or final position of the object is known, the
equation can be written as follows:
1
1
xf – xi = vi(Δt) + (__
  2 )a(Δt)2 or xf = xi + vi(Δt) + (__
  2 )a(Δt)2

ti

tf

Time (s)

Figure 15 For motion with constant acceleration, if the initial
velocity on a velocity-time graph is not zero, the area under the
graph is the sum of a rectangular area and a triangular area.

If the initial time is ti = 0, the equation then becomes the
following.

Position with Average Acceleration
An object’s final position is equal to the sum of its initial position, the product of the initial
velocity and the final time, and half the product of the acceleration and the square of the
final time.

xf = xi + vi tf + (__
  12 )atf2

An Alternative Equation
Often, it is useful to relate position, velocity, and constant acceleration without including time.
vf - vi

Rearrange the equation vf = vi + atf to solve for time: tf =  _____
a .
You can then rewrite the position with average acceleration equation by substituting tf to obtain
the following:
__
_____
xf = xi + vi ( _____
a ) + (  2 )a(  a )
vf - vi

1

vf - vi

2

This equation can be solved for the velocity (vf ) at any position (xf ).

Velocity with Constant Acceleration
The square of the final velocity equals the sum of the square of the initial velocity and twice the
product of the acceleration and the displacement since the initial time.

vf2 = vi2 + 2a(xf - xi)
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EXAMPLE Problem 4
DISPLACEMENT An automobile starts at rest and accelerates at 3.5 m/s2 after a traffic light turns
green. How far will it have gone when it is traveling at 25 m/s?
1 ANALYZE AND SKETCH THE PROBLEM
• Sketch the situation.
• Establish coordinate axes. Let the positive direction be to the right.
• Draw a motion diagram.
KNOWN

UNKNOWN

xi = 0.00 m

xf = ?

Begin

End

vi = 0.00 m/s

+x

vf = +25 m/s

v
a

Begin

a = a = +3.5 m/s

2

End

2 SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWN
Use the relationship among velocity, acceleration, and displacement to find xf.
vf2 = vi2 + 2a(xf – xi)
vf2 – vi2

xf = xi + _____
 2a 

(+25 m/s)2 – (0.00 m/s)2

= 0.00 m + ____________________
  
2(+3.5 m/s2)

Substitute xi = 0.00 m, vf = +25 m/s, vi = 0.00 m/s, a = +3.5 m/s2.

= +89 m
3 EVALUATE THE ANSWER
• Are the units correct? Position is measured in meters.
• Do the signs make sense? The positive sign agrees with both the pictorial and physical models.
• Is the magnitude realistic? The displacement is almost the length of a football field. The result is
reasonable because 25 m/s (about 55 mph) is fast.

PRACTICE Problems		

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

23. A
 skateboarder is moving at a constant speed of
1.75 m/s when she starts up an incline that causes
her to slow down with a constant acceleration of
–0.20 m/s2. How much time passes from when
she begins to slow down until she begins to
move back down the incline?
24. A race car travels on a straight racetrack with
a forward velocity of 44 m/s and slows at a
constant rate to a velocity of 22 m/s over 11 s.
How far does it move during this time?
25. A
 car accelerates at a constant rate from 15 m/s
to 25 m/s while it travels a distance of 125 m.
How long does it take to achieve the final speed?
26. A
 bike rider pedals with constant acceleration
to reach a velocity of 7.5 m/s north over a time
of 4.5 s. During the period of acceleration, the
bike’s displacement is 19 m north. What was the
initial velocity of the bike?

27. CHALLENGE The car in Figure 16 travels west
with a forward acceleration of 0.22 m/s2. What
was the car’s velocity (vi) at point xi if it travels a
distance of 350 m in 18.4 s?
vi = ?

xf

xi

Figure 16
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EXAMPLE Problem 5
TWO-PART MOTION You are driving a car, traveling at a constant velocity of 25 m/s along a straight
road, when you see a child suddenly run onto the road. It takes 0.45 s for you to react and apply the
brakes. As a result, the car slows with a steady acceleration of 8.5 m/s2 in the direction opposite your
motion and comes to a stop. What is the total displacement of the car before it stops?
1 ANALYZE AND SKETCH THE PROBLEM
• Sketch the situation.
• Choose a coordinate system with the motion of the car in the positive direction.
• Draw the motion diagram, and label v and a.
KNOWN

UNKNOWN

vreacting = +25 m/s

xreacting = ?

treacting = 0.45 s

abraking = –8.5 m/s2

Begin

Reacting

End

Braking

xbraking = ?
xtotal = ?

vi, braking = +25 m/s

Begin

0

+x

v

vf, braking = 0.00 m/s

a

End

2 SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWN
Reacting:
Use the relationship among displacement, velocity, and time interval to find the displacement of the
car as it travels at a constant speed.
xreacting = vreacting treacting
xreacting = (+25 m/s)(0.45 s)

Substitute vreacting = +25 m/s, treacting = 0.45 s.

= +11 m
Braking:
Use the relationship among velocity, acceleration, and displacement to find the displacement of the
car while it is braking.
vf, braking2 = vreacting2 + 2abraking(xbraking)
Solve for xbraking.
vf, braking2 – vreacting2

xbraking = ___________
  
2a
braking

(0.00 m/s)2 – (+25 m/s)2
 = ____________________
  
  
2(–8.5 m/s2)

Substitute vf, braking = 0.00 m/s, vreacting = +25 m/s, abraking = −8.5 m/s2.

= +37 m
The total displacement is the sum of the reacting displacement and the braking displacement.
Solve for xtotal.
xtotal = xreacting + xbraking
= +11 m + 37 m		 Substitute xreacting = +11 m, xbraking = +37 m.
= +48 m
3 EVALUATE THE ANSWER
• Are the units correct? Displacement is measured in meters.
• Do the signs make sense? Both xreacting and xbraking are positive, as they should be.
• Is the magnitude realistic? The braking displacement is small because the magnitude of the
acceleration is large.
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PRACTICE Problems		

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

28. A car with an initial velocity of 24.5 m/s east has an acceleration of 4.2 m/s2 west.
What is its displacement at the moment that its velocity is 18.3 m/s east?
29. A
 man runs along the path shown in Figure 17. From point A to point B, he
v2 C
runs at a forward velocity of 4.5 m/s for 15.0 min. From point B to point C,
Stop
v1
B
2
A
he runs up a hill. He slows down at a constant rate of 0.050 m/s for 90.0 s
a = –0.050 m/s2
and comes to a stop at point C. What was the total distance the man ran?
Start v = 4.5 m/s
30. You start your bicycle ride at the top of a hill. You coast down the hill at a
Figure 17
constant acceleration of 2.00 m/s2. When you get to the bottom of the hill,
you are moving at 18.0 m/s, and you pedal to maintain that speed. If you continue at
this speed for 1.00 min, how far will you have gone from the time you left the hilltop?
31. S
 unee is training for a 5.0-km race. She starts out her training run by moving at a constant pace of 4.3 m/s
for 19 min. Then she accelerates at a constant rate until she crosses the finish line 19.4 s later. What is her
acceleration during the last portion of the training run?
32. CHALLENGE Sekazi is learning to ride a bike without training wheels. His father pushes him with a constant
acceleration of 0.50 m/s2 east for 6.0 s. Sekazi then travels at 3.0 m/s east for another 6.0 s before falling. What
is Sekazi’s displacement? Solve this problem by constructing a velocity-time graph for Sekazi’s motion and
computing the area underneath the graphed line.

Check Your Progress
33. Displacement Given initial and final velocities
and the constant acceleration of an object,
what mathematical relationship would you use
to find the displacement?

36. Distance An in-line skater accelerates from
0.0 m/s to 5.0 m/s in 4.5 s, then continues at
this constant speed for another 4.5 s. What is
the total distance traveled by the in-line skater?

34. Acceleration A woman driving west along a
straight road at a speed of 23 m/s sees a deer
on the road ahead. She applies the brakes
when she is 210 m from the deer. If the deer
does not move and the car stops right before it
hits the deer, what is the acceleration provided
by the car’s brakes?

37. Final Velocity A plane travels 5.0×102 m north
while accelerating uniformly from rest at 5.0 m/
s2. What final velocity does it attain?

35. Distance The airplane in Figure 18 starts from
rest and accelerates east at a constant
3.00 m/s2 for 30.0 s before leaving the ground.
a. What was the plane’s displacement (Δx)?
b. H
 ow fast was the airplane going when it
took off?

Figure 18

∆x

38. Final Velocity An airplane accelerated uniformly from rest at the rate of 5.0 m/s2 south for
14 s. What final velocity did it attain?
39. Graphs A sprinter walks to the starting blocks
at a constant speed, then waits. When the
starting pistol sounds, she accelerates rapidly
until she attains a constant velocity. She maintains this velocity until she crosses the finish
line, and then she slows to a walk, taking more
time to slow down than she did to speed up at
the beginning of the race. Sketch a velocity
time and a position-time graph to represent her
motion. Draw them one above the other using
the same time scale. Indicate on your position
time graph where the starting blocks and finish
line are.

Go online to follow your personalized learning path to review, practice,
and reinforce your understanding.
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LESSON 3

FREE FALL
FOCUS QUESTION

How does an object’s speed change as it falls?

Galileo’s Discovery
Do heavier objects accelerate more as they fall? If you release a paper and a book, the book hits the
ground first. But if you put the paper flat on the book, they fall together. Collisions with particles of
air have a greater effect on the paper. To understand falling objects, first consider the case in which
air does not have an appreciable effect on motion. Recall that gravity is an a ttraction between objects.
Free fall is the motion of an object when gravity is the only significant force acting on it.
About 400 years ago, Galileo Galilei discovered that, neglecting the effect of the air, all objects
in free fall have the same acceleration. It doesn’t matter what they are made of or how much they
weigh. The acceleration of an object due only to the effect of gravity is known as free-fall
acceleration. Figure 19 depicts the results of a 1971 free-fall experiment on the Moon in which
astronauts verified Galileo’s results.

DC

SEP

Figure 19 In 1971, astronaut David Scott dropped a hammer and a feather at the same time from the same height
above the Moon’s surface. The hammer’s mass was greater, but both objects hit the ground at the same time
because the Moon has gravity but no air.
I

CCC

3D THINKING

COLLECT EVIDENCE
Use your Science Journal to
record the evidence you collect as
you complete the readings and
activities in this lesson.

Disciplinary Core Ideas

Crosscutting Concepts

Science & Engineering Practices

INVESTIGATE
GO ONLINE to find these activities and more resources.
PhysicsLAB: Free-Fall Acceleration
Calculate the acceleration due to gravity for a system in free-fall.
Revisit the Encounter the Phenomenon Question
What information from this lesson can help you answer the Unit and Module questions?
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Near Earth’s surface, free-fall acceleration is about 9.8 m/s2 downward (which is equal to about
22 mph/s downward). Think about skydivers. Each second skydivers fall, their downward velocity
increases by 9.8 m/s. When analyzing free fall, whether you treat the acceleration as positive or
negative depends on the coordinate system you use. If you define upward as the positive direction,
then the free-fall acceleration is negative. If you decide that downward is the positive direction,
then free-fall acceleration is positive.

Get It?

Identify Why is it important to clearly define the coordinate system you want to use
when analyzing objects in free fall?

Free-Fall Acceleration
Galileo’s discovery explains why parachutists can form a ring in midair.
Regardless of their masses, they fall with the same acceleration. To understand the acceleration that occurs during free fall, look at the multiflash
photo of a dropped ball in Figure 20.
When the photograph was taken, the time interval between flashes was set
to 0.06 s. So, the same amount of time passes between one image of the ball
and the next. Look at the distance that the ball travels during each time
interval. The distance between each pair of images increases as the ball falls.
So, the speed of the ball is increasing. If the upward direction is positive,
then the velocity is becoming more and more negative.

Ball thrown upward

Instead of a dropped ball, could this photo also
illustrate a ball thrown upward? Suppose you throw a ball upward with a
speed of 20.0 m/s. If you choose upward to be positive, then the ball starts
at the bottom of the photo with a positive velocity. The acceleration is
a = –9.8 m/s2. Because velocity and acceleration are in opposite directions,
the speed of the ball decreases. If you think of the bottom of the photo as the
start, this agrees with the multiflash photo.

Rising and falling motion After 1 s, the ball’s velocity is reduced by

9.8 m/s, so it now is traveling at +10.2 m/s. After 2 s, the velocity is
+0.4 m/s, and the ball still is moving upward. What happens during the
next second? The ball’s velocity is reduced by another 9.8 m/s and equals
-9.4 m/s. The ball now is moving downward. After 4 s, the velocity is
-19.2 m/s, meaning the ball is falling even faster.

Figure 20 Because of free-fall acceleration,
the speed of this falling ball increases
9.8 m/s each second.

Get It?

McGraw-Hill Education

Analyze During which second does the rising ball stop and reverse
direction? How can you tell?
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In a coordinate system in
which the upward direction
is positive, the speed of the
ball decreases as it rises.

Velocity (m/s)

0.50

Velocity v. Time

0.00

Velocity (m/s)

20.0
-0.50
2.00

2.04

Time (s)

2.08

As the ball falls, its speed
increases in the negative
direction.

0.00

-20.0
0

1

2

Time (s)

3

4

Figure 21 The velocity-time graph describes the change in the ball’s speed as it rises and falls. The graph on the
right gives a close-up view of the change in velocity at the top of the ball’s trajectory.
Analyze What would the graph look like if downward were chosen as the positive direction?

Velocity-time graph The v-t graph for the ball as it goes up and down is shown in Figure 21.
The straight line sloping downward does not mean that the speed is always decreasing. The speed
decreases as the ball rises and increases as it falls. At around 2 s, the velocity changes smoothly
from positive to negative. As the ball falls, its speed increases in the negative direction. The figure
also shows a closer view of the v-t graph. At an instant of time, near 2.04 s, the velocity is zero.

Position-time graph Look at the position-time graphs in Figure 22 on the next page. These
graphs show how the ball’s height changes as it rises and falls. If an object is moving with constant acceleration, its position-time graph forms a parabola. Because the ball is rising and falling,
its graph is an inverted parabola. The shape of the graph shows the progression of time. It does
not mean that the ball’s path was in the shape of a parabola. The close-up graph on the right
shows that at about 2.04 s, the ball reaches its maximum height.

Get It?

Describe If you throw a ball straight up, what would the shape of its position-time
graph look like?

Maximum height Compare the close-up graphs in Figure 21 and Figure 22. Just before the
ball reaches its maximum height, its velocity is decreasing in the negative direction. At the instant
of time when its height is maximum, its velocity is zero. Just after it reaches its maximum height,
the ball’s velocity is increasing in the negative direction.
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20.41

25

Position (m)

In a coordinate system in
which the upward direction
is positive, the position of
the ball increases as it rises.

Position v. Time

20.40

20.39
2.00

2.04

2.08

Time (s)

20

Position (m)

At the top of its
trajectory, the ball’s
position changes
from increasing to
decreasing.

15
10
5
0

1

2

3

4

Time (s)
Figure 22 A position-time graph shows how the ball’s position changes as it rises and falls. The graph at the right
shows a close-up view of how the position changes at the top of the ball’s trajectory.

Acceleration The slope of the line on the velocity-time graph in Figure 21 is constant
at −9.8 m/s2. This shows that the ball’s free-fall acceleration is 9.8 m/s2 in the downward direction
the entire time the ball is rising and falling.
It may seem that the acceleration should be zero at the top of the trajectory, but this is not the
case. At the top of the flight, the ball’s velocity is 0 m/s. If its acceleration were also zero, the
ball’s velocity would not change and would remain at 0 m/s. The ball would not gain any downward velocity and would simply hover in the air. Have you ever seen that happen? Objects tossed
in the air on Earth always fall, so you know the acceleration of an object at the top of its flight
must not be zero. Further, because the object falls down, you know the acceleration must be
downward.

Get It?

Analyze If you throw a ball straight up, what are its velocity and acceleration at the
uppermost point of its path?

SCIENCE USAGE v. COMMON USAGE
Free fall
Science usage: motion of a body when air resistance is negligible and the acceleration
can be considered due to gravity alone.
Acceleration during free fall is 9.8 m/s2 downward.
Common usage: a rapid and continuing drop or decline
The stock market’s free fall in 1929 marked the beginning of the Great Depression.

Lesson 3 • Free Fall
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Free-fall rides

Amusement parks use the concept of
acceleration to design rides that give the riders the sensation of
free fall. These types of rides usually consist of three parts: the
ride to the top, momentary suspension, and the fall downward.
Motors provide the force needed to move the cars to the top of
the ride. When the cars are in free fall, the most massive rider
and the least massive rider will have the same acceleration.
Suppose the free-fall ride shown in Figure 23 starts from the top
at rest and is in free fall for 1.5 s. What would be its velocity at
the end of 1.5 s? Choose a coordinate system with a positive axis
upward and the origin at the initial position of the car. Because
the car starts at rest, vi would be equal to 0.0 m/s. To calculate
the final velocity, use the equation for velocity with constant
acceleration.
vf = vi +   ¯
a tf
   = 0.0 m/s + (-9.8 m/s2)(1.5 s)
   = -15 m/s
How far do people on the ride fall during this time? Use the equation
for displacement when time and constant acceleration are known.
Figure 23 The people on this amusement-park ride
experience free-fall acceleration.

xf = xi + vitf + (__
  2 )  ¯
a tf2
1
   = 0.0 m + (0.0 m/s)(1.5s) + (__
  2 )(-9.8 m/s2)(1.5 s)2
   = -11 m
1

PRACTICE Problems		
40. A construction worker accidentally drops a brick
from a high scaffold.
a. What is the velocity of the brick after 4.0 s?
b. How far does the brick fall during this time?
41. Suppose for the previous problem you choose
your coordinate system so that the opposite
direction is positive.
a. What is the brick’s velocity after 4.0 s?
b. How far does the brick fall during this time?
42. A student drops a ball from a window 3.5 m
above the sidewalk. How fast is it moving when it
hits the sidewalk?
43. A
 tennis ball is thrown straight up with an initial
speed of 22.5 m/s. It is caught at the same
distance above the ground.
a. How high does the ball rise?
b. How long does the ball remain in the air?
Hint: The time it takes the ball to rise equals the
time it takes to fall.

44. You decide to flip a coin to determine whether to
do your physics or English homework first. The
coin is flipped straight up.
a. What are the velocity and acceleration of the
coin at the top of its trajectory?
b. If the coin reaches a high point of 0.25 m
above where you released it, what was its
initial speed?
c. If you catch it at the same height as you
released it, how much time was it in the air?
45. C
 HALLENGE A basketball player is holding a
ball in her hands at a height of 1.5 m above the
ground. She drops the ball, and it bounces several
times. After the first bounce, the ball only returns
to a height of 0.75 m. After the second bounce,
the ball only returns to a height of 0.25 m.
a. Suppose downward is the positive direction.
What would the shape of a velocity-time graph
look like for the first two bounces?
b. What would be the shape of a position-time
graph for the first two bounces?

Oleksiy Maksymenko Photography/Alamy Stock Photo

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE
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Variations in Free Fall

9.8 m/s2

7.4 m/s2

When astronaut David Scott performed his free-fall experiment on the
Moon, the hammer and the feather did not fall with an acceleration of
magnitude 9.8 m/s2. The value 9.8 m/s2 is free-fall acceleration only near
Earth’s surface. The magnitude of free-fall acceleration on the Moon is
approximately 1.6 m/s2, which is about one-sixth its value on Earth.
When you study force and motion, you will learn about factors that affect
the value of free-fall acceleration. One factor is the mass of the object, such
as Earth or the Moon, that is responsible for the acceleration. Free-fall
acceleration is not as great near the Moon as near Earth because the Moon
has much less mass.
Free-fall acceleration also depends on the distance from the object responsible for it. The rings drawn around Earth in Figure 24 show how free-fall
acceleration decreases with distance from Earth. It is important to understand, however, that variations in free-fall acceleration at different locations on Earth’s surface are very small, even with great variations in
elevation. In New York City, for example, the magnitude of free-fall
acceleration is about 9.81 m/s2. In Denver, Colorado, it is about 9.79 m/s2,
despite a change in elevation of almost 1600 m greater. For calculations in
this book, a value of 9.8 m/s2 will be used for free-fall acceleration.

0.98 m/s2 2.5 m/s2

4.9 m/s2

Figure 24 As the distance from Earth increases,
the effect of free-fall acceleration decreases.
Analyze According to the diagram, what is the
magnitude of free-fall acceleration a distance
above Earth’s surface equal to Earth’s radius?

Check Your Progress
46. Free Fall Suppose you hold a book in one
hand and a flat sheet of paper in your other
hand. You drop them both, and they fall to the
ground. Explain why the falling book is a good
example of free fall, but the paper is not.
47. Final Velocity Your sister drops your house
keys down to you from the second-floor
window, as shown in Figure 25. What is the
velocity of the keys
when you catch them?
48. Free-Fall Ride
Suppose a free-fall ride
at an amusement park
starts at rest and is in
free fall. What is the
velocity of the ride after
2.3 s? How far do people
on the ride fall during
the 2.3-s time period? Figure 25

∆x = 4.3 m

49. Maximum Height and Flight Time The
free-fall acceleration on Mars is about one-third
that on Earth. Suppose you throw a ball upward
with the same velocity on Mars as on Earth.
a. H
 ow would the ball’s maximum height
compare to that on Earth?
b. How would its flight time compare?
50. Velocity and Acceleration Suppose you
throw a ball straight up into the air. Describe
the changes in the velocity of the ball. Describe
the changes in the acceleration of the ball.
51. Critical Thinking A ball thrown vertically
upward continues upward until it reaches a
certain position, and then falls downward. The
ball’s velocity is instantaneously zero at that
highest point. Is the ball accelerating at that
point? Devise an experiment to prove or
disprove your answer.

Go online to follow your personalized learning path to review, practice,
and reinforce your understanding.
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STEM AT WORK

Designing Fun
Think about the last amusement park attraction
that made your pulse quicken. Perhaps it was a
heart-pounding roller coaster or a chilling haunted
house. Did you ever wonder how theme park rides
are created? The people who design the attractions
at theme parks have many different titles—theme
park designer, creative design engineer, industrial
designer, building information modeling manager,
and many others. No matter their title, they all
concentrate on creating exciting attractions that
draw visitors to the parks.
Roller coasters are just one of many types of attractions
created by theme park designers.

Tools of the Trade
Most theme park designers have a background in
physics, engineering, and mathematics. Some are also
graphic designers or writers. They use a variety of
tools to create the attractions that delight park visitors.
CAD (computer-aided design) drafting software,
for example, allows designers to create 2D and 3D
blueprints for attractions. Increasingly, designers
are also employing BIM (building information
modeling) systems, used to create 3D models that
can be viewed at different levels of complexity.
There are other modeling software programs that
allow designers to work in 3D as well. Theme park
designers also use computer graphics software
to create graphics and animations, and they use
computer programs to alter images.

Forces and Safety
Theme park designers work with acceleration and
gravitational forces to produce thrills for riders.

Roller coasters, for example, offer both changes
in speed (such as slowly grinding up a hill and
then barreling down it) and in direction (such as
suddenly banking to the left or right). Attractions that
drop riders from great heights and then slow their
descent before they reach the ground make use of
free-fall acceleration.
Designers must consider the attractions’ effects
on the human inner ear, heart, and other body
systems. They want riders to be exhilarated, but they
must also ensure that riders are safe. They must
be mindful, for instance, that gravitational forces
do not exceed the amount an average person can
tolerate without suffering ill effects. Designers create
elaborate systems of seatbelts and other restraints,
headrests, and padding to protect riders from injury.
They design improved braking systems to maximize
safety.

David Kleyn/Alamy Stock Photo
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SEP

DC

	
DEVELOP AND USE MODELS TO
ILLUSTRATE
CCC
With a partner, brainstorm, design, and build a model
of a theme park ride that uses acceleration and
gravitational forces. Use modeling software, if
available.
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MODULE 3

STUDY GUIDE
GO ONLINE to study with your Science Notebook.

Lesson 1 ACCELERATION
• Acceleration is the rate at which an object’s velocity changes.
• Velocity and acceleration are not the same thing. An object moving with
constant velocity has zero acceleration. When the velocity and the
acceleration of an object are in the same direction, the object speeds up;
when they are in opposite directions, the object slows down.
• You can use a velocity-time graph to find the velocity and the acceleration of an object. The average acceleration of an object is the slope of its
velocity-time graph.
∆v

•
•
•
•

acceleration
velocity-time graph
average acceleration
instantaneous acceleration

vf - vi

 a¯ ≡  ___
 = _____
  t - t 
∆t
f

i

Lesson 2 MOTION WITH CONSTANT ACCELERATION
• If an object is moving with constant acceleration, its position-time graph
is a parabola, and its velocity-time graph is a straight line.
• The area under an object’s velocity-time graph is its displacement.
• In motion with constant acceleration, position, velocity, acceleration,
and time are related:
vf = vi + a
  ¯∆t
1
xf = xi + vitf + __
  2  a
  ¯tf2
vf2 = vi2 + 2  a¯(xf - xi)
Lesson 3 FREE FALL
• Free-fall acceleration on Earth is about 9.8 m/s2 downward. The sign
associated with free-fall acceleration in equations depends on the choice
of the coordinate system.
• When an object is in free fall, gravity is the only force acting on it.
Equations for motion with constant acceleration can be used to solve
problems involving objects in free fall.

• free fall
• free-fall acceleration
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL THINKING

Module Wrap-Up

REVISIT THE PHENOMENON

Why do sudden changes
in the direction or speed
of jet planes affect pilots?
CER

Claim, Evidence, Reasoning

Explain your Reasoning Revisit the claim you made when you encountered the
phenomenon. Summarize the evidence you gathered from your investigations and
research and finalize your Summary Table. Does your evidence support your claim? If not,
revise your claim. Explain why your evidence supports your claim.

STEM UNIT PROJECT

Now that you’ve completed the module, revisit your STEM unit project. You will
summarize your evidence and apply it to the project.

GO FURTHER
Data Analysis Lab
How do free fall motion on Earth and Jupiter compare?
Suppose a ball could be thrown vertically upward with the same
initial velocity on Earth and on Jupiter.
Data and Observations An object on the planet Jupiter has about
three times the free-fall acceleration as on Earth. Neglect the effects
of atmospheric resistance and assume gravity is the only force on
the ball.

82

Steve Whittington/Moment/Getty Images

CER Analyze and Interpret Data
1. Claim How would the maximum height reached by the ball on
Jupiter compare to the maximum height reached on Earth?
2. Evidence and Reasoning Use sketches and mathematics to
explain your approach to this problem and your reasoning to
justify your claim.
3. How would your claim change if the initial velocity of the ball on
Jupiter were three times greater? Explain your reasoning.
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FORCES IN ONE DIMENSION
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MODULE 4

FORCES IN ONE DIMENSION
ENCOUNTER THE PHENOMENON

How do wing suits help BASE
jumpers control their velocity?
GO ONLINE to play a video about
da Vinci’s parachute.

Ask Questions

CER

(t)Video Supplied by BBC Worldwide Learning, (b)U.S. Army Photo by Sgt. Aaron Ricca, 115th Mobile Public Affairs Detachment

Do you have other questions about the phenomenon? If so, add them to the driving
question board.

Claim, Evidence, Reasoning

Make Your Claim Use your
CER chart to make a claim
about how BASE jumpers
control their velocity with wing
suits. Explain your reasoning.

Collect Evidence Use the
lessons in this module to
collect evidence to support
your claim. Record your
evidence as you move
through the module.

Explain Your Reasoning You
will revisit your claim and
explain your reasoning at the
end of the module.

GO ONLINE to access your CER chart and explore resources that can
help you collect evidence.

LESSON 1: Explore & Explain:
Newton’s Second Law

84

LESSON 2: Explore & Explain:
Drag Force

Additional Resources
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LESSON 1

FORCE AND MOTION
FOCUS QUESTION

What causes a change in motion?

Force
Consider a textbook resting on a table. To cause it to move, you could either push or pull on it. In
physics, a push or a pull is called a force. If you push or pull harder on an object, you exert a
greater force on the object. In other words, you increase the magnitude of the applied force. The
direction in which the force is exerted also matters—if you push the resting book to the right, the
book will start moving to the right. If you push the book to the left, it will start moving to the left.
Because forces have both magnitude and direction, forces are vectors. The symbol F is vector
notation that represents the size and direction of a force, while F represents only the magnitude.
The magnitude of a force is measured in units called newtons (N).

Unbalanced forces change motion

Recall that motion diagrams describe the
positions of an object at equal time intervals. For example, the motion diagram for the book in
Figure 1 shows the distance between the dots increasing. This means the speed of the book is
increasing. At t = 0, it is at rest, but after 2 seconds it is moving at 1.5 m/s. This change in speed
means it is accelerating. What is the cause of this acceleration? The book was at rest until you
pushed it, so the cause of the acceleration is the force exerted by your hand. In fact, all
accelerations are the result of an unbalanced force acting on an object.
Figure 1 The hand pushing on the book exerts
a force that causes the book to accelerate in the
direction of the unbalanced force.

t = 0 s t = 0.5 s
v

t = 1.0 s
v

DC

SEP

a
I

CCC

a

t = 1.5 s
v

t = 2.0 s
v

a

3D THINKING

a

Disciplinary Core Ideas

COLLECT EVIDENCE
Use your Science Journal to
record the evidence you collect as
you complete the readings and
activities in this lesson.

Crosscutting Concepts

Science & Engineering Practices

INVESTIGATE
GO ONLINE to find these activities and more resources.
Applying Practices: Newton’s Second Law
HS-PS2-1. Analyze data to support the claim that Newton’s second law of motion describes
the mathematical relationship among the net force on a macroscopic object, its mass, and
its acceleration.
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Systems and external world

When considering how a force
affects motion, it is important to identify the object or objects of interest,
called the system. Everything around the system with which the system
can interact is called the external world. In Figure 2, the book is the
system. Your hand, Earth, string and the table are parts of the external
world that interact with the book by pushing or pulling on it.

Ftable

on book

System
Fhand

on book

FEarth’s mass

Contact forces

Again, think about the different ways in which you
could move a textbook. You could push or pull it by directly touching it, or
you could tie a string around it and pull on the string. These are examples
of contact forces. A contact force exists when an object from the external
world touches a system, exerting a force on it. If you are holding this
physics textbook right now, your hands are exerting a contact force on it.
If you place the book on a table, you are no longer exerting a contact force
on the book. The table, however, is exerting a contact force because the
table and the book are in contact.

on book

Identify the system

Fstring

on book

Field forces

There are other ways in which the motion of the textbook
can change. You could drop it, and as you learned in a previous chapter, it
would accelerate as it falls to the ground. The gravitational force of Earth
acting on the book causes this acceleration. This force affects the book
whether or not Earth is actually touching it. Gravitational force is an
example of a field force. Field forces are exerted without contact. Can you
think of other kinds of field forces? If you have ever investigated magnets,
you know that they exert forces without touching. You will investigate
magnetism and other field forces in future chapters. For now, the only
field force you need to consider is the gravitational force.

System

FEarth’s

mass on book

Force exerted by string is a contact force

Agents

Forces result from interactions; every contact and field force has
a specific and identifiable cause, called the agent. You should be able to
name the agent exerting each force as well as the system upon which the
force is exerted. For example, when you push your textbook, your hand
(the agent) exerts a force on the textbook (the system). If there are not both
an agent and a system, a force does not exist. What about the gravitational
force? The agent is the mass of Earth exerting a field force on the book.
The labels on the forces in Figure 2 are good examples of how to identify a
force’s agent and the system upon which the force acts.

Get It?

System

FEarth’s

mass on book

Force exerted by Earth’s mass is a field force
Figure 2 The book is the system in each of
these situations.
Classify each force in the first panel as either
a contact force or a field force.

Explain how contact forces are different from field forces.
SCIENCE USAGE V. COMMON USAGE
Force
Science usage: a push or pull exerted on an object
The force of gravity exerted by the Sun on Earth pulls
Earth into orbit around the Sun.

STEM CAREER Connection

Common usage: to compel by physical, moral, or intellectual means
Emi forced her younger brother to wash the dishes.

86

Astronaut
On Earth, we are used to accounting for the force exerted by
Earth’s gravitational field. To prepare for missions in space,
astronauts must become familiar with the effects of forces on
objects in a zero-gravity environment.
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Figure 3 The drawings of the ball
in the hand and the ball hanging
from the string are both pictorial
models. The free-body diagram for
each situation is shown next to
each pictorial model.

vForce (F)

Free-body Diagrams
+y
System

Contact with
external world

Contact with
external world

+y

Fhand on ball

Frope on ball

COLOR CONVENTION
blue

FEarth’s mass
on ball

System

FEarth’s mass
on ball

Free-body diagrams

Just as pictorial representations and motion diagrams are useful in
solving problems about motion, similar representations will help you analyze how forces affect
motion. The first step is to sketch the situation, as shown in Figure 3. Circle the system, and
identify every place where the system touches the external world. It is at these places that an
agent exerts a contact force. Then identify any field forces on the system. This gives you the
pictorial representation.
A free-body diagram is a physical representation that shows the forces acting on a system.
Follow these guidelines when drawing a free-body diagram:
• The free-body diagram is drawn separately from the sketch of the problem situation.
• Apply the particle model, and represent the object with a dot.
• Represent each force with an arrow that points in the direction the force is applied. Always draw the
force vectors pointing away from the particle, even when the force is a push.
• Make the length of each arrow proportional to the size of the force. Often you will draw these
diagrams before you know the magnitudes of all the forces. In such cases, make your best estimate.
• Label each force. Use the symbol F with a subscript label to identify both the agent and the object
on which the force is exerted.
• Choose a direction to be positive, and indicate this on the diagram.

Using free-body diagrams and motion diagrams Recall that all accelerations are the
result of unbalanced forces. If a motion diagram shows that an object is accelerating, a free-body
diagram of that object should have an unbalanced force in the same direction as the acceleration.
Notice that the falling ball in Figure 3 shows an unbalanced force downward, in the direction of
the acceleration of the ball.

Get It?

Compare the direction of an object’s acceleration with the direction of the unbalanced
force exerted on the object.
CROSSCUTTING CONCEPTS
Cause and Effect Study Figure 3. With a partner, plan a demonstration to show
the specific cause and effect relationship between the motion of an object and the
magnitudes of two forces acting on it in opposite directions. Vary the forces to
show the different effects when the forces are unbalanced. Gather empirical
evidence to show that the acceleration (or lack of acceleration) is caused directly
by the imbalance (or balance) of the forces and not simply correlation.
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Figure 4 The net force acting on the table is
the vector sum of all the forces acting on the
table. This case only considers the horizontal
forces acting on the table.

floor
F1 = 100 N
F2 = 100 N F1 = 100 N

F2 = 100 N

F2 = 200 N F1 = 100 N

Fnet = 0 N

Fnet = 200 N

Fnet = 100 N

Equal forces
Opposite directions

Equal forces
Same direction

Unequal forces
Opposite directions

Combining Forces
What happens if you and a friend each push a table and exert 100 N of force on it? When you push
together in the same direction, you give the table twice the acceleration that it would have if just one of
you applied 100 N of force. When you push on the table in opposite directions with the same amount of
force, as in Figure 4, there is no unbalanced force, so the table does not accelerate but remains at rest.

Net force

The bottom portion of Figure 4 shows free-body diagrams for these two situations.
The third diagram in Figure 4 shows the free-body diagram for a third situation in which your
friend pushes on the table twice as hard as you in the opposite direction. Below each free-body
diagram is a vector representing the resultant of the two forces. When the force vectors are in the
same direction, they can be replaced by one vector with a length equal to their combined length.
When the forces are in opposite directions, the resultant is the length of the difference between the
two vectors. Another term for the vector sum of all the forces on an object is the net force.
You also can analyze the situation mathematically. Call the positive direction the direction in
which you are pushing the table with a 100 N force. In the first case, your friend is pushing with a
negative force of 100 N. Adding them together gives a total force of 0 N, which means there is no
acceleration. In the second case, your friend’s force is 100 N, so the total force is 200 N in the
positive direction and the table accelerates in the positive direction. In the third case, your friend’s
force is −200 N, so the total force is −100 N and the table accelerates in the negative direction.
ADDITIONAL PRACTICE
PRACTICE Problems		
For each of the following situations, specify the system and draw a motion diagram and a free-body
diagram. Label all forces with their agents, and indicate the direction of the acceleration and of the
net force. Draw vectors of appropriate lengths. Ignore air resistance unless otherwise indicated.
1. A skydiver falls downward through the air at
constant velocity. (The air exerts an upward force
on the person.)
2. You hold a softball in the palm of your hand and
toss it up. Draw the diagrams while the ball is still
touching your hand.
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3. After the softball leaves your hand, it rises,
slowing down.
4. After the softball reaches its maximum height, it
falls down, speeding up.
5. CHALLENGE You catch the ball in your hand and
bring it to rest.
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Acceleration and Force

Applying a Constant Force
Finding Acceleration
slope = 1.5 m/s2

Velocity (m/s)

4.0
3.0

slope = 1.0 m/s2

2.0

slope = 0.50 m/s2

1.0

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Time (s)

Velocity-Time Graphs for Constant Forces
Acceleration v. Force

Acceleration (m/s2)

2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

Force (N)

Various Forces on the Same Mass
Figure 5 A spring scale exerts a constant
unbalanced force on the cart. Repeating the
investigation with different forces produces
velocity-time graphs with different slopes.

To explore how forces affect an object’s motion, think about doing a
series of investigations. Consider the simple situation shown in the top
photo of Figure 5 in which we exert one force horizontally on an object.
Starting with the horizontal direction is helpful because gravity does not
act horizontally. To reduce complications resulting from the object
rubbing against the surface, the investigations should be done on a
smooth surface, such as a well-polished table. We’ll also use a cart with
wheels that spin easily.

Apply constant force

How can you exert a constant unbalanced
force? One way is to use a device called a spring scale. Inside the scale is a
spring that stretches proportionally to the magnitude of the applied force.
The front of the scale is calibrated to read the force in newtons. If you pull
on the scale so that the reading on the front stays constant, the applied
force is constant. The top photo in Figure 5 shows a spring scale pulling a
low-resistance cart with a constant unbalanced force.
If you perform this investigation and measure the cart’s velocity for a
period of time, you could construct a graph like the green line shown in
the velocity-time graphs for constant forces in the middle panel of
Figure 5. The constant slope of the line in the velocity-time graph
indicates the cart’s velocity increases at a constant rate. The constant
rate of change of velocity means the acceleration is constant. This
constant acceleration is a result of the constant unbalanced force applied
by the spring scale to the cart.
How does acceleration depend on force? Repeat the investigation with a
larger constant force. Repeat it again with an even greater force. For each
force, plot a velocity-time graph like the red and blue lines in the middle
panel of Figure 5. Recall that the line’s slope is the cart’s acceleration.
Calculate the slope of each line and plot the results for each force to make
an acceleration-force graph, as shown in the bottom panel of Figure 5.
The graph indicates the relationship between force and acceleration is
linear. Because the relationship is linear, you can apply the equation for a
straight line:
y = kx + b

Richard Hutchings/Digital Light Source

The y-intercept is 0, so the linear equation simplifies to y = kx. The
y-variable is acceleration. The x-variable is force. Therefore, acceleration is
equal to the slope of the line multiplied by the applied net force.

Get It?

Describe the relationship between applied net force and
acceleration.
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Interpreting slope

What is the physical meaning of the slope of the
acceleration-force graph? Does it describe something about the object
that is accelerating? To see, change the object. Suppose that a second,
identical cart is placed on top of the first, and then a third cart is added as
in Figure 6. The spring scale would be pulling two carts and then three.
A plot of the force versus acceleration for one, two, and three carts is shown
in the graph in Figure 6.

3

that as the number of carts increases, the acceleration decreases. In other
words, a greater force is needed to produce the same acceleration. The
slopes of the lines in Figure 6 depend upon the number of carts; that is,
the slope depends on the total mass of the carts. In fact, the slope is the
  1 ). Using this value for slope, the
reciprocal of the mass (slope = ____
mass
Fnet
mathematical equation y = kx becomes the physics equation: a =  ___.

m
Fnet
___
What information is contained in the equation a =   m ? It tells you that a net

force applied to an object causes that object to experience a change in
motion—the force causes the object to accelerate. It also tells you that for the
same object, if you double the force, you will double the object’s acceleration.
Lastly, if you apply the same force to objects with different masses, the one
with the most mass will have the smallest acceleration and the one with the
least mass will have the greatest acceleration.

Acceleration v. Force
Acceleration (m/s2)

The graph shows that if the same force is applied in each case, the
1
acceleration of two carts is  __2 the acceleration of one cart, and the
  1  the acceleration of one cart. This means
acceleration of three carts is __

Changing the Mass of the System
2.0

1 cart

1

1.5

pe

= m

slo

1.0
0.5

1

m
e= 2

s

lop

1
e = 3m
p
o
l
s

2 carts
3 carts

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6

Force (N)

Same Force on Different Masses
Figure 6 Changing an object’s mass affects that
object’s acceleration.
Compare the acceleration of one cart to the
acceleration of two carts for an applied force of 1 N.

Get It?

Determine how the force exerted on an object must be changed
to reduce the object’s acceleration by half.
Recall that forces are measured in units called newtons. Because 
F net = ma, a newton has the units of mass times the units of acceleration.
So one newton is equal to one kg·m/s2. To get an approximate idea of
the size of 1 N, think about the downward force you feel when you
hold an apple in your hand. The force exerted by the apple on your
hand is approximately one newton. Table 1 shows the magnitudes of
some other common forces.

Common Forces
Description

F(N)

Force of gravity on a coin (nickel)

0.05

Force of gravity on a 0.45-kg bag of sugar

4.5

Force of gravity on a 70-kg person

686

Force exerted by road on an accelerating car
Force of a rocket engine
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Table 1

3000
5,000,000
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Force exerted by
first dog on sled
Force exerted by
second dog on sled

40 N
+

40 N
=

80 N

Net force on sled

Figure 7 The net force acting on an object is the vector sum of all the forces acting on that object.

Newton’s Second Law
Figure 7 shows two dogs pulling a sled. Each dog pulls with a force of 40 N. From the cart and
spring-scale investigations, you know that the sled accelerates as a result of the unbalanced force
acting it. Would the acceleration change if instead of two dogs each exerting a 40-N force, there
was one bigger, stronger dog exerting a single 80-N force on the sled? When considering forces and
acceleration, it is important to find the sum of all forces, called the net force, acting on a system.
Newton’s second law states that the acceleration of an object is proportional to the net force and
inversely proportional to the mass of the object being accelerated. This law is based on observations of how forces affect masses and is represented by the following equation. Newton’s second
law accurately predicts changes in the motion of macroscopic objects.

Newton’s Second Law

The acceleration of an object is equal to the sum of the forces acting on the object divided
by the mass of the object.

F

net
a =  ___
m 

Solving problems using Newton’s second law

One of the most important steps
in correctly applying Newton’s second law is determining the net force acting on the object.
Often, more than one force acts on an object, so you must add the force vectors to determine the
net force. Draw a free-body diagram showing the direction and relative strength of each force
acting on the system. Then, add the force vectors to find the net force. Next, use Newton’s
second law to calculate the acceleration. Finally, if necessary, you can use what you know about
accelerated motion to find the velocity or position of the object.

Zero Creatives/Cultura/Getty Images

PRACTICE Problems

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

6. Two horizontal forces, 225 N and 165 N, are exerted
on a canoe. If these forces are applied in the same
direction, find the net horizontal force on the dance.
7. If the same two forces as in the previous problem
are exerted on the canoe in opposite directions,
what is the net horizontal force on the canoe? Be
sure to indicate the direction of the net force.

8. CHALLENGE Three confused sled dogs are trying
to pull a sled across the Alaskan snow. Alutia
pulls east with a force of 35 N, Seward also pulls
east but with a force of 42 N, and big Kodiak pulls
west with a force of 53 N. What is the net force
on the sled? Explain how Newton’s second law
accurately predicts the sled’s change in motion.
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EXAMPLE Problem 1
FIGHTING OVER A PILLOW Anudja is holding a pillow with a mass of 0.30 kg when Sarah decides
that she wants it and tries to pull it away from Anudja. If Sarah pulls horizontally on the pillow with a
force of 10.0 N and Anudja pulls with a horizontal force of 11.0 N, what is the horizontal acceleration
of the pillow?
1 ANALYZE AND SKETCH THE PROBLEM
• Sketch the situation.
• Identify the pillow as the system, and the direction in which
Anudja pulls as positive.
• Draw the free-body diagram. Label the forces.
KNOWN

UNKNOWN

m = 0.30 kg

a=?

+x

FAnudja on pillow = 11.0 N

F Sarah on pillow

FAnudja on pillow

FSarah on pillow = 10.0 N
2 SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWN
Fnet = FAnudja on pillow + (–FSarah on pillow)
Use Newton’s second law.
Fnet

a =  ___
m 
FAnudja on pillow + (–FSarah on pillow)

=  __________________
  
  
m
11.0 N - 10.0 N

=  ___________
  

0.30 kg

Substitute FAnudja on pillow = 11.0 N, FSarah on pillow = 10.0 N, m = 0.30 kg.

= 3.3 m/s2
a = 3.3 m/s2 toward Anudja
3 EVALUATE THE ANSWER
• Are the units correct? m/s2 is the correct unit for acceleration.
• Does the sign make sense? The acceleration is toward Anudja because Anudja is pulling toward
herself with a greater force than Sarah is pulling in the opposite direction.
• Is the magnitude realistic? The net force is 1 N and the mass is 0.3 kg, so the acceleration is
realistic.

PRACTICE Problems

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

9. A spring scale is used to exert a net force of 2.7 N on a cart. If the cart’s mass is 0.64 kg, what is the cart’s
acceleration?
10. Kamaria is learning how to ice skate. She wants her mother to pull her along so that she has an acceleration
of 0.80 m/s2. If Kamaria’s mass is 27.2 kg, with what force does her mother need to pull her? (Neglect any
resistance between the ice and Kamaria’s skates.)
11. CHALLENGE Two horizontal forces are exerted on a large crate. The first force is 317 N to the right. The second
force is 173 N to the left.
a. Draw a force diagram for the horizontal forces acting on the crate.
b. What is the net force acting on the crate?
c. The box is initially at rest. Five seconds later, its velocity is 6.5 m/s to the right. What is the crate’s mass?
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Newton’s First Law
What is the motion of an object when the net force acting on it is zero? Newton’s second law says
that if Fnet = 0, then acceleration equals zero. Recall that if acceleration equals zero, then velocity
does not change. Thus a stationary object with no net force acting on it will remain at rest. What
about a moving object, such as a ball rolling on a surface? How long will the ball continue to roll?
The answer depends on the surface on which the ball is rolling. If the ball is rolled on a thick
carpet that exerts a force on the ball, it will come to rest quickly. If it is rolled on a hard, smooth
surface that exerts very little force, such as a bowling alley, the ball will roll for a long time with
little change in velocity.
Galileo did many experiments and he concluded that if he could remove all forces opposing
motion, horizontal motion would never stop. Galileo was the first to recognize that the general
principles of motion could be found by extrapolating experimental results to an ideal case.
In the absence of a net force, the velocity of the moving ball and the lack of motion of the
stationary object do not change. Newton recognized this and generalized Galileo’s results into a
single statement. Newton’s statement, “an object that is at rest will remain at rest, and an object
that is moving will continue to move in a straight line with constant speed, if and only if the net
force acting on that object is zero,” is called Newton’s first law.

Inertia

Newton’s first law is sometimes called the law of inertia because inertia is the tendency
of an object to resist changes in velocity. The car and the red block in Figure 8 demonstrate the
law of inertia. In the left panel, both objects are moving to the right. In the right panel, the
wooden box applies a force to the car, causing it to stop. The red block does not experience the
force applied by the wooden box. It continues to move to the right with the same velocity as in
the left panel.

Matt Meadows

Is inertia a force? No. Forces are results of interactions between two objects; they are not properties of single objects, so inertia cannot be a force. Remember that because velocity includes both
the speed and direction of motion, a net force is required to change either the speed or the
direction of motion. If the net force is zero, Newton’s first law means the object will continue
with the same speed and direction.

Figure 8 The car and the block approach the wooden box at the same speed. After the collision, the block continues on with the same
horizontal speed.
Identify the forces that will eventually cause the block to stop moving.
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Equilibrium, v = 0, a = 0

Equilibrium, v ≠ 0, a = 0

Figure 9 An object is in equilibrium if its velocity isn’t changing. In both cases pictured here, velocity isn’t changing, so the net force must be zero.

Equilibrium

According to Newton’s first law, a net force causes the velocity of an object to
change. If the net force on an object is zero, then the object is in equilibrium. An object is in
equilibrium if it is moving at a constant velocity. Note that being at rest is simply of the state of
constant velocity, v = 0. Newton’s first law identifies a net force as something that disturbs a
state of equilibrium. Thus, if there is no net force acting on the object, then the object does not
experience a change in speed or direction and is in equilibrium. Figure 9 indicates, at least in
terms of net forces, there is no difference between lying on a sofa and falling at a constant
velocity while skydiving—velocity isn’t changing, so the net force is zero.
Keep in mind that the real world is full of forces that resist motion. Newton’s ideal, friction-free
world is not easy to obtain. If you analyze a situation and find that the result is different from
your own experience, ask yourself if this s is because of the presence of frictional forces.

Check Your Progress

a. contact force
b. a field force
c. not a force
13. Free-Body Diagram Draw a free-body
diagram of a bag of sugar being lifted by your
hand at an increasing speed. Specifically
identify the system. Use subscripts to label all
forces with their agents. Remember to make
the arrows the correct lengths.

14. Free-Body Diagram Draw a free-body
diagram of a water bucket being lifted by a
rope at a decreasing speed. Specifically
identify the system. Label all forces with their
agents and make the arrows the correct
lengths.

(l) JGI/Jamie Grill/Blend Images/Getty Images; (r) dzphotovideo/E+/Getty Images

12. Forces Identify each of the following as either
a, b, or c: mass, inertia, the push of a hand,
friction, air resistance, spring force, gravity,
and acceleration.

15. Critical Thinking A force of 1 N is the only
horizontal force exerted on a block, and the
horizontal acceleration of the block is
measured. When the same horizontal force is
the only force exerted on a second block, the
horizontal acceleration is three times as large.
What can you conclude about the masses of
the two blocks?

Go online to follow your personalized learning path to review, practice,
and reinforce your understanding.
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LESSON 2

WEIGHT AND DRAG FORCE
FOCUS QUESTION

How does the drag force change after a skydiver
deploys their parachute?

Weight
From Newton’s second law, the fact that the ball in Figure 10 is accelerating means there must be
unbalanced forces acting on the ball. The only force acting on the ball is the gravitational force
due to Earth’s mass. An object’s weight is the gravitational force experienced by that object. This
gravitational force is a field force whose magnitude is directly proportional to the mass of the
object experiencing the force. In equation form, the gravitational force, which equals weight, can
be written Fg = mg. The mass of the object is m, and g, called the gravitational field, is a vector
quantity that relates an object’s mass to the gravitational force it experiences at a given location.
Near Earth’s surface, g is 9.8 N/kg toward Earth’s center.
Objects near Earth’s surface experience 9.8 N of force for
every kilogram of mass.

Weight
System

+y

Scales

v

DC

SEP

When you stand on a scale as shown in the right
panel of Figure 10, the scale exerts an upward force on you.
Because you are not accelerating, the net force acting on
you must be zero. Therefore the magnitude of the force
exerted by the scale (Fscale on you) pushing up must equal the
magnitude of Fg pulling down on you. Inside the scale,
springs provide the upward force necessary to make the net
force equal zero. The scale is calibrated to convert the
stretch of the springs to a weight. If you were on a different
planet with a different g, the scale would exert a different
force to keep you in equilibrium, and consequently, the
scale’s reading would be different. Because weight is a force,
the proper unit used to measure weight is the newton.

I

CCC

3D THINKING

Disciplinary Core Ideas

COLLECT EVIDENCE
Use your Science Journal to
record the evidence you collect as
you complete the readings and
activities in this lesson.

Fscale on you

a
Fg
Fnet = Fg
Fg = mg

Fg = mg
System

Figure 10 The gravitational force exerted by Earth’s mass on
an object equals the object’s mass times the gravitational field,
Fg = mg.
Identify the forces acting on you when you are in equilibrium while
standing on a scale.
Crosscutting Concepts

Science & Engineering Practices

INVESTIGATE
GO ONLINE to find these activities and more resources.
Probeware Lab: Terminal Velocity
Analyze and interpret data to determine which factors affect the size of the drag force on a
falling object.
 evisit the Encounter the Phenomenon Question
R
What information from this lesson can help you answer the Unit and Module questions?
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EXAMPLE Problem 2
COMPARING WEIGHTS Kiran holds a brass cylinder in each hand. Cylinder A has a mass of 100.0 g
and cylinder B has a mass of 300.0 g. What upward forces do his two hands exert to keep the
cylinders at rest? If he then drops the two, with what acceleration do they fall? (Ignore air resistance.)
1 ANALYZE AND SKETCH THE PROBLEM
• Sketch the situation.

B

A

• Identify the two cylinders as the systems, and choose the
upward direction as positive.
• Draw the free-body diagrams. Label the forces.
KNOWN

UNKNOWNS

mA = 0.1000 kg

FHand on A = ?

mB = 0.3000 kg

g = –9.8 N/kg		

F hand on A
Fgravity on A
Fgravity on B

+

FHand on B = ?
aA=?

F hand on B

aB = ?

2 SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWNS
For cylinder A:

For cylinder B:

FNet on A = FHand on A + FGravity on A

FNet on B = FHand on B + FGravity on B

0 = FHand on A + FGravity on A

= FHand on B + FGravity on B

FHand on A = –FGravity on A

FHand on B = –FGravity on B

FHand on A = –mAg

FHand on B = mBg

= –(0.1000 kg)(–9.8 N/kg)

= –(0.3000 kg)(–9.8 N/Kg)

= 0.98 N up

= 2.9 N up

After the cylinders are dropped, the only force on each is the force of gravity. Use Newton’s second law.
FNet on B
FNet on A
aB =
aA =
mB
mA
aA =

mAg
=g
mA

= -9.8 m/s2

aB =

m Bg
=g
mB

= –9.8 m/s2

Substitute FNet on A = mAg and FNet on B = mBg
Substitute g = –9.8 N/kg = –9.8 m/s2.

3 EVALUATE THE ANSWER
• Are the units correct? N is the correct unit for force; m/s2 is the correct unit for acceleration.
• Does the sign make sense? The direction of the fall is downward, the negative direction, and the
object is speeding up, so the acceleration should be negative.
• Is the magnitude realistic? Forces are 1–5 N, typical of that exerted by objects that have a mass of
one kg or less. The accelerations are both equal to free fall acceleration.

PRACTICE Problems

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

16. You place a 4.0-kg watermelon on a spring scale that measures in newtons. What is the scale’s reading?
17. You place a 22.50-kg television on a spring scale. If the scale reads 235.2 N, what is the gravitational field?
18. A 0.50-kg guinea pig is lifted up from the ground. What is the smallest force needed to lift it? Describe the
particular motion resulting from this minimum force.
19. CHALLENGE A grocery sack can withstand a maximum of 230 N before it rips. Will a bag holding 15 kg of
groceries that is lifted from the checkout counter at an acceleration of 7.0 m/s2 hold?
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Apparent weight

What is weight? Because the weight force is defined as
Fg = mg, Fg changes when g varies. On or near the surface of Earth, g is
approximately constant, so an object’s weight does not change appreciably as it
moves around near Earth’s surface. If a bathroom scale provides the only
upward force on you, then it reads your weight. What would it read if you stood
with one foot on the scale and one foot on the floor? What if a friend pushed
down on your shoulders or lifted up on your elbows? Then there would be other
contact forces on you, and the scale would not read your weight.
What happens if you stand on a scale in an elevator? As long as you are not
accelerating, the scale will read your weight. What would the scale read if the
elevator accelerated upward? Figure 11 shows the pictorial and physical
representations for this situation. You are the system, and upward is the
positive direction. Because the acceleration of the system is upward, the net
force must be upward. The upward force of the scale must be greater than the
downward force of your weight. Therefore, the scale reading is greater than
your weight.

+y

Fscale on
rider

Fnet
v a Fg

Figure 11 If you are accelerating upward, the
net force acting on you must be upward. The
scale must exert an upward force greater than
the downward force of your weight.

Get It?

Describe the reading on the scale as the elevator accelerates upward from rest,
reaches a constant speed, and then comes to a stop.
If you ride in an elevator accelerating upward, you feel as if you are heavier because the floor
presses harder on your feet. On the other hand, if the acceleration is downward, then you feel
lighter, and the scale reads less than your weight. The force exerted by the scale is an example of
apparent weight, which is the support force exerted on an object.
Imagine that the cable holding the elevator breaks. What would the scale read then? The scale and
you would both accelerate at a = g. According to this formula, the scale would read zero and your
apparent weight would be zero. That is, you would be weightless. However, weightlessness does
not mean that an object’s weight is actually zero; rather, it means that there are no contact forces
acting to support the object, and the object’s apparent weight is zero. Similar to the falling elevator,
astronauts experience weightlessness in orbit because they and their spacecraft are in free fall.

PROBLEM-SOLVING STRATEGY
Force and Motion
When solving force and motion problems, use the following strategies.
1. Read the problem carefully, and sketch a pictorial model.
2. Circle the system and choose a coordinate system.
3. Determine which quantities are known and which are unknown.
4. Create a physical model by drawing a motion diagram showing the direction of the acceleration.
5. Create a free-body diagram showing all the forces acting on the object.
6. Use Newton’s laws to link acceleration and net force.
7. Rearrange the equation to solve for the unknown quantity.
8. Substitute known quantities with their units into the equation and solve.
9. Check your results to see whether they are reasonable.
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EXAMPLE Problem 3
REAL AND APPARENT WEIGHT Your mass is 75.0 kg, and you are standing on a bathroom scale
in an elevator. Starting from rest, the elevator accelerates upward at 2.00 m/s2 for 2.00 s and then
continues at a constant speed. Is the scale reading during acceleration greater than, equal to, or less
than the scale reading when the elevator is at rest?
1 ANALYZE AND SKETCH THE PROBLEM
• Sketch the situation.
• Choose a coordinate system with the positive direction as upward. +y
• Draw the motion diagram. Label v and a.

System

• Draw the free-body diagram. The net force is in the same direction
as the acceleration, so the upward force is greater than the
downward force.
KNOWN

UNKNOWN

m = 75.0 kg

Fscale = ?

Fscale on

Fscale

you

V

a

Fg

Fg

a = 2.00 m/s2
t = 2.00 s
g = 9.8 N/kg
2 SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWN
Fnet = ma
Fnet = Fscale + (-Fg)	
Fg is negative because it is in the negative direction defined by the coordinate system.

Solve for Fscale.

Fscale = Fnet + Fg
Elevator at rest:
Fscale = Fnet + Fg

The elevator is not accelerating. Thus, Fnet = 0.00 N.

= Fg

Substitute Fnet = 0.00 N.

= mg

Substitute Fg = mg.

= (75.0 kg)(9.8 N/kg)

Substitute m = 75.0 kg, g = 9.8 N/kg.

= 735 N
Elevator accelerating upward:
Fscale = Fnet + Fg
= ma + mg

Substitute Fnet = ma, Fg = mg

= (75.0 kg)(2.00 m/s2) + (75.0 kg)(9.8 N/kg)

Substitute m = 75.0 kg, a = 2.00 m/s2, g = 9.8 N/kg

= 885 N
 he scale reading when the elevator is accelerating (885 N) is larger than when it is at rest (735 N).
T
3 EVALUATE THE ANSWER
• Are the units correct? kg·m/s2 is the force unit, N.
• Does the sign make sense? The positive sign agrees with the coordinate system.
• Is the magnitude realistic? FScale = 885 N is larger than it would be at rest when Fscale would be
735 N. The increase is 150 N, which is about 20 percent of the rest weight. The upward acceleration is
about 20 percent of that due to gravity, so the magnitude is reasonable.
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PRACTICE Problems

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

20. On Earth, a scale shows that you weigh 585 N.
a. What is your mass?
b. What would the scale read on the Moon (g = 1.60 N/kg)?
21. C
 HALLENGE Use the results from Example Problem 3 to answer questions about a scale in an elevator on
Earth. What force would be exerted by the scale on a person in the following situations?
a. The elevator moves upward at constant speed.
b. It slows at 2.0 m/s2 while moving downward.
c. It speeds up at 2.0 m/s2 while moving downward.
d. It moves downward at constant speed.
e. In what direction is the net force as the elevator slows to a stop as it is moving down?

Drag Force
The particles in the air around an object exert forces on that object. In fact, air exerts huge forces,
but in most cases, it exerts balanced forces on all sides, and therefore has no net effect. So far, you
have neglected the force of air on an object moving through the air. In actuality, when an object
moves through any fluid, such as air or water, the fluid exerts a force on the moving object in the
direction opposite the object’s motion. A drag force is the force exerted by a fluid on an object
opposing motion through the fluid. This force is dependent on the motion of the object, the
properties of the object, and the properties of the fluid that the object is moving through. For
example, as the speed of the object increases, so does the magnitude of the drag force. The size
and shape of the object also affect the drag force. The fluid’s properties, such as its density and
viscosity, also affect the drag force.

Get It?

Describe how the wingsuits shown in the photo at the beginning of the module affect
the drag force experienced by the skydivers.

U.S. Army Photo by Sgt. Aaron Ricca, 115th Mobile Public Affairs Detachment

PHYSICS Challenge
A 415-kg container of food and water is dropped
from an airplane at an altitude of 300 m. First,
consider the situation ignoring air resistance.
Then calculate the more realistic situation
involving a drag force provided by a parachute.
1. If you ignore air resistance, how long will
it take the container to fall 300 m to the
ground?
2. Again, ignoring air resistance, what is the
speed of the container just before it hits
the ground?
3. The container is attached to a parachute
designed to produce a drag force that allows
the container to reach a constant downward
velocity of 6 m/s. What is the magnitude of
the drag force when the container is falling at
a constant 6 m/s down?

Lesson 2 • Weight and Drag Force
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Terminal velocity

If you drop a tennis ball, as in Figure 12,
it has very little velocity at the start and thus only a small drag force.
The downward force of gravity is much stronger than the upward
drag force, so there is a downward acceleration. As the ball’s velocity
increases, so does the drag force. Soon the drag force equals the force
of gravity. When this happens, there is no net force, and so there is
no acceleration. The constant velocity that is reached when the drag
force equals the force of gravity is called the terminal velocity.

v

v

Fdrag
Fg
Fdrag

As velocity
increases,
the drag force
also increases.

Fg

When light objects with large surface areas fall, the drag force has a
substantial effect on their motion, and they quickly reach terminal
velocity. Heavier, more compact objects are not affected as much by
the drag force. For example, the terminal velocity of a table-tennis ball
in air is 9 m/s, and that of a baseball is 42 m/s. Skydivers can increase
or decrease their terminal velocity by changing their body orientation
and shape. A horizontal, spreadeagle shape produces the slowest
terminal velocity, about 60 m/s. After the parachute opens, the
skydiver becomes part of a large object with a correspondingly large
drag force and a terminal velocity of about 5 m/s.

Fdrag
v
Fg
Fdrag
v

Figure 12 The drag force on an object increases as its velocity increases.
When the drag force equals the gravitational force, the object is in equilibrium.

At this point,
Fdrag = Fg.
The ball no
longer accelerates
because the net
force is zero. It is
falling at its
terminal velocity.

Fg

Check Your Progress
22. Terminal Velocity The skydiver in Figure 13
falls at a constant speed in the spread-eagle
position. Immediately after opening the
parachute, is the skydiver accelerating? If so,
in which direction? Explain your answer.

25. Apparent Weight You take a ride in a fast
elevator to the top of a tall building and ride
back down. Compare your apparent and real
weights at each part of the journey. Sketch
free-body diagrams to support your answers.
26. Acceleration Tecle, with a mass of 65.0 kg, is
standing on an ice-skating rink. His friend
applies a force of 9.0 N to him. What is Tecle’s
resulting acceleration?

Figure 13

23. Lunar Gravity Compare the force holding a
10.0-kg rock on Earth and on the Moon. The
gravitational field on the Moon is 1.6 N/kg.
24. Motion of an Elevator You are riding in an
elevator holding a spring scale with a 1-kg
mass suspended from it. You look at the scale
and see that it reads 9.3 N. What does this tell
you about the elevator’s motion?

27. Critical Thinking You have a job loading
inventory onto trucks at a meat warehouse.
Each truck has a weight limit of 10,000 N of
cargo. You push each crate of meat along a
low-resistance roller belt to a scale and weigh
it before moving it onto the truck. One night,
right after you weigh a 1000-N crate, the scale
breaks. Describe a way in which you could
apply Newton’s laws to approximate the
masses of the remaining crates.

Go online to follow your personalized learning path to review, practice,
and reinforce your understanding.
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LESSON 3

NEWTON’S THIRD LAW
FOCUS QUESTION

If you push on a wall, what force does the wall exert on you?

Interaction Pairs
Figure 14 illustrates the idea of forces as interaction pairs. There is a force from the woman on the
dog’s toy, and there is a force from the dog’s toy on the woman. Forces always come in pairs
similar to this example. Consider the woman (A) as one system and the toy (B) as another. What
forces act on each of the two systems? Looking at the force diagrams in Figure 14, you can see
that each system exerts a force on the other. The two forces, FA on B and FB on A, are an example of
an interaction pair, which is a set of two forces that are in opposite directions, have equal magnitudes, and act on different objects. Sometimes, an interaction pair is called an action-reaction
pair. This might suggest that one causes the other; however, this is not true. For example, the
force of the woman pulling on the toy doesn’t cause the toy to pull on the woman. The two forces
either exist together or not at all.

Definition of Newton’s third law

In Figure 14, the force exerted by the woman on the toy
is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the force exerted by the toy on the woman. Such
an interaction pair is an example of Newton’s third law, which states that all forces come in pairs.
The two forces in a pair act on different objects and are equal in strength and opposite in direction.
Figure 14 The force that the toy exerts on
the woman and the force that the woman
exerts on the toy are an interaction pair.

FatCamera/E+/Getty Images

Ftoy on woman

DC

SEP

Fwoman on toy

I

CCC

3D THINKING

Disciplinary Core Ideas

COLLECT EVIDENCE
Use your Science Journal to
record the evidence you collect as
you complete the readings and
activities in this lesson.

Crosscutting Concepts

Science & Engineering Practices

INVESTIGATE
GO ONLINE to find these activities and more resources.
PhysicsLAB: Newton’s Third Law
Plan and carry out a investigation that applies Newton’s laws of motion to different systems.
 eview the News
R
Obtain information from a current news story about forces and motion. Evaluate your source
and communicate your findings to your class.
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Newton’s Third Law

The force of A on B is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction of the force of
B on A.

Newton’s Third Law

FA on B = –FB on A

Using Newton’s third law

Consider the situation of holding a book in your
hand. You can draw one free-body diagram for you and one for the book. Are there any
interaction pairs? When identifying interaction pairs, keep in mind that they always
occur in two different free-body diagrams, and they always will have the symmetry of
subscripts noted on the previous page. In this case, the interaction pair is Fbook on hand and
Fhand on book.
The ball in Figure 15 interacts with the table and with Earth. First, analyze the forces
acting on one system, the ball. The table exerts an upward force on the ball, and the
mass of Earth exerts a downward gravitational force on the ball. Even though these
forces are in opposite directions, they are not an interaction pair because they act on
the same object. Now consider the ball and the table together. In addition to the
upward force exerted by the table on the ball, the ball exerts a downward force on the
table. This is an interaction pair. Notice also that the ball has a weight. If the ball
experiences a force due to Earth’s mass, then there must be a force on Earth’s mass
due to the ball. In other words, they are an interaction pair.
FEarth’s mass on ball = −Fball on Earth’s mass
An unbalanced force on Earth would cause Earth to accelerate. But acceleration is
inversely proportional to mass. Because Earth’s mass is so huge in comparison to the
masses of other objects that we normally consider, Earth’s acceleration is so small that
it can be neglected. In other words, Earth can be often treated as part of the external
world rather than as a second system. The problem-solving strategies below
summarize how to deal with interaction pairs.

Ftable on ball

Fg
T he two forces acting on the ball
are Ftable on ball and F Earth's mass on ball.
These forces are not an interaction pair.
Ftable on ball

Fball on table
F orce interaction pair between
ball and table.

Get It?

Explain why Earth’s acceleration is usually very small compared to the
acceleration of the object that Earth interacts with.
PROBLEM-SOLVING STRATEGY

FEarth on ball

Interaction Pairs
Use these strategies to solve problems in which there is an
interaction between objects in two different systems.
1. Separate the system or systems from the external world.
2. Draw a pictorial model with coordinate systems for each system.
3. Draw a physical model that includes free-body diagrams for each system.
4. Connect interaction pairs by dashed lines.
5. To calculate your answer, use Newton’s second law to relate the net force
and acceleration for each system.
6. Use Newton’s third law to equate the magnitudes of the interaction pairs
and give the relative direction of each force.
7. Solve the problem and check the reasonableness of the answers’ units,
signs, and magnitudes.

102

Fball on Earth

F orce interaction pair between
ball and Earth.
Figure 15 A ball resting on a table
is part of two interaction pairs.
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EXAMPLE Problem 4
EARTH’S ACCELERATION A softball has a mass of 0.18 kg. What is the gravitational force on Earth
due to the ball, and what is Earth’s resulting acceleration? Earth’s mass is 6.0×1024 kg.
1 ANALYZE AND SKETCH THE PROBLEM
• Draw free-body diagrams for the two systems: the ball and Earth.

Softball

• Connect the interaction pair by a dashed line.
KNOWN

F Earth on
ball

UNKNOWN

mball = 0.18 kg		
mEarth = 6.0×1024 kg

g = 9.8 N/kg		

+y

F ball on

FEarth on ball = ?

Earth

aEarth = ?

2 SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWN
Use Newton’s second law to find the weight of the ball.
FEarth on ball = mballg

= (0.18 kg)(-9.0 N/kg)

Substitute mball = 0.18 kg.g = –9.8 N/kg.

= -1.8 N
Use Newton’s third law to find Fball on Earth.
FBall on Earth = -FEarth on ball

= - (-1.8 N)

Substitute FEarth on ball = –1.8 N.

= +1.8 N
Use Newton’s second law to find aEarth.
Fnet

aEarth = ____
  m 
Earth

1.8 N

= _________
  6.0×1024 kg 

Substitute Fnet = 1.8 N, mEarth = 6.0×1024 kg.

= 2.9×10-25 m/s2 toward the softball
3 EVALUATE THE ANSWER
• Are the units correct? Force is in N and acceleration is in m/s2.
• Do the signs make sense? Force and acceleration should be positive.
• Is the magnitude realistic? It makes sense that Earth’s acceleration is small; Earth’s mass is large.

PRACTICE Problems

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

28. You lift a relatively light bowling ball with your hand, accelerating it
upward. What are the forces on the ball? What forces does the ball
exert? What objects are these forces exerted on?
29. A brick falls from a construction scaffold. Identify any forces acting on
the brick. Also identify any forces the brick exerts and the objects on
which these forces are exerted. (Air resistance may be ignored.)
30. A suitcase sits on a stationary airport luggage cart, as in Figure 16.
Draw a free-body diagram for each object and specifically indicate any
interaction pairs between the two.
31. CHALLENGE You toss a ball up in the air. Draw a free-body diagram for
the ball after it has lost contact with your hand but while it is still moving
upward. Identify any forces acting on the ball. Also identify any forces
that the ball exerts and the objects on which these forces are exerted.
Assume that air resistance is negligible.

Figure 16

Lesson 3 • Newton’s Third Law
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Tension
Tension is simply a specific name for the force that a string or rope exerts. A simplification within this textbook is the assumption that all strings and ropes are massless.
In Figure 17, the rope is about to break in the middle. If the rope breaks, the bucket
will fall; before it breaks, there must be forces holding the rope together. The force
that the top part of the rope exerts on the bottom part is Ftop on bottom. Newton’s third
law states that this force must be part of an interaction pair. The other member of the
pair is the force that the bottom part of the rope exerts on the top, Fbottom on top. These
forces, equal in magnitude but opposite in direction, also are shown in Figure 17.

F T (bottom on top)
F T (top on bottom)
Fg

Figure 17 The tension in the rope is
Think about this situation in another way. Before the rope breaks, the bucket is in
equal to the weight of all the objects
equilibrium. This means that the force of its weight downward must be equal in
hanging from it.
magnitude but opposite in direction to the tension in the rope upward. Similarly, if
you look at the point in the rope just above the bucket, it also is in equilibrium.
Therefore, the tension of the rope below it pulling down must be equal to the tension of the rope
above it pulling up. You can move up the rope, considering any point in the rope, and see that
the tension forces at any point in the rope are pulling equally in both directions. Thus, the
tension in the rope equals the weight of all objects below it.

Examine the tension forces shown in Figure 18. If team A is exerting a 500-N force and the rope
does not accelerate, then team B also must be pulling with a force of 500 N. What is the tension in
the rope? If each team pulls with 500 N of force, is the tension 1000 N? To decide, think of the
rope as divided into two halves. The left side is not accelerating, so the net force on it is zero. Thus,
FA on left side = Fright side on left side = 500 N. Similarly, FB on right side = Fleft side on right side = 500 N. But the two
tensions, Fright side on left side and Fleft side on right side, are an interaction pair, so they are equal and opposite.
Thus, the tension in the rope equals the force with which each team pulls, or 500 N. To verify this,
you could cut the rope in half and tie the ends to a spring scale. The scale would read 500 N.

FA on left side

Fright side on left side

Fleft side on right side

FB on right side

Team A

Rawpixel/iStock/Getty Images Plus/Getty Images

Interaction Pair

Team B

Figure 18 The rope is not accelerating, so the tension in the rope equals the force with which each team pulls.
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EXAMPLE Problem 5
LIFTING A BUCKET A 50.0-kg bucket is being lifted by a rope. The rope will not break if the tension
is 525 N or less. The bucket started at rest, and after being lifted 3.0 m, it moves at 3.0 m/s. If the
acceleration is constant, is the rope in danger of breaking?
1 ANALYZE AND SKETCH THE PROBLEM
• Draw the situation, and identify the forces on the system.

+y

V

• Establish a coordinate system with the positive axis upward.

F T (rope on
bucket)
a
Fnet

• Draw a motion diagram; include v and a.
• Draw the free-body diagram, and label for forces.
KNOWN

UNKNOWN

m = 50.0 kg vt = 3.0 m/s

FT = ?

System

vi = 0.0 m/s d = 3.0 m

Fg (Earth’s mass
on bucket)

2 SOLVE FOR THE UNKNOWN
Fnet is the sum of the positive force of the rope pulling up (TF) and the negative weight force (-Fg)
pulling down as defined by the coordinate system.
Fnet = F T + (-Fg)
F T = Fnet + Fg = ma + mg

Substitue Fnet = ma, Fg = mg

vi, vf, and d are known.
vf2 = vi + 2ad
vf2 - v i2

vf2

__
a =   ______
2d  =   2d 

Substitute vi = 0.0 m/s

F T = ma + mg

Substitute a = vf2 / (2d).

= m( __
2d ) + mg
vf2

(3.0 m/s)2
= (50.0 kg)(  _______
2(3.0 m) ) + (50.0 kg)(9.8 N/kg)

Substitute m = 50.0 kg, vf = 3.0 m/s, d = 3.0 m, g = 9.8 N/Kg.

= 560 N

The rope is in danger of breaking because the tension exceeds 525 N.
3 EVALUATE THE ANSWER
• Are the units correct? dimensional analysis verifies kg·m/s2, which is N
• Does the sign make sense? The upward force should be positive.
• Is the magnitude realistic? The magnitude is a little larger than 490 N, which is the weight of the
bucket. Fg = mg = (50.0 kg)(9.8 N/kg) = 490 N

PRACTICE Problems

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

32. D
 iego and Mika are trying to remove a tire from
Diego’s car. When they pull together in the same
direction, Mika with a force of 23 N and Diego
with a force of 31 N, they just barely get the tire
to move off the wheel. What is the magnitude of
the force between the tire and the wheel?

33. C
 HALLENGE You are loading equipment into a
bucket that roofers will hoist to a rooftop. If the
rope will not break as long as the tension does not
exceed 450 N and you fill the bucket until it has a
mass of 42 kg, what is the greatest acceleration
the workers can give the bucket as they hoist it?
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The Normal Force

FN

Any time two objects are in contact, they exert a
force on each other. Consider a box sitting on a
table. There is a downward force on the box due
to gravity. There also is an upward force that the
table exerts on the box. This force must exist
because the box is in equilibrium. The normal
force is the perpendicular contact force that a
surface exerts on another surface.

50.0 N
50.0 N
FN
FN
mg

mg

mg

FN = mg, Fnet = 0
FN < mg, Fnet = 0
FN > mg, Fnet = 0
The normal force always is perpendicular to the
plane of contact between two objects, but is it
Figure 19 The normal force is not always equal to the object’s weight.
always equal to the weight of an object? Figure
19 shows three situations involving a box with
the same weight. What if you tied a string to the
box and pulled up on it a little bit, but not enough to accelerate the box, as shown in the middle
panel in Figure 19? When you apply Newton’s second law to the box and the forces acting on the
box, you see FN + Fstring on box - Fg = ma = 0 N, which can be rearranged to show FN = Fg - F string
on box.

You can see that in this case the normal force that the table exerts on the box is less than the
box’s weight (Fg). Similarly, if you pushed down on the box on the table as shown in the final
panel in Figure 19, the normal force would be more than the box’s weight. Finding the normal
force will be important when you study friction in detail.

Check Your Progress
34. Interaction Pair Identify each force acting on
the ball and its interaction pair in Figure 20.

36. Tension A block hangs from the ceiling by a
massless rope. A second block is attached to the
first block and hangs below it on another piece
of massless rope. If each of the two blocks has a
mass of 5.0 kg, what is the tension in the rope?
37. Tension A block hangs from the ceiling by a
massless rope. A 3.0-kg block is attached to
the first block and hangs below it on another
piece of massless rope. The tension in the top
rope is 63.0 N. Find the tension in the bottom
rope and the mass of the top block.

Figure 20

35. Force Imagine lowering the ball in Figure 20
at increasing speed. Draw separate free-body
diagrams for the forces acting on the ball and
for each set of interaction pairs.

38. Critical Thinking A curtain prevents two
tug-of-war teams from seeing each other. One
team ties its end of the rope to a tree. If the
other team pulls with a 500-N force, what is the
tension in the rope? Explain.

Go online to follow your personalized learning path to review, practice,
and reinforce your understanding.
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NATURE OF SCIENCE

Finding the Source
of the Force
Racetrack Playa in Death Valley, CA has a flat surface
dotted with rocks and boulders of varying sizes. The
rocks occasionally move, leaving trails in the mud that
show their path of motion. For a long time, no one
knew what caused the rocks to move. This scientific
mystery was finally solved during an investigation that
gathered data using advanced technology.

Wandering Stones
The rocks on Racetrack Playa have earned many
nicknames over the years. They have been called
wandering stones, sliding rocks, slithering stones,
and sailing stones. The rocks vary greatly in size—
some of the largest have a mass of more than
300 kg. The motion of the rocks had never been
observed first-hand.

Hypotheses

Solving the Mystery
To solve the mystery of the rocks’ movement,
researchers embedded GPS in fifteen rocks to track
their motion. They set up a weather station to keep
track of the wind speed and direction. They also set
up a camera to record video of the rocks’ motion.
After analyzing the data, the researchers concluded
that rock movement occurred when a shallow pond
formed and froze on the Playa’s surface. When the
ice sheet on the top of the pond started to melt,
very thin floating sheets of ice were blown by light
breezes. The floating ice sheets pushed against
rocks, making the rocks slide, similar to the way
a sail makes a boat move across the water. Data
providing evidence that thin ice and light breezes
could generate enough force to cause the motion
of the rocks was an unexpected answer to this
scientific mystery.

SEP

	DEVELOP A MODEL TO ILLUSTRATE
DC

I

Panther Media GmbH/Alamy Stock Photo

Many scientists developed hypotheses to explain
the motion of the rocks. Some thought that the
force of gravity was pulling the rocks slowly down
a very slight slope. Others thought that high winds
occasionally pushed the rocks with enough force
to cause their motion. However, evidence did not
support these hypotheses. Gravity was ruled out
by data showing the rocks were moving up a slight
slope, not downhill. High winds were also ruled out,
because data showed that more massive rocks often
moved farther than smaller rocks.

For many years, scientists tried to determine the source of the
forces that caused these rocks to move.

CCC

Work with a team to draw a free-body diagram of the
forces acting on a sliding rock in Racetrack Playa.
Indicate the direction of the acceleration and of the
net force. Next to the free-body diagram, make an
illustration that uses a circle to designate the system.
Module 4 • Nature of Science
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MODULE 4

STUDY GUIDE
GO ONLINE to study with your Science Notebook.

Lesson 1 FORCE AND MOTION
• A force is a push or a pull. Forces have both direction and
magnitude. A force might be either a contact force or a field force.
• Newton’s second law states that the acceleration of a system
equals the net force acting on it divided by its mass.
Fnet

a = ___
  m 

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

force
system
free-body diagram
net force
Newton’s second law
Newton’s first law
inertia
equilibrium

•
•
•
•
•
•

weight
gravitational field
apparent weight
weightlessness
drag force
terminal velocity

•
•
•
•

interaction pair
Newton’s third law
tension
normal force

• Newton’s first law states that an object that is at rest will remain
at rest and an object that is moving will continue to move in a
straight line with constant speed, if and only if the net force
acting on that object is zero. An object with zero net force acting
on it is in equilibrium.
Lesson 2 WEIGHT AND DRAG FORCE
• The object’s weight (Fg) depends on the object’s mass and the
gravitational field at the object’s location.
Fg = mg
• An object’s apparent weight is the magnitude of the support force
exerted on it. An object with no apparent weight experiences
weightlessness.
• A falling object reaches a constant velocity when the drag force is
equal to the object’s weight. The constant velocity is called the
terminal velocity. The drag force on an object is determined by
the object’s weight, size, and shape as well as the fluid through
which it moves.
Lesson 3 NEWTON’S THIRD LAW
• Newton’s third law states that the two forces that make up an
interaction pair of forces are equal in magnitude, but opposite in
direction and act on different objects. In an interaction pair, FA on B
does not cause FB on A. The two forces either exist together or not
at all.
FA on B = -FB on A
• The normal force is a support force resulting from the contact
between two objects. It is always perpendicular to the plane of
contact between the two objects.
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THREE-DIMENSIONAL THINKING

Module Wrap-Up

REVISIT THE PHENOMENON

How do wing suits help
BASE jumpers control
their velocity?
CER

Claim, Evidence, Reasoning

Explain Your Reasoning Revisit the claim you made when you encountered the
phenomenon. Summarize the evidence you gathered from your investigations and
research and finalize your Summary Table. Does your evidence support your claim? If not,
revise your claim. Explain why your evidence supports your claim.

STEM UNIT PROJECT

Now that you’ve completed the module, revisit your STEM unit project. You will
apply your evidence from this module and complete your project.

GO FURTHER
Data Analysis Lab
How does weight change during a rocket
launch?

Oliver Furrer/Cultura/Getty Images

A rocket is launched vertically. When the rocket
reaches its m
 aximum height, a parachute is
deployed, and the rocket descends to the
ground.

CER Analyze and Interpret Data
1. Draw and label a free-body diagram for the
rocket during each of the following intervals:
a. While the engine is firing
b. After the engine shuts down but before the
parachute is deployed
c. The moment the parachute is deployed

2. Claim Imagine the rocket is full-sized and a
person stands on a bathroom scale inside. Is
the scale reading less than, equal to, or
greater that the scale reading when the rocket
is at rest for the following intervals?
a. While the engine is firing
b. After the engine shuts down but before the
parachute is deployed
c. The moment the parachute is deployed
3. Evidence and Reasoning Justify your answers
by using your diagrams and explaining your
reasoning.
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